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Chairman: Haim Levy
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The purpose of this dissertation is to enhance the

current understanding of new public equity offers and

investment banking contracts. Three issues are analyzed in

this dissertation.

The first issue focuses on the relationship between

underwriting risk and underwriter's compensation in seasoned

new stock offerings. A valuation model of the most widely

used firm commitment underwriting contract is developed

employing option pricing framework. Applying the model to

market data on underwriting spread over the period of 1982-

1985, the underwriting value was found to be highly

overpriced, indicating that, on average, underwriters earned

excess returns for the underwriting activity. With some

factors considered to explain the degree of excess returns

to underwriters, the overall findings strongly suggest that
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the underwriting market is less than perfectly competitive

and that the observed excess returns are mainly due to the

monopsonistic underwriting business.

The second issue focuses on the choice of an optimal

financing method among standby rights offer, nonstandby

rights offer, and firm commitment cash offer in a market of

asymmetric information. This study empirically examines

three testable hypotheses implied by Heinkel and Schwartz

signalling equilibrium model. Using data on primary stock

offerings over the 1976-1985 period, we found that the

empirical results do not fully support the implications of

the three hypotheses. We argue that the analytical problems

present in Heinkel and Schwartz model induce the empirical

evidence to deviate from the predictions of their model.

The third issue is devoted to the valuation of rights and

the efficiency of rights offering market. Rights can be

considered as call options, either on the firm's assets

(Smith model) or on the firm's stock (Galai and Schneller

model). The predictability of these two rights valuation

models is investigated using market data of rights over the

1968-1985 period. We found that both models significantly

overestimate the market value, but that Smith model yields

slightly better results. The overall results suggest that

the rights offering market is not as efficient as the option

market to be able to eliminate any abnormal trading profits

even on after-transaction cost and tax basis.

• i
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Dissertation

Corporations, whose objective is to increase the value of

shareholders' stake in the firm, typically face two basic

decisions: (1) investment, or capital budgeting, decision--

how much to invest and what specific assets to invest in;

(2) financing decision--how to raise the necessary cash for

the investment.

Finance literature has focused on two broad issues

related to the firm's financing decision; the firm's choice

of security to offer by examining market reactions to the

announcement of new security offer and the firm's choice of

an offering method by analyzing the structure of various

arrangements employed in the capital raising process, the

latter of which is explicitly discussed in this

dissertation.

Corporations raise external equity capital in a number

of different ways. A new equity issue can be offered either

directly to the firm's existing shareholders (rights offer)

or to investors at large (underwritten cash offer). Figure

1-1 summarizes the various alternative methods in public

offerings of seasoned new equity issues by corporations.
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Notes: C = competitive contract. N = negotiated contract.

a The proportion of the number of offerings using each
method relative to the total number of public offerings over
the 1976-1985 period is in parentheses. The information is
drawn from the Registered Offering Statistics provided by
the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Figure 1-1
Alternative Methods in Public Offerings of
Seasoned New Equity Issues by Corporations

This dissertation analyzes the various characteristics of

the contractual arrangements employed in the raising of

equity capital illustrated in Figure 1-1. It consists of

three separate essays whose topics are related but distinct.

Tasks of the Dissertation

Essay I focuses on the relationship between underwriting

risk for a new equity offering and the appropriate under¬

writing risk premium.
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While previous studies recognized through regression

analysis the effect of several factors on the overall under¬

writer's compensation, namely underwriting spread, they

often overlooked the fact that underwriting fee, rather than

underwriting spread, represents more appropriate compensa¬

tion for the underwriting risk involved in a new equity

offering. Moreover, little analytical attention so far has

given to the magnitude of the explicit equilibrium

underwriting risk premium.

In this essay, we first employ the option pricing

framework to derive a valuation model of underwriting risk

premium for the most-widely used firm commitment contract.

We also present numerical examples to examine the relative

effects of changes in the model parameters of interest on

the value of underwriting risk premium. We then analyze the

underwriting risk premium in seasoned new equity issues by

applying our model to market data on underwriter's

compensation-tion over the period of 1982-1985.

Specifically, this essay attempts to answer the following

questions.

(1) How should the optimal underwriting risk premium be

determined and how much should it be?

(2) Do issuing firms on average overpay for the risk that

they transfer to underwriters?

(3) Is the underwriting industry competitive with respect to

its charge for underwriting risk premium?

(4) Are underwriters compensated for underwriting risk in a
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significantly different manner depending upon industry

group, the type of registration (shelf vs. non-shelf), the

method of syndication, and the relative position (or

"prestige" as it is often called) of the managing

underwriter in the industry?

These issues are of significant importance to practi¬

tioners such as issuing firms and underwriters as well as

regulatory agencies, which have been concerned about the

competition in underwriting business for new equity

offerings. The empirical results of this essay will provide

considerable insights into the competitiveness of new equity

issue market and into the issuing firm/underwriter's policy

making.

The detailed analysis and empirical results of Essay I

are presented in Chapter II.

Essay II investigates the choice of an optimal financing

method under asymmetric information. The choice of

underwritten cash offers for seasoned new equity issues by

the vast majority of U.S. firms over the seemingly less

expensive rights offers has been referred to as the so-

called "equity financing paradox".

Although some potential explanations to resolve this

paradox have been provided in several previous studies, no

theoretical models with rational expectation formation have

been tested to date. Most prior studies lack convincing

theoretical analysis and ignore an important characteristic

of new equity offering market, namely market imperfection by
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information asymmetry between issuing firms and outside

investors/investment bankers, which may underlie the

observed behavior of firms in choosing their optimal

financing method.

Based on the theoretical analysis by Heinkel and Schwartz

(1986), this essay empirically examines three testable

hypotheses regarding which type of financing method a firm

employs for a given issue under information asymmetry - (1)

firm quality hypothesis, (2) subscription price hypothesis,

and (3) firm segment hypothesis. This essay also discusses

some analytical problems present in the Heinkel and

Schwartz' signalling equilibrium model.

Specifically, this essay seeks to answer the following

questions.

(1) Is the issuing firm's choice of a financing method

significantly related to the quality (or type) of the firm?

(2) What type of firm using non-standby (uninsured) rights

offers sets a higher subscription price?

(3) Does the magnitude of investigation costs associated

with standby rights offers affect the number of firms using

this method?

(4) What other alternative type of financing method is used

by those firms which avoid standby rights offers because of

the high investigation costs?

The detailed analysis and relevant empirical results of

Essay II are presented in Chapter III.
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Essay III is devoted to the pricing of rights, which can

be viewed as options such that the holder has the right to

buy the firm's new shares on specified terms. This essay

has three distinct parts.

First, we develop a per-share version of a rights

valuation model derived by Smith (1977), which adapts a

minor modification of the boundary condition on the Black

and Scholes (1973) simple call option pricing model to

reflect equity dilution induced by the exercise of rights.

We then compare the per-share version of Smith model with

the alternative one derived by Galai and Schneller (1978).

This study shows that the Galai and Schneller model yields

identical values of rights to the Smith model only in a

certain limited case.

Second, we test the predictability of these two models

and examine the efficiency of the rights offering market

using market data of the rights issues on both rights-on

days and ex-rights days over the 1968-1985 period. We

further investigate the magnitude of empirical deviations of

model price from observed market price by considering some

potential factors which may explain observed biases. Since

Smith's model assumes all-equity firm and simultaneous

exercise of rights, the empirical results of this essay

would allow us to indirectly investigate the effect of two

important factors, leverage and non-simultaneous exercise of

rights, on the valuation of rights.
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Third, we test whether the appearance of Smith's model

and Galai and Schneller's model in 1977 and 1978,

respectively, have narrowed the gap between theoretical and

observed market values of rights. The implicit hypothesis

is that practitioners who use these formulas may be pushing

market values close to theoretical values of rights.

The detailed analysis and the empirical results of Essay

III are presented in Chapter IV.

Chapter V summarizes and concludes the study by bringing

together all the results of three essays.



CHAPTER II
THE VALUATION OF UNDERWRITING CONTRACT FOR NEW

EQUITY ISSUES: AN OPTION PRICING APPROACH

Introduction

Background of the Study

Corporations typically employ investment bankers--or

underwriters, as they are often called--to raise new equity

capital. Two alternative forms of typical underwriting

contracts are a best efforts contract and a firm commitment

contract. Previous studies provide evidence on the

predominant use of a firm commitment contract for seasoned

new issues of stocks. Booth and Smith (1986) report that

over 80 percent of equity offers were issued via firm

commitment contracts during the period of 1977-1982. Smith

(1977), Bhagat (1983), and periodic Securities and Exchange

Commission studies (1986) document similar evidence.

Unlike a best efforts contract, in which an investment

banker acts only as a marketing agent to sell the issue on a

fixed fee basis without taking any risk involved in the new

issue offering, the banker in a firm commitment contract

1 This study does not try to explain why firms predominantly
seek firm commitment contracts for seasoned equity issues.
For this purpose, see Mandelker and Raviv (1977), Baron
(1982) and Baron and Holmstrom (1980), who discuss the
conditions of optimal underwriting contracts. Ritter (1986)
provides evidence on the choice between these two contract
forms for initial public offerings.

8
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agrees to purchase the entire issue from the firm and bears

all the risk regarding the proceeds from the issue. He

performs three distinctive financing services: (1)

originating and managing the new issue's offering terms,

timing the issue, and, if necessary, recruiting other

underwriters, (2) underwriting (and absorbing) the risk of

adverse price developments, and (3) distributing the

securities to investors. The term "underwriting" is often

used to refer to all three financing services.

As compensation for these services, an investment banker

receives the underwriting spread between the price that the

issuing firm is paid for the stock and the price at which

the stock is sold to the public, the "offering" price. The

underwriting spread typically consists of managing fee,

underwriting fee, and selling concession.^ Naturally, the

issuing firm wants to receive the highest possible price for

the stock, so it bargains with the banker over both the

offering price and the spread. The higher the offering

price and the lower the spread, the more the issuer gets per

share of stock issued. The spread percentage generally

reflects numerous considerations such as market conditions,

issue quality and type, the bargaining power of the involved

2 Throughout this study, underwriting spread is
interchangeably used with gross spread or cash spread, while
underwriting fee refers to a portion of underwriting spread.
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parties, and the anticipated difficulty of selling the

proposed issue.^
The subject of underwriter's compensation is permeated

with the idea of the risk that an underwriter bears of an

unsuccessful offering. Since the market price on the offer

date is uncertain, there exists a possibility that the

underwriter would not be able to sell the whole issue at the

offer price and thus bear an unexpected loss from his

compensation. Of the three financing services, it is

frequently noted that underwriting (in a narrow sense)

constitutes the taking of risk to provide long-term

financing to the issuing firm, namely, an insurance service

of bearing the risk of adverse price fluctuations.

This study focuses on the relationship between the under¬

writing service for new equity issues and the underwriting

risk premium as appropriate compensation. From this

relationship, we assess whether the observed underwriting

compensation represents the fair, competitive price of

underwriting risk premium. It is of particular interest to

examine whether the underwriting risk premium represented by

the put option premium accounts for the observed gross

underwriting spread or the underwriting fee or a certain

amount between these two types of underwriting compensation.

3 in general, the underwriting spread constitutes 4 to 6% of
the total amount of a negotiated equity offering (Perez
(1984)). This spread sometimes increases by one or two
percentage points when shares of firms making initial public
offerings are involved. In addition, if a firm is small and
going public for the first time, the underwriter may accept
warrants as part of his compensation.
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Several previous studies have investigated underwriter's

compensation as a function of various characteristics of the

investment banking firms and the new issue offered. They

conclude that a major portion of the underwriting spread on

a new issue represents the underwriter's compensation for

bearing the risk of an unsuccessful offering.

Logue and Lindvall (1974) examine the trade-off between

offering price and cash spread and identify several factors

influencing this relationship. Similarly, Stoll (1975)

considers the determinants of the underwriting spread. A

study by Ederington (1975) shows that the underwriting

spread on a competitive bidding corporate bond issue varies

directly with the underwriter's uncertainty regarding the

demand for the new issue. Bhagat, Marr, and Thompson (1985)

document that the underwriting spread in seasoned new equity

issues is significantly negatively related to the systematic

risk and significantly positively to the unsystematic risk

of the issuer in syndicated offerings, but is insignificant¬

ly related to both risks in nonsyndicated offerings.

While most of these studies recognized through the

regression analyses the effect of several factors on the

overall underwriter compensation, namely underwriting

spread, they often overlooked the fact that underwriting

fee, rather than underwriting spread, represents a more

precise and appropriate compensation for the underwriting

risk. Little analytical attention has been given so far to

important issues regarding the relationship between under-
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writing risk and underwriting risk premium in a firm commit¬

ment equity offers: How should the value of underwriting

contract be determined? Which type of observed underwriting

compensation represents the fair price of underwriting risk

premium? Does the issuing firm overpay for the risk that it

transfers to the underwriter? These issues are of

importance for practitioners such as issuing firms and

underwriters as well as regulatory agencies, which have been

concerned about the market competition and concentration.

Objective of the Study

In this study, the above issues are explicitly examined

both theoretically and empirically through an equilibrium

valuation model of the underwriting contract. For this

purpose, we first employ the option pricing framework to

derive a valuation model of a firm commitment underwriting

contract in the context of a negotiated sale. We then

analyze the underwriting value in seasoned new equity issues

by applying our model to market data for the period of 1982-

1985. The value of underwriting contract is further

examined by partitioning the total sample into several

subgroups on the basis of issue characteristics. The

feasibility of empirically applying our model to unseasoned

new equity issues (initial public offerings) is then

discussed.

The intuition behind our model is straightforward: Since

the underwriter's compensation in a firm commitment contract

depends upon the share price on the offer date, given other
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factors such as underwriting expenses, issue price, and the

price to be paid to the issuer held constant, the value of

the underwriting contract can be regarded as a contingent

claim on the value of the new share.4

The underwriting contract is shown to be equivalent to a

combination of a long position in stock, a certain payment

to the issuing firm, and a short position in a European call

option with an exercise price equal to the public offering

price. It is also shown to be analogous to a short position

in a put option plus the underwriting compensation. Thus,

the derived model value of the underwriting contract

explicitly yields the excess returns to underwriters, namely

the deviation of the observed underwriter's compensation

from the fair value of underwriting risk premium.

The underwriting risk in our model is primarily equity

risk, which is explicitly present in the call option

formula, or equivalently in the put option formula, as the

variance of the stock return. Thus, with greater volatility

of stock prices around the offer date, the premiums for puts

and calls will rise substantially, which, in turn, will

cause a decrease in the underwriting value.

4 Those factors which may influence the underwriter's payoff
--distribution ability, expertise in corporate finance,
capital adequacy, etc.--do not explicitly enter into the
model in this study. Rather, they are taken into
consideration when we discuss our empirical results. For a
discussion of investment banking contract for banker's
advising and distribution services for new issues, see Baron
(1982) and Baron and Holmstrom (1980).
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Our model is similar to the one derived by Smith (1977),

but a different approach along with a simple, graphical

explanation is employed in deriving our model. We present

theoretical and practical grounds as a basis for discussing

the similarities and differences between the two models. We

argue that Smith's model is difficult to use in the context

of a negotiated sale. We also present numerical examples to

examine the relative effects of changes in the six

parameters of interest on the value of the underwriting

contract and to illustrate the difference between our model

and Smith's model.

Overall, this study seeks to answer to the following

questions: How should an investment banker or issuing firm

estimate the fair value of underwriting risk premium for the

risk that the underwriter bears? Practically, which type of

observed underwriting compensation better represents the

fair price of underwriting risk premium? Are the investment

bankers in the U.S. significantly overpaid for risk taking

in new equity issue offerings? Is the underwriting industry

competitive with respect to its pricing of underwriting risk

premiums? Are underwriters compensated in a significantly

different manner depending upon the issuing firm's industry

sector, the type of registration (shelf or nonshelf), the

method of syndication (syndicated or nonsyndicated), and the

underwriter's relative (or "prestige") position in the

industry?
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The Valuation Model of Underwriting Contract

In this Section, we first derive a valuation model of the

underwriting contract employing the contingent claim

technique under the standard assumptions of the Black and

Scholes (1973) option pricing model. We then provide a

simple, intuitive, graphical derivation of the model. We

further discuss the similarity and difference between our

model and the one derived by Smith (1976). This part

concludes by presenting numerical examples to analyze the

quantitative effects of changes in the relevant model

parameters on the value of the underwriting contract and to

compare our model with Smith's.

Direct Derivation of the Model

It is well known that when a firm makes a rights issue

through a standby contract, the firm actually buys an

insurance contract, or equivalently a put option giving it

the right to sell unsubscribed shares to the underwriter.

Since the underwriter in this case sells a put option, the

underwriting compensation to the banker, or the standby fee,

is identical to the value of the put option.^ in this form

5 Strictly speaking, the underwriting fee in the U.S.
consists of two parts; a flat standby fee and an additional
take-up fee for each unsold share that the underwriter has
to undertake. Since the effect of the take-up fee is in
fact to reduce the price which the underwriter is obligated
to pay, the actual underwriter's compensation is greater
than the value of the put option whose exercise price is
equal to the subscription price (see Marsh (1980)).
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of agreement, the risk is shared by the issuing firm and the

underwriter.

A firm commitment contract is similar to the limiting

case of a standby agreement to rights issues where the

issuing firm completely fails to sell its shares, but it

still receives a prespecified amount from the underwriter.

In a firm commitment contract, the issuing firm is

guaranteed a fixed amount of money no matter what happens to

the share price on the offer date by simply selling all the

shares to the underwriter at the offer price net of

underwriting spread. If the share price of the issuing firm

drops unexpectedly on the offer date, the new shares cannot

be issued at the offer price and thus the underwriter bears

an unexpected loss from his compensation. If the share

price rises unexpectedly, the underwriter is, however,

prohibited from selling the new issue above the fixed offer

price by the National Association of Securities Dealers'

(NASD) Rules of Fair Practice.®

This relationship can be summarized as follows.7

® Smith (1977) and Ibbotson (1975) discuss several ways in
which underwriters may be able to circumvent the NASD's rule
and extract the profits associated with oversubscribed
issues. However, Smith (1979) points out indirect evidence
which suggests that underwriters can not systematically
extract those profits. Throughout this study, we assume
that the NASD's rule is a binding constraint on the
underwriter. For a discussion of the underwriter's position
when the rule is not necessarily a constraint, see Smith
(1977,1979) and Bhagat and Frost (1986).

7 We assume that the underwriting activity is costless and
that if an underwriter cannot sell the new issue at X, he
immediately resells it at S , rather than hold it until the
stock price goes up to X. In our model, the value of
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(X - B if S > X (successful offering)
U* = j . * (2-1)

(S - B if S < X (unsuccessful offering)

where U* = value of underwriting contract on the offer date

S* = stock price on the offer date

X = offering price

B = price per share that an underwriter is obligated

to pay to the issuing firm

Note that S* - B can be either positive or negative

depending upon whether S* > B or S* < B, respectively.

Merton (1974) has shown that any contingent claim whose

value depends upon the underlying asset, V, and time, t,

must satisfy the following partial differential equation.

3f i 32f
A /N

3f
== - ctA/¿ + r V r f (2-2)

at 2 3V2 3V

where f(V,t) is the value of contingent claim as a function

of V and t. Since the value of an underwriting contract is

a function of both the time between contract date and offer

date and the underlying stock price, it is the solution to

Equation (2-2) where U(S,t) = f(V,t) subject to a boundary

condition, which is drawn from Equation (2-1).

U* = Min [X - B, S* - B] = Min [X, S*] - B (2-3)

This boundary condition states that the underwriting

contract on the offer date is worth the minimum of the offer

underwriting contract is expressed in terms of per share.
This makes it easier to directly compare our theoretical
model value of underwriting risk premium with observed
underwriting fee per share.
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price or the prevailing market price, net of the price to be

paid to issuing firm.

Assuming that the distribution of possible stock price

changes on the offer date is lognormal in addition to the

usual standard assumptions of the Black and Scholes option

pricing model (1973) allows the value of underwriting

contract in a risk-neutral case to be expressed as®

U = E(U*)

- B] L'(S*)dS* [X - B] L'(S*)dS* (2-4)

where E denotes the expected value and L'(S ) is the log¬

normal probability density function. The above equation can

be rewritten as

[X oo

u = S L'(S )ds + X L'(S )dS - B
0 X

00

L'(S*)dS* (2-5)
0

Instead of directly solving Equation (2-5), one can

easily solve this by noting the similarity between the

boundary condition and the expected value formula of an

underwriting contract (Equations (2-2) and (2-5)) and those

of a pure discount debt.

In essence, issuing debt is equivalent to stockholders

selling the firm's assets, V, to the debtholders for the

value of the debt, D, plus a call option to repurchase the

® It is important to note that, unlike the standard option
contract, underwriting contract calls for the payment only
on the offer date. Thus, discounting is not needed to find
the current value of the underwriting contract. In other
words, it is not necessary since no cash needs to change
hands prior to the closing of the underwriting deal.
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firm's assets from the debtholders with an exercise price

equal to the face value of the debt, P (see Smith (1979)).

Since the equity of a firm, E, is analogous to a call

option, the boundary condition for the value of debt, D, is

D* = V* - E* = Min [V*, P] (2-6)

where D* = value of debt at the maturity date of debt

V* = value of firm's assets at the maturity date

E* = value of equity at the maturity date

P = face value of debt

The value of the debt is the solution to Equation (2-2)

where D(V,t)=f(V,t) subject to Equation (2-6). This

solution technique yields

PV*L'(V*)dV* + P
0

L'(V*)dV*]
P

(2-7)

Thus, the value of debt is derived as (see Smith (1979))

D V Nf-di) + e
_rT P N(d2)

V - V Nld^ + e
-rT P N(d2) (2-8)

where d]_

<*2
T

[ln(V/P) + (r + a2/2) T]/ ojT

d]_ - aVT
time to maturity of the debt

a2 variance of returns on the firm's total assets

Note that the first two terms on the right side of Equation

(2-5) are analogous to Equation (2-7) except for the

discounting factor.

Employing the solution to the value of debt, Equation (2-

8), and substituting S and X for V and P, respectively, into
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Equation (2-5), we obtain the following closed form solution

of the value of the underwriting contract.

U e rT [S - S N(gi) + e
-rT X N(g2)] - B

e:rT S - B - erT [S mgi

where g^ [ln(S/X) + (r + a2/2) T]/ a^T

g2 = gi - aVT
r = riskless rate of interest

(2-9)

T = time between contract date and offer date

a2 = variance of stock returns of issuing firm,

and other variables are defined as before.

Note that since, unlike the valuation of debt as an

option (Equation (2-7)), discounting is not needed to find

the current value of the underwriting contract (see Equation

(2-5)), we simply multiply Equation (2-8) by the reciprocal

of the discounting factor e_rT to offset the discounting

effect.

The value of an underwriting contract can be shown to be

equivalent to a combination of a long position in the new

share, a cash payment to the issuing firm, and a short

position in a European call option with an exercise price

equal to the offer price.

U = erT S - B - erT C(S, T; X) (2-10)

Note that the underwriter sells a "synthetic" call option

to the public at the public offering price and the implicit

option premium is paid by the issuer. This option is

"synthetic" in the sense that no actual option is written or

purchased in the new equity issuing process. As the usual
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option values, the call option in Equation (2-10) is quite

sensitive to the volatility of stock prices. Thus, with

greater volatility of stock prices, the call premiums will

rise substantially, which will, in turn, cause a decrease in

the value of the contract, and vice versa.

In general form, this can be expressed as

U = U(S, X, T, a2, r, B) (2-11)

where 3U/3S, 3U/3X > 0, 3U/3T £ 0, 3U/3a2 < 0, 3U/3r > 0,

and 3U/3B = -l.9

The partial effects are in the expected direction and

have intuitive interpretations: An increase in stock price

directly increases the probability of successful offering

and thus increases the value of contract. With a higher

offering price, the expected payoff of the call option

decreases and thus the underwriter's payoff increases

because the higher offering price directly widens the

underwriting spread. An increase in the stock volatility

decreases the underwriter's payoff, which can be seen

directly from Equation (2-10); the underwriter has a short

position in a call option. Since the probability distribu¬

tion of an underwriter's payoff is positively skewed and

limited up to the underwriting spread, the increase in the

stock volatility affects the left side of the distribution

more significantly and thus increases the underwriting risk.

Since a higher interest rate increases the future value of

an underwriting spread, the higher the riskless rate, the

9 The partial derivatives are developed in Appendix A.
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greater the value of the contract. A dollar increase in the

payment to the issuing firm directly causes a dollar

decrease in the underwriter's payoff. There are two effects

on the value of underwriting contract of an increase in the

time to offer date, either of which can dominate: (1) An

increase in the time to offer date increases the future

value of underwriting spread; or (2) an increase in the time

to offer date increases the uncertainty about the market

clearing price, and thus worsens the underwriter's position.

We now investigate the standard assumptions employed in

deriving the valuation formula of an underwriting contract

to see whether these assumptions are reasonable in the

context of the underwriting of a new equity issue. Since

the final underwriting agreement on the final price to be

paid to the issuer and the intended public offering price is

typically signed the day before the actual offering date,

and underwriters are, in general, required to pay the

issuing firm within four days of the time when the offering

actually begins (see Perez (1984, p. 68)), the underwriting

call option has a short duration. Thus, it seems reasonable

to assume that the stock return variance is constant and

that the interest rate is known and constant during this

short period. Also, firms pay no dividends during the life

of the contract. Therefore, the assumptions employed in

deriving our model seem to be reasonable approximations.10

10 For the detailed comparison of Black and Scholes
assumptions with the actual terms and conditions on
underwriting contract, see Bloch (1986).
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Furthermore, previous studies have shown that the Black and

Scholes call option pricing model is quite robust with

respect to the underlying assumptions and that the discre¬

pancies between predicted call prices and observed market

prices are not significant.H

Graphical Derivation of the Model

In this subpart, we present a simple, graphical approach

to deriving our model without explicitly employing Equations

(2-2) and (2-3).

Following Equation (2-1), the relationship between the

value of underwriting contract, U, and the stock price, S,

on the offer date is given by the line segments ab and be in

Figure 2-1.12
Note that since the underwriter cannot sell the new issue

above the offer price, X, even when S* is greater than X,

the value of the underwriting contract is limited to the

line segment be, which represents the difference between X

and B, or the underwriting spread.I3

11 Galai (1983) and Smith (1976) provide excellent surveys
of empirical tests of option pricing models including the
Black and Scholes simple call option pricing formula.

12 Note that the slope of line segment ab is equal to 1.

13 A similar figure is also found in Bhagat and Frost
(1986), who discuss the risk of an underwriter's position in
relation to the degree to which the NASD's Rules of Fair
Practice are a binding constraint on the underwriter.
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Notes: U = value of an underwriting contract
S* = value of a new share on the offer date
X = offering price
B = price per share to be paid to issuing firm

Figure 2-1
The Value of Underwriting Contract

From Figure 2-1, it is obvious to see that the value of

the underwriting contract is a portfolio of a short position

in a put option and a fixed amount, X - B, on the contract

date.The put option is written for the new share. It

expires on the offer date and has an exercise price equal to

the offer price, X. It follows that the value of the

underwriting contract at the contract date is

U = erT (-p) + (X - B) (2-12)

where p is the value of a put option.

It is quite important to note the difference in

discounting between the typical put option contract on the

stock and the put option on this particular underwriting

14 An underwriter will get this fixed fee only if the
offering is successful. If not, his actual compensation
will be less than X - B.
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contract. The term (-p) on the right-hand side of Equation

(2-12) represents the usual payoff function involving a

short position in a put option. This payoff function

profiles an immediate cash receipt p from writing a put.

However, unlike the usual option trading, the

underwriting business does not involve a cash transfer for

an amount equivalent to the value of the put option on the

contract date. Rather, the proceeds are deferred until

after the offer date, when the deal between issuer and

underwriter are settled. Because of this underwriting

process, discounting is not required. Therefore, as shown

in Equation (2-12), we need to adjust the usual payoff

function of a put option by multiplying the value of the

option by the reciprocal of the discount factor.

In addition, since the underwriting spread is determined

on the contract date by setting the offering price, X, and

the price that the underwriter promises to pay the issuing

firm, B, no discounting is needed.

This relationship can be further explained in the

following manner: The current put price is the discounted

expected terminal price; -p = e-rT E(-p*) where a negative

sign means a short position. From this, E(-p*) = erT (-p).

Since discounting is not needed, the underwriting contract,

U, is simply equal to E(-p*) + (X-B). Substituting E(-p*)
into the above equation, we finally get U = erT (-p) + (X-

B). Note that since the solution for the valuation of the

put option is for any preference structure that permits
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equilibrium, the riskless rate instead of risk adjusted rate

is employed (see Cox and Ross (1976)).

The implicit assumption in employing the riskless rate as

a discount factor to derive the value of an underwriting

contract is that the Black and Scholes option valuation

model (1973) is valid and that the value of the put option

can be derived with certainty, using the five input

variables.

Employing the put-call parity relationship,15 Equation

(2-12) can be rewritten as

U = erT S - B - erT c(S,T;X) (2-13)

The above equation is exactly the same as Equation (2-

10), which we derived using a differential equation in the

previous part.

Comparison of Our Model with Smith’s Model

Smith (1977) derives a similar valuation model for an

underwriting contract employing the option pricing

framework. Assuming that an underwriter submits a bid,

Btotal, today and promises to pay dollars on the

offer date by undertaking the new shares, which represent

fraction a of the total shares of the issuing firm, the

boundary condition for the underwriter's position on the

offer date is shown to be

U*total _ Min [a(V*+ Btotal) - Btotal, K - Btotal] (2-14)

where u*tota-*- = total value of the underwriting contract

V* = total value of outstanding shares

15p=c-s+X e-rT
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a = no. of new shares / no. of total shares

gtotal = total amount that an underwriter promises to

pay to the issuing firm

K = total offering amount, and
*
denotes the value on the offer date.

The above condition indicates that if the total offering

amount, K, is set above the value of the shares of the firm

on the offer date, a(V*+Btota-^), the underwriter cannot sell

the new shares at the offer price, hence he receives his

portion of the total value of the firm, a(V*+Btota-*-), minus

the total amount that he guarantees to pay to the issuing

firm, Btota-*-. On the other hand, if K is set below the

value of the shares, the underwriter is able to sell the new

shares and receive a total amount of K, which is equal to

the offer price per share multiplied by the number of new

shares, minus Btota-^. It is implicitly assumed that if the

offering is successful, a(V*+Btota^) is equal to K and that

if not, the former is strictly less than the latter.

Employing Equation (2-3) with the above boundary

condition, Smith derives for the risk-neutral case the

following closed form solution of the value of an

underwriting contract.

Tjtotal = erT a y - (i - a)Bt°tal _ erT a v n^)
+ (K - Btotal) N(h2) (2-15)

where h^ = (ln[a V/(K - a Btota1)] + (r + a^/2) T} / ojT

h2 = hi - aVT
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T time to until offer date, and

other variables are as defined previously.

Equation (2-15) reveals that an underwriting contract is

analogous to a portfolio consisting of a long position in

the assets of payment short position

in a call option on a of the firm's value with an exercise

price equal to (K - a B total ).

Utotal erTaV - (l-a)Btotal - erTc(V,T;K-aBtotal) (2-16)

We now compare our model with Smith's on both theoretical

and practical grounds. We argue that Smith's model is

difficult to apply operationally to a negotiated

underwriting sale.

The two equations are rewritten below.

U erTS - B - erT C(S,T; X) (2-15)

utotal= a[erTV+Btotal]_Btotal_ erTc(V,T;K-aBtotal) (2-16)

At a first glance, the major difference between the two

formulas seems to stem from the fact that while the value of

the underwriting contract in Equation (2-15) is expressed in

terms of per share, it is analyzed in Equation (2-16) in

terms of the total value of shares

It can be easily shown that if the number of new shares

in Equation (2-16) is small relative to that of outstanding

shares, the two equations will give close values of the

underwriting contract. To see this, we first rewrite

Equation (2-16) in terms of per share by dividing by the

number of new shares.
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US = (l/Qn)í[Qn/(Qn+Qs)HerTS0Qs + B Qn] - B Qn
- erT[Qn/(Qn+Qs)]S0QnN(h1)+[X Qn~B Qn(Qn/(Qn+Qs))]N(h2)}

= ([Qs/(Qn+Qs)] erT SQ + [Qn/(Qn+Qs)] B} - B
- {[Qg/(Qn+Qs)]erTSQN(hx)+[Qn/(Qn+Qs)]BN(h2)}+XN(h2)(2-17)

where Qn = number of new shares being issued

Qs = number of outstanding shares

SQ = stock price per share of outstanding shares

and subscript "S" denotes "Smith".

If Qn is small relative to Qs, Qs/(Qn+Qs) is close to one

and Qn/(Qn+Qs) to zero. Then the above equation becomes

exactly the same as Equation (2-15) except that SQ is
replaced for S.-^ From this relationship, it is obvious

that the larger Qn is relative to Qs, the bigger the

discrepancy between the two model values.

Another similarity lies in the assumption on the return

distribution of the underlying asset. While our model

assumes a lognormal distribution of stock price per share,

S, Smith's model assumes the same distribution on total

value of outstanding shares, V. Since the firm in Smith's

model is an all equity firm, V is in fact nothing but stock

price per share multiplied by the number of outstanding

shares, where the stock price is also lognormally

distributed.

SQ and S are both the stock price per share of outstand¬
ing shares. But, these two prices are different due to the
fact that while SQ is the stock price which does not
incorporate the information regarding the new offering (or,
the net proceeds from the new issue, B), S is the stock
price which has already reflected such information. We
discuss this point in more detail later in this part.
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In addition, the two models are compatible with each

other. If we closely examine the two equations, we can see

that the stock price S in Equation (2-15) is actually a

certain weighted average value of the stock price of an

outstanding share, SQ, the stock price before the
information regarding the new offering is revealed to the

market, and the price per share to be paid to issuing firm,

B. As shown in Equation (2-17), the two weighting factors

are the proportion of new shares and of outstanding shares

relative to the total number of shares. This is because, in

an efficient capital market, the information on a new issue

offering (namely, the size of offering) should be already

reflected in the stock price, S, before the contract date.

In a typical negotiated sale, the offering information is

available in the market at least several days before the

contract date even though the exact offer price and the

number of new shares being issued is not announced until the

offer date.

On the other hand, this process of new issue offering

makes it difficult to employ Smith's model in the widely

used negotiated sale. Since Smith's model requires the

stock price of outstanding shares, SQ, which does not

reflect the offering information, it is practically

17 The earliest possible date for the release of issue
information is normally the SEC registration date. Moore,
Peterson, and Peterson (1986) and Bhagat, Marr, and Thompson
(1985) show that the average interval days between
registration date and offering date is about 10 days for
non-utility issues.
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impossible to observe this price on the underwriting

contract date.

Suppose that an underwriter uses Smith's model to

evaluate his underwriting contract on the contract date, one

day before the offer date. His estimation will be based on

the closing stock price of the previous day or the prevail¬

ing stock price in the market at the time of contract.

However, since either price reflects information on the new

issue offering, namely, the expected net proceeds from

issuing new shares, B, using the prevailing market price for

SQ would result in a double counting of the effect of the

new offering.

Smith's model implicitly assumes that the information

regarding the new issue is not revealed until the offer date

and thus V in his formula (Equation (2-16)), or SQ in

Equation (2-17), does not include any information regarding

the new issue. Therefore, in order to properly employ

Smith's model by using SQ, we should go back to the pre¬

announcement date and get the stock price at that date.

This problem strictly limits the applicability of Smith's

model to the valuation of an underwriting contract of a

negotiated sale at the time of contracting. Unlike the

Smith's model, our model is free from this information

problem since S is the observed stock price in the efficient
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market.18

Numerical Analysis of the Value of Underwriting Contract

In the illustrations that follow, the offer price, X, and

the price to be paid to the issuing firm, B, are assumed to

be $100 and $94, respectively. Thus, the underwriting

spread in the case of a successful offering is $6, or 6% of

the offer price. The parameter values chosen for these

examples are arbitrary, but the selected ranges of these

values are likely to span the relevant range of each

parameter value in reality.

Table 2-1 focuses on the effects of changes in the stock

price on the contract date, S, changes in the time between

contract date and closing date, T, changes in the standard

deviation of stock returns, a, and changes in the risk-free

rate of interest, r, on the value of an underwriting

contract based on our model (Equation (2-10)).

The results of a sensitivity analysis in Table 2-1 are

consistent with the partial effects derived in the previous

subsection: As the stock price increases, so does the value

of contract; as the risk-free rate of interest increases, so

does the value of contract; as the standard deviation of

stock returns increases, the value of contract decreases.

18 Whether or not the new issue market is efficient is
another empirical question. But, there exist plenty of
evidence which is consistent with the efficiency of new
issue market. Smith (1986) provides a good survey of the
new issue offering process.
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Unlike these obvious relationships, the value of under¬

writing contract does not move in one direction as the time

to the closing date increases.

It appears from Table 2-1 that the value of an

underwriting contract is sensitive to changes in the

standard deviation of stock returns. However, if the stock

price is less than the offer price, the effect of changes in

the standard deviation of stock returns is not noticeable.

Table 2-2 focuses on the effect of changes in the number

of new shares being issued relative to the number of

outstanding shares on the value of underwriting contract

based on the model derived by Smith (1977). Note that we

employ the same stock prices as we did in Table 2-1 in order

to make the two model values of an underwriting contract

easily comparable to each other. The responses of the value

of the underwriting contract based on Smith's model to

changes in the values of the other four arguments, namely,

S, a, r, and X, whose results for brevity sake are not

reported here, are in the expected direction and

qualitatively similar to the ones shown in Table 2-1.

As demonstrated before, the value of an underwriting

contract decreases as the relative proportion of new shares

to outstanding shares, or to total shares, increases. The

exceptions occur when the stock price is less than the price

that the underwriter promises to pay to the issuing firm,

that is, when the stock price in our example is equal to

$91. In this case, since the underwriter has to pay more
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Table 2-1
The Value of An Underwriting Contract Based on

Our Model: Sensitivity Analysis with respect to Stock
Price At the Contract Date, Risk-free Rate of Interest,

Standard Deviation of Stock Returns, and Time to Offer Date

Model: U = erT S - B - erT c(S,T;X)

Risk-free Rate of Interest

Stock Price 5% 10%
At tne

Contract Standard Deviation of Stock Returns
Dare —

10% 20% 40% 10% 20% 40%

A. Time to Offer Date = 1 day

103 6.000 5.999 5.925 6.000 5.999 5.926
100 5.798 5.589 5.172 5.805 5.596 5.178
97 3.013 3.103 2.945 3.027 3.026 2.958
94 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.026 0.026 0.025
91 -2.988 -2.988 -2.988 -2.975 -2.975 -2.975

B. Time to Offer Date = 2 days

103 6.000 5.988 5.753 6.000 5.988 5.758
100 5.718 5.423 4.832 5.731 5.436 4.846
97 3.027 3.015 2.793 3.053 3.041 2.815
94 0.026 0.026 0.006 0.052 0.052 0.031
91 -2.975 -2.975 -2.976 -2.950 -2.950 -2.951

C. Time to Offer Date = 4 days

103 5.999 5.928 5.412 6.000 5.932 5.425
100 5.609 5.192 4.356 5.635 5.218 4.383
97 3.053 2.982 2.478 3.106 3.031 2.518
94 0.052 0.051 -0.077 0.103 0.102 -0.030
91 -2.950 -2.950 -2.968 -2.900 -2.900 -2.918

Notes: Offer price = $100. Price to be paid to issuer = $94
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Table 2-2
The Value of An Underwriting Contract Based on
Smith's Model: Sensitivity with respect to Stock

Price At the Contract Date, Time to Offer Date, and
the Number of New Shares Relative to Outstanding Shares

Model: Us = {[Qs/(Qn+Qs)] erT SQ + [Qn/(Qn+Qs)] B} - B
- {[Qs/( Qn+Qs) ] erTS0N (hx) + [Qn/ (Qn+Qs) ] BN (h2) } +XN (h2)

C 4- AAV D T* Í A*A .

Number of New Shares
olOCa riice

At the 100,000 200,000 400,000 1,000,000
Contract
Date (0.10 )a (0.20) (0.40) (1.00)

A. Time to Offer Date == 1 day

103 6.000 6.000 5.976 4.507
100 5.435 5.010 4.296 3.007
97 2.739 2.511 2.152 1.507
94 0.012 0.011 0.009 0.006
91 -2.716 -2.490 -2.134 -1.494

B. Time to Offer Date == 2 days

103 6.000 5.998 5.938 4.514
100 5.394 5.008 4.305 3.014
97 2.751 2.522 2.162 1.513
94 0.023 0.022 0.018 0.013
91 -2.705 -2.479 -2.125 -1.488

C. Time to Offer Date == 4 days

103 5.997 5.985 5.873 4.528
100 5.321 4.984 4.321 3.027
97 2.776 2.544 2.181 1.527
94 0.047 0.043 0.037 0.026
91 -2.682 -2.458 -2.107 -1.475

Notes: Outstanding shares = 1,000,000. Offer price = $100. Price
per share to be paid to issuing firm = $94. Risk-free rate
of interest = 5%. Standard deviation of stock return = 10%.

a denotes the ratio of new shares to outstanding shares.
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Table 2-3
Relative Difference in the Value of An Underwriting Contract

Based on Our Model and Smith's Model
(Equations (2-9) and (2—16))a

Stock Price
At the

Number of New Shares

100,000 200,000 400,000 1,000,000
Contract
Date (0.10)b (0.20) (0.40) (1.00)

A. Time to Offer Date == 1 day

103 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.331
100 0.067 0.157 0.350 0.928
97 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000
94 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000
91 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000

B. Time to Offer Date == 2 days

103 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.329
100 0.060 0.142 0.328 0.897
97 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000
94 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000
91 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000

C. Time to Offer Date == 4 days

103 0.000 0.002 0.022 0.325
100 0.054 0.125 0.298 0.853
97 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000
94 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000
91 0.100 0.200 0.400 1.000

Notes: Outstanding shares = 1,000,000; offer price = $100; price
per share to be paid to issuing firm = $94; risk-free rate
of interest = 5%; standard deviation of stock return = 10%

a Relative difference = (U in Equation (2-9) - Us in Equation (2-
16)) / (Us in Equation (2-16))

b denotes the ratio of new shares to outstanding shares.
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than what he gets from selling the shares, he incurs a loss.

A close examination of Table 2-2 shows that the magnitude of

loss decreases as the firm issues - and the underwriter

takes - a higher proportion of new shares, which appears to

be contrary to our intuition.

We now compare the values of an underwriting contract

based on our model (Table 2-1) with those based on Smith's

model (Table 2-2). The numbers in Table 2-3 represent the

relative difference between he values of the underwriting

contract in Table 2-1 and those in Table 2-2 for four

different proportions of new shares under the same parameter

values; r = 5%, o = 10%. Table 2-3 shows that the larger

the number of new shares relative to outstanding shares, the

bigger the discrepancy between the two model values and that

when the relative proportion of new shares is the smallest,

the two models give closer values of underwriting contract.

In each column of Panels A, B, and C, these relative

differences increase as the stock price decreases. Note

that regardless of the time to offer date, the value of the

contract in our model is almost twice as large as that in

Smith's model when a firm issues the same number of new

shares as its outstanding shares.

Sample Construction

The preliminary sample consists of all seasoned new

equity issues made during the period of January 1982 through
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December 1985. This sample represents the issues reported

in the Directory of Corporate Financing published by the

Investment Dealer's Digest, which provides data on issuer

name, issue date, public offering price, issue size,

underwriting spread and its three components (selling

concession, underwriting fee, and managing fee), type of

offering (negotiated or competitive), and type of contract

(firm commitment or best effort).

The sample is restricted to the negotiated offerings of

common stock. Thus, issues comprised of more than one class

of common stock, or combined units of common stock and other

securities, are excluded from the sample along with

competitive-bid offerings. The sample is further restricted

to offerings of those firms whose common stock is traded on

the New York Stock Exchange or the American Stock Exchange

and for which at least 90 daily stock returns preceding the

issue date are available from the Center for Research in

Security Prices (CRSP) daily return tape. The data for each

issue is cross-checked using the data from the Securities

and Exchange Commission's 1985 Registered Offering

Statistics Tape.1^ For each of the selected issues, the

share price taken was the closing market price on the

previous day before the offer date from the CRSP daily

master data file and/or the NYSE and AMEX Daily Stock Price

Records.

19 since the SEC's ROS tape does not contain data on three
components of underwriting spread, the Directory of
Corporate Financing is the primary data source.
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The final sample for which all the necessary data were

available consists of 679 seasoned new equity issues.

Description of Data

Tables 2-4 and 2-5 present descriptive statistics for the

sample. Table 2-4 summarizes the mean and median values of

several variables of interest for three industry subgroups.

These groupings seem to be useful since the effects of the

various firm-related characteristics on the underwriting

compensation could be quite different for regulated than

unregulated industries.20
As Table 2-4 shows, the average gross spread as a

percentage of the public offering price is 4.37% for all

issues with selling concession taking the largest portion

(62%). The underwriting and managing fees are approxi¬

mately equal (20% each). The gross spread is shown to be,

on average, much lower for the utility companies than for

the industrial and financial companies (3.05% vs. 4.71% and

5.01%). This result may be, at least in part, due to the

significantly lower risk proxied by the standard deviation

of the underlying stock returns of the new utility

2° It is frequently noted that with regard to the valuation
of new equity issues, the new issue market is characterized
by informational differences between insiders and outside
investors (and investment bankers). Thus, these groupings
may also capture the effect of the different magnitude of
information asymmetry among the three industry groups on the
underwriting spread as compensation for a certification
activity of the underwriters (see Booth and Smith (1986)).
Financial companies whose portfolios are not well documented
externally are expected to have greater information
asymmetries, while public utility firms are believed to have
less potential asymmetric information mainly due to their
rate regulation process (see Smith (1986)).
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offerings.

Table 2-4 also shows that seasoned new equity issues are,

on average, underpriced by 0.3%. Out of the 679 issues in

our sample, a higher offering price than the last trade

price was set for only 135 issues (20%) and vice-versa for

192 issues (20%), while 353 issues (52%) set the offering

price at the same level as the last trade price. An

interesting finding is that, on average, the public offering

price for the utility companies is set significantly higher

than the last trade price, namely overpriced, by 0.48%.

Considering the magnitude of underpricing together with the

risk underlying the new issue, it is evident from Table 2-4

that the underwriters set the offering price lower than the

last trade price for more risky and volatile issues.

This result on the underpricing of seasoned new equity

issues is consistent with previous findings. Smith (1977)

finds that these issues during the period of 1971-1975

underpriced by 0.6% and Bhagat and Frost (1986) find that

seasoned new equity issues of NYSE and AMEX utility

companies using negotiated offerings from January 1973

through September 1980 overpriced by 0.3%.

Our findings also lend support to the hypothesis advanced

by Parsons and Raviv (1985). They predict that due to the

asymmetry in information among investors the offering price

of underwritten seasoned new equity issues will be set below

both the share price between the issue announcement and the

offer date as well as below the expected after-market price.
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It can be seen from Table 2-4 that the offering price in our

sample was below both the market price prevailing prior to

the offer date and the price following the distribution of

the new issue (MPP = 0.23%), even though the magnitude of

underpricing was slightly reduced at the time of market

closing on the offer date. 21-
Table 2-5 provides the results of comparing the average

values of relevant variables based on the type of

registration (shelf vs. nonshelf),22 the method of

syndication (syndicated vs. nonsyndicated), and the relative

position of managing underwriter.

As can be seen from Table 2-5, the average underwriting

spread on shelf issues is significantly lower than on

nonshelf issues by more than 1.4% of the offering price.

This finding appears to be attributable to the increased

competition among the underwriters in shelf offerings. Even

though the underpricing is greater with nonshelf issues than

shelf issues, there does not seem to be any significant

difference in underpricing for the two types of offerings.

Overall, our findings on shelf vs. nonshelf issues are

consistent with those by Bhagat, Marr, and Thompson (1985).

21 Smith (1977) obtained similar results.

22 Shelf registration under the Securities and Exchange
Commission's Rule 415 allows a firm to register all the
securities that it expects to sell over the next two years
and then sell those securities at any time within this
period. For detailed discussion of shelf registration
issues, see Bhagat, Marr, and Thompson (1985), Kidwell,
Marr, and Thompson (1984), and Moore, Peterson, and Peterson
(1986) .
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A close examination of MPP in Table 2-5 reveals that the

underpricing was significantly reduced after the shelf

issues were offered, implying that the post-offer stock

price recovered substantially. This evidence does not

support the investment banking industry's view that shelf

registration depresses the price of the firm's outstanding

shares.23 our findings on underpricing for shelf and

nonshelf issues indicate that shelf registration indeed

allows the issuing firms to take advantage of favorable

market conditions by minimizing the time interval between

the decision to make the offering and the actual sale.

The syndication method of the new issue appears to affect

the magnitude of the underwriter's compensation. Bhagat,

Marr, and Thompson (1985) explain this as follows:

... If the cost savings that result from not
forming a syndicate are passed on to the issuer
in the form of a lower spread, then the under¬
writer spread will be lower for nonsyndicated
offering. Also, if an underwriter knows that a
particular issue will be very risky, he is more
likely to form a syndicate ... (p. 1391)

It follows from their argument that syndicated offerings

are, in general, likely to have a higher underwriting spread

than non-syndicated offerings because of their higher risk.

Looking at the mean values based on the method of

syndication in Table 2-5, the average underwriting spread

and the risk of offerings are, as expected, lower for

23 For the detailed discussion of the investment banking
industry's view as well as the SEC's view, see Hess and
Frost (1982), who empirically examine the price effects of
seasoned new issues of utility stocks.
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nonsyndicated offerings than for syndicated offerings, even

though the differences are not significantly different from

zero at the 5% level.

It is interesting to note that while the post-issue share

price for syndicated offerings rose substantially to be

close to the offering price, the after-issue share price for

non-syndicated offerings fell down further below the

offering price. For this reason, one may conjecture that

the underwriters, including the syndicate members as a

whole, provide more effective services of marketing and

stabilization activities in syndicated offerings.24
If investment banking firms are competitive, at least

within a segmented market that they belong to, it would be

useful to examine the underwriter's compensation by

partitioning the sample issues into several subgroups based

upon the underwriter's relative position in the industry.

It is reasonable to expect that while underwriting firms

in different groups certainly compete with one another, they

seem to compete more frequently with other firms in the same

group. Thus, we should be able to analyze whether and by

how much a specific banking firm or a group of several firms

is compensated for underwriting risk differently than other

members in the same group or than other groups of investment

banking firms.

24 Hess and Frost (1982) find that the stabilization
activities of the underwriters do not significantly affect
the share prices of issuing firms.
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For this purpose, the sample is divided into three

distinct subgroups - "special" (or "bulge"), "major", and

"submajor"25 - following the usual breakdown by the

securities industry of large investment banking firms (see

Perez (1984, p. 136)).26 This ranking of underwriters,

sometimes called the "pecking order," shows each

underwriter's overall syndicate standing as a symbol of its

real power in the industry. Since each firm's standing

governs the size of its underwriting participation,

especially in a negotiated sale, bracket position has an

important impact on the underwriter's profits.

The second column of Table 2-5 shows that the gross

spread among the three subgroups is indeed significantly

different from each other with the "submajor" group having

earned the highest spread.27 It is not clear whether the

significant difference in underwriting spread is due to the

difference in stock volatility of new issues underwritten by

each group or in the offering size or both.

It is commonly believed that there are economies of scale

associated with issuing new stock. Previous studies found

25 Hayes (1971) provides an excellent discussion about the
characteristics of each underwriting bracket.

26 5 largest investment banking firms such as First Boston,
Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, and Salomon
Brothers are in the "Special" bracket, 15 firms in the
"Major" bracket, and 16 firms in the "Submajor" bracket.

27 The average number of joint managers for an offer in our
sample was less than two. 43% of the total issues were

managed by a single underwriter and 35% were by two. Those
issues in which more than two underwriters served as co¬

managers were assigned to the lead or book manager.
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Table 2-4
Sample Statistics of New Equity Issues

During January 1982 through December 1985a

Industrial Financial Utility
Companies Companies Companies Total

Variables (n=426)k (n=96) (n=157) (n=679)

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Gross Spread 4.71 4.50 5.01 5.49 3.05 2.88 4.37 4.03
(2.14)c(1.88)a(1.84) (3.12) (1.01) (1.21) (2.03) (2.35)

Selling 2.86 2.72 3.04 3.27 2.14 2.05 2.72 2.56
Concession (1.27) (1.13) (1.05) (1.71) (0.66) (0.80) (1.17) (1.18)
Underwriting 0.99 0.92 1.06 1.02 0.47 0.40 0.88 0.82
Fee (0.48) (0.41) (0.47) (0.70) (0.22) (0.22) (0.49) (0.55)
Managing 0.98 0.93 1.05 1.12 0.53 0.48 0.89 0.83
Fee (0.45) (0.39) (0.37) (0.66) (0.19) (0.22) (0.44) (0.48)

Reallowances 0.81 0.69 0.79 0.63 0.67 0.61 0.77 0.65
(0.58) (0.67) (0.53) (0.68) (0.34) (0.29) (0.53) (0.58)

Underpricing 0.55 0.00 0.48 0.00 -0.48 -0.49 0.30 0.00
(1.91) (0.65) (1.52) (0.52) (1.43) (0.87) (1.81) (0.44)

MPP 0.51 0.00 0.11 0.00 -0.43 -0.39 0.23 0.00
(2.14) (1.07) (1.59) (0.94) (1.21) (0.80) (1.93) (1.24)

Relative 13.72 11.36 15.93 13.13 8.04 6.80 12.72 10.15
Size (10.10)(11.75)(10.37)(15.74) (5.03) (5.37) (9.59)(10.89)

Offer Size 55.81 26.92 61.69 33.61 56.61 47.81 56.82 33.50
($million) (94.24)(44.07)(68.32)(69.84)(43.57)(52.74)(81.62)(52.12)

0 38.71 37.47 34.01 29.87 19.28 18.72 33.55 31.59
(12.47)(16.68)(17.60)(16.08) (5.11) (6.13)(14.52)(20.25)

Notes: Gross spread, selling concession, underwriting fee, managing
fee, and reallowances are expressed as a percentage of the public
offering price. Underpricing=(last trade price/public offering
price)-1.0. This is scaled up by a factor of 100. MPP=(closing stock
price at the offering date/public offering price)-1.0. Relative size
is expressed as a percent of outstanding shares. a is standard
deviation of stock returns.

a all the figures are in percentage terms,k n denotes the number of observations in the sample.
° Standard deviation is in parentheses.
Interquartile range is in parentheses
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Table 2-5
Comparison of Mean Values of Variables

Based on Several Categories3

Type of
Registration

Method of

Syndication

Variables Shelf Nonshelf Tc Syndicated Nonsyndicated Tc
(n=49)b (n=630) (n=130) (n=67)

Gross Spread 3.01 4.47 6.91
-I-

4.81 3.95 1.52
Reallowances 0.60 0.79 3.00 0.84 0.60 2.61
Underpricing 0.21 0.30 0.35 0.26 0.43 -1.11
MPP -0.01 0.25 0.91 -0.02 0.72 -3.44
STD 26.79 34.08 3.41 29.64 28.97 0.43
Share Size 6.79 13.18 7.90 14.74 11.79 -1.77
Offer Size 70.57 55.75 -1.22 53.30 92.70 3.11

IRelative Position of Managing Underwriters

Variables Special Major Submajor F-value
(n=329) (n=307) (n=43)

Gross Spread 3.70 4.78 6.57 57. 09**
Reallowances 0.55 0.93 1.32 77. 47
Underpricing 0.04 0.37 1.81 19. 82
MPP 0.04 0.22 1.78 16. 06
STD 30.15 35.83 43.33 24. 07
Share Size 10.12 14.27 21.61 38. 35

_ a ^ _a^

Offer Size 79.34 39.18 10.55 28. 77

Notes: Gross spread and reallowances are expressed as a percen¬
tage of the public offering price. Underpricing=(last trade
price/public offering price)-1.0. This is scaled up by a factor
of 100. MPP=(closing stock price at the offering date/public
offering price)-1.0. STD = standard deviation of stock returns.
Share size is expressed as a percentage of outstanding shares.
Offer size is in $ millions.

3 all the figures are in percentage terms except for Offer Size.b n denotes the number of observations in the sample.
^ denotes t-value.
denotes the significant difference of the means of two groups

**at the 5% significance level.
denotes the significant difference of the means of three
groups at the 5% significance level.
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evidence of significant economies of scale for equity

offerings (Smith (1977)) and for bond offerings (Ederington

(1975)). Recently, Booth and Smith (1986), Bhagat and Frost

(1986), and Bhagat, Marr, and Thompson (1985) also

documented that issue size is significantly negatively

related to issuing cost (per dollar of equity raised) and

thus underwriting spread. Since the risk of offering

increases with very large issues, the issuing cost (and also

gross spread) seems to be affected by the combined effects

of both the underwriting risk and the offering size.

Note that the average magnitude of underpricing and MPP

for the "special" group is significantly smaller than for

the other two groups. A plausible explanation for this

evidence is that the "special" group, comprised of the five

largest investment banking houses, has a far clearer picture

of the market condition and thus faces more certain demand

for new share.

Empirical Techniques and Results

For each seasoned new equity issue, the model value of

the underwriting contract, which we denote by Umo¿ei, is
calculated. umodel is expressed as a percentage of the

public offering price. It is important to note that Umo¿e^

represents the excess returns to underwriters plus under¬

writing expenses incurred in the process of new equity

offerings. To see this, we rewrite Equations (2-10) and (2-

12) .
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umodel = erT - B - erT c (S,T; X) (2-10)

= - erT p + G (2-12)

where G denotes the observed underwriting spread (= X-B).

Therefore, if the underwriting activity did not involve

any expenses, in a competitive equilibrium, the value of

Umodel should be equal to zero. Putting this another way,

the observed underwriter's compensation, G, should not be

significantly different from the value of erT p, which is

nothing but the fair value of the underwriting risk premium.

Any deviation between these two values represents the excess

returns to underwriters.

Estimation of Relevant Variables

In the calculation of Umo¿e^ using Equation (2-10), we

need to estimate six input variables, four of which, namely

the stock price (S), exercise price (X), riskless interest

rate (r), and underwriting spread (G), are directly

observable. The other two variables, the time between the

contract date and final settlement date (T) and standard

deviation of stock returns (a) can be reasonably estimated.

Since the final underwriting contract is normally signed

on the day before the actual offer date, the closing stock

price of the day before the actual offer is taken as the

input variable S.28

28 since we have no data on the exact time when the issuer
and underwriter signed on the contract and set up the
relevant terms, it is difficult to determine the very last
trade price just before the contract is signed. Further, as
it is possible that some underwriting contracts may be
signed before the market closes, our selection of closing
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Since it is difficult to observe the actual offering

period, a range from a minimum single day to maximum five

days is taken as the duration of the contract. Normally,

the underwriter is obligated to pay the issuer within four

days of the time the offering officially begins (Perez

(1984, p.68)).

The riskless rate of interest is estimated by using the

average of the bid and asked quotes on the U.S. Treasury

Bills reported in the Wall Street Journal of approximately

the same duration as the underwriting contract.

To estimate the instantaneous standard deviation of the

relevant stock returns, daily stock return data for 90 days

prior to the offer date are collected from the CRSP daily

stock return tape.29 These returns are used first to

compute continuously compounded returns by taking the

natural log of return plus 1. The computed standard

deviation of the daily rates are then converted to an annual

basis.20

stock price as the value of input variable, S, seems to
slightly bias the true underwriting value.
29 Option values are quite sensitive to estimates of
standard deviation. To the extent that variation in
standard deviation estimates is due to sampling error, this
result may weaken the case for the option-pricing
methodology. However, with 90 daily stock returns, the
estimates seem to have fairly low standard errors, which is
only ct/V(2n), where a is the estimate of the standard
deviation and n is the number of observations (Clark and
Schkade (1969)).

30 Note that the underwriting contract has such a short
duration that we safely assume a constant stock volatility
during the contract period.
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The last input variable, B, is measured as the difference

between the offering price and the observed underwriting

spread.

Employing the estimated variables, the value of the

underwriting contract, Umo¿e^, is estimated in two different

ways; first, under the assumption of no underwriting

expenses involved; second, by incorporating some proxies of

underwriting expenses.

It is important to note that given the limited data on

underwriting expenses, these two approaches to estimating

the value of underwriting contract correspond to extreme

cases. In this respect, the predicted underwriting values

constitute the upper and lower bound of the true value of

the underwriting contract.

In addition, we also compare the underwriting risk

premium estimated by erT p with the observed underwriting

fee, which is paid as a risk premium for the risk assumed by

the underwriter.

Results--Upper Bound of Underwriting Value

Our first task is to examine the direction and magnitude

of the predicted value of the underwriting contract, Umodel,

under the assumption that the underwriting activity is

costless (or, assuming that all out-of-pocket expenses are

reimbursed by the issuing firm).

Accordingly, The null and alternative hypotheses, H0 and
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Ho : umodel ~ ® vs* Ha : umodel ~ ®
where Umodel denotes the average value of Umo¿el for the
entire sample.

The rejection of the null hypothesis by a statistical

test and a significantly positive average value for Umo¿e]_
would provide evidence that issuing firms, on average,

overpay for the risk that the underwriter bears in new issue

offerings and that the underwriters, on average, earn excess

returns.

In order to determine whether or not the null hypothesis

can be rejected, nonparametric test techniques such as the

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, the Mann-Whitney U test are used

to complement the conventional t-test.

As can be seen from Figure 2-2, the distribution of the

value of the underwriting contract (the excess returns to

the underwriters), estimated by Equation (2-12), is

positively skewed with a mean value of 2.89%, a median value

of 2.53%, and a couple of extreme values when the time to

the final settlement date is 5 days.31 Thus, the standard

t-test seems to be inappropriate given the skewed nature of

the distribution. The distribution of the model

underwriting risk premium, estimated by erT p, is more

positively skewed (see Figure 2-3).

31 A statistical test showed a skewness value of 5.22 and a
kurtosis value of 85.85. Further, we safely reject the
hypothesis of D: Normal with a 99.9% of significance level,
where D is Kolomogorov D statistic.
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Value of Underwriting Contract
As % of Public Offering Price

Figure 2-2
Distribution of the Value of Underwriting Contract

When Duration of Contract is Equal to 5 Days
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The nonparametric tests have a number of advantages over

the standard parametric tests. Unlike the parametric tests,

the nonparametric tests are distribution-free since they

assume nothing about the distribution of the population from

which the observed sample is drawn. In addition, while

parametric tests typically give greatest weight to outliers,

which may bias the true mean values, nonparametric tests

weight observations equally.

Table 2-6 reports the statistical results for the

predicted value of the underwriting contract using both the

t-test and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. At first glance,

there seems to be substantial excess returns to underwriters

over the period examined in our study. Regardless of the

time to the final settlement date and the statistical test

employed, the underwriting values are all significant,

ranging from 2.89% to 3.64% expressed as a percentage of

public offering price. In fact, of the whole 679 issues

there were positive underwriting values for 664 issues

(97.8%) and negative underwriting values for only 15 issues

(2.2%).

As expected, the value of the underwriting contract

decreases as the time to the final settlement date

lengthens. This is because an increase in the duration of

the offering period increases the uncertainty about the

market clearing price and thus worsens the underwriter's

position.
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The apparent, significantly large mean underwriting

values are not at all surprising and are mainly due to the

ignorance of the involved underwriting expenses. In this

regard, the mean values of excess returns in Table 2-6 can

be regarded as the upper bound of the true excess returns

earned by the underwriters.

Results--Lower Bound of Underwriting Value

With this in mind, we now turn to the second approach to

estimating the value of the underwriting contract. In

practice, certain underwriting expenses are deducted from

the gross spread and on occasion the underwriter may suffer

heavy losses when his compensation could not cover the

expenses incurred. However, the overall profit net of

underwriting expenses for the underwriting activity would be

difficult to ascertain, because nobody can agree on how much

of the underwriting firm's overhead should be allocated to

this activity. In addition, the data on underwriting

expenses incurred by investment banking firms in each offer

are not publicly available. These problems restrict the

direct measurement of the relevant underwriting expenses.

The total costs to the underwriters in their issue

process mainly involve the expenses of providing

originating, managing, and distributing services. The

originating expenses may depend upon the number and

complexity of the tasks performed by the underwriter before

the new issue comes to market. The opportunity cost of the

underwriter's time spent in conferring with the issuer, the
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cost of keeping records of the involved agreements,

prospectus preparation costs, the cost involved in managing

a syndicate, and so on are related to the originating and

managing services and are likely to be invariant to an

additional dollar of equity underwritten.

The distributing expenses are largely affected by the

time required to sell out the issue, which is, in turn,

closely associated with the size of the issue. Other

overhead or fixed distribution costs such as advertising

costs are also involved.

Based on the above discussion, we assume that the two

components of the observed underwriting spread, namely,

managing fee and selling concession, are just enough to

cover underwriting expenses to handle the offering. Recall

that managing fee is paid to the lead manager and co¬

managers, if any, for services in originating and managing

the offering and that selling concession is paid to those

underwriters, including managing underwriter, who distribute

the issue directly. Unlike these fees, the underwriting fee

is paid as an insurance premium for the risks of offering

that the underwriter assumes by guaranteeing with a

commitment of his own capital. It is unlikely that this

activity involves substantial expenses.

Another factor that we take into account is "dealer

reallowances." When the individual underwriters sell some

portion of their shares to other syndicate members (or other

dealers) above those shares acquired from the managing
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underwriter, they sell those shares at the public offering

price less "reallowances", which is a fraction of the

selling concession. Thus, the actual underwriter's selling

concession in this case reduces by the amount of the

reallowances.32

Considering the above factors, the value of the

underwriting contract is re-estimated using the following

equation.

AUmodel = "erT p (S,T; X) + [G - (SC - RA) - MF] (2-18)

where AUmo¿e]_ = adjusted value of the underwriting contract

SC = selling concession

RA = reallowances

MF = managing fee

and other variables are defined as before.

It should be noted that our conjecture on the under¬

writing expenses appears to be quite extreme. Since this

could lead to an overestimation of the actual underwriting

expenses and thus an underestimation of the true under¬

writing values, the estimated values using Equation (2-18)

should be regarded as the lower bound.

Compared to the figures reported in Table 2-6, the

predicted underwriting values in Table 2-7 are quite small,

although they are still significantly different from zero at

any conventional level of significance. The mean excess

32 The underwriters offer the new shares to the public at
the offering price and to certain dealers as such price less
a selling concession. The underwriters and other dealers
then may reallow a discount of certain percentage to other
dealers. This discount is the dealer reallowance.
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returns range from 0.15% for 5-day duration to 0.91% for a

single day duration, indicating that underwriters are

significantly overpaid for their assumed underwriting risk

regardless of the time to the final settlement date.

However, a close examination of the number of issues in

which the underwriters earned positive or negative returns

tells a somewhat different story. While there were negative

excess returns for 11% (68 issues) of the total issues when

T = 1 day, approximately half of the total issues (302

issues) generated negative excess returns to the under¬

writers when T = 5 days.

This appears to imply that on occasion the underwriter's

realized compensation is much lower than the fixed under¬

writing spread, possibly due to the fact that the new issue

simply does not appeal to the market. However, this

conclusion does not seem valid, primarily because the market

is quite predictable for seasoned new stock issues. Another

plausible reason for the evidence in Table 2-7 is that for

many underwriters, the selling concession constitutes their

major source of excess underwriting income.

Results - Excess Underwriting Risk Premium

Finally, we compare the predicted underwriting risk

premium estimated using the formula erT p with the observed

underwriting fee, which is paid as a risk premium for the

risk assumed by the underwriter. Therefore, our task here

is to investigate whether the underwriting fee represents a
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fair price of underwriting risk premium in the new equity

issue offering.

It is well known that the insurance aspect of investment

banking has led to the use of term "underwriting" to

describe the risk-taking behavior of the investment banker

and that the fees paid to compensate for this risk are

analogous to the put option premium.

Note that the usual insurance premium is represented by

the value of a simple put option, p. Thus, if the

underwriting risk premium in a new issue offering is

estimated using p, then this would underestimate the true

value of the underwriting risk premium since the multiplying

factor, erT, is ignored. 33 The degree of underestimation

mainly depends upon the duration of the underwriting

contract, that is, the time interval between the contract

date and the final settlement date of the new issue

offering.

Based on the above discussion, the excess underwriting

risk premium (EURP), the difference between the observed

underwriting fee and the predicted put option premium

(multiplied by erT), is calculated from the following

equation.

EURP = - erT p (S,T; X) + UF (2-19)

where EURP = excess underwriting risk premium

33 This difference stems from the fact that, as discussed in
the previous part, underwriting contracts call for the
payment only on the final settlement date and thus
discounting is not needed to find the current value of the
underwriting contract.
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UF = underwriting fee (in narrow term)

and other variables are defined as before.

It is worth mentioning that Equation (2-19) is a special

case of Equation (2-18), where the reallowances (RA) are set

to zero. This is the case where the underwriters in a new

issue process are able to sell out the shares that they are

undertaking and thus there is no buy or sell between the

underwriters and/or other dealers.

The results are shown in Table 2-8. In contrast to the

previous findings, we observe negative average values for

the excess risk premium, which are all significant, except

for the case where T = 1 day. In fact, there were negative

average values of the excess risk premium for 40% of the

issues when T = 1 day and for 85% when T = 5 days.

An interesting finding from Table 2-8 is that even though

the discrepancies of the actual underwriting fee from the

predicted risk premium are significantly different from

zero, there seems to be an average excess risk premium close

to zero in the case where the duration of the underwriting

contract lies between one and two days. Supposing that the

put option premium is a reasonable measure for the fair

underwriting risk premium, this evidence may indicate that

the underwriters are in practice able to sell out the whole

issue in a couple of days and thus they are compensated in

this way by the supposedly rational issuers.

The overall results in Table 2-8, by themselves, do not

necessarily mean that the underwriter's compensation does
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not properly cover the risk that they assumed. Rather, the

negative excess returns to underwriters are as expected. It

is important to recognize that the underwriting risk in

Equation (2-19) is explicitly present in the put option as

the variance of the stock returns. Accordingly, the put

option premium represents the fair insurance premium,

covering only the underwriting risk in a narrow sense.

However, the total flotation risk in a new equity offering

is more likely to involve both pricing risk (or underwriting

risk in a narrow sense) and distributing risk (or inventory

risk).

Bhagat and Frost (1986) postulate that since investment

banking firms are not well diversified, they are not able to

diversify away all the unsystematic risk associated with

temporarily holding newly issued stock. For this reason,

underwriters receive some compensation for the unsystematic

risk that they accept. Booth and Smith (1986) also find

that the unsystematic risk is significantly related to

underwriter's compensation, at least for industrial firms.

In practice, underwriting activity is intertwined with

the distribution activity and risk taking is only incidental

to the distribution function (see Christensen (1965)). On

the other hand, the distribution risk is more related to the

unsystematic risk associated with temporarily holding unsold

shares and the underwriter's compensation for this risk is

likely to be implicitly included in a form of the selling

concession. In this regard, it is practically impossible to
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isolate the underwriting risk (in a narrow sense) and its

proper compensation from the total flotation risk and gross

underwriting spread.

The Effects of Firm/Offering Variables on Underwriting Value

As we find that underwriters, on average, earned

significant excess returns over the four-year period, it is

of interest to investigate whether and how the magnitude of

the underwriting values varies with the firm and issue

characteristics such as the stock price volatility, offering

size, industrial sector, type of registration (shelf or non¬

shelf), method of syndication (syndicated or nonsyndicated),

and the relative position of the managing underwriter

("special," "major," or "submajor" bracket).

To address this issue, two different approaches are

employed. First, the sample is partitioned into two or

three subgroups on the basis of the categories discussed

above. Second, the effects of these variables and factors

on the underwriting values are further analyzed using the

following cross-sectional regression equation.34

umodel(5)i = aQ + a1(STDj_) + a2[log(Offer Size)j_] +

a2 (Shelf ¿) + a4 (Industry-Aj_) + agdndustry-

Bi) + ag (Lead-AjL) + a7(Lead-B¿) + u¿ (2-20)
where

umodel^^i = t*ie value of the underwriting contract

34 This equation does not contain the variable on the method
of syndication since the data on this variable are available
only for the offerings made after June, 1984.
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including underwriting expenses (T=5 days)

STD= standard deviation of stock returns of issue i

log(Offer Size)j_ = natural logarithm of offer size of

issue i in $ millions

Shelfj_ = 1 if issue i is shelf registered and 0 otherwise

Industry-A^ = 1 if issue i is made by an industrial and

0 otherwise

Industry-Bj_ = 1 if issue i is made by an financial and

0 otherwise

Lead-Aj_ = 1 if lead manager for issue i is in "special"

bracket and 0 otherwise

Lead-B^ = 1 if lead manager for issue i is in "major"

bracket and 0 otherwise

Uj_ = the regression error term

The results are summarized in Tables 2-9 and 2-10.

Looking first at the figures in Table 2-9 reveals that

the average underwriting value as a percentage of offering

price is significantly lower for utility firms, for shelf

registered issues, for syndicated offerings, and for the

underwriters belonging to the "special" group. These

results are based on the significance level of nonparametric

tests because of the skewed nature of the distribution of

the underwriting value. The findings in Table 2-9 are

consistent with the conjectures discussed in the previous

section and consistent with the findings in Table 2-5.

Table 2-10 reports the results from the regression

analysis of the underwriting value. The coefficients and
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their magnitude are, in general, as expected and consistent

with the results in Table 2-9, although the effects of the

volatility of stock returns and the different types of

registration on the underwriting value are not significant.

Of the results shown in Tables 2-9 and 2-10, the results

on three subgroups of underwriters are somewhat surprising,

since the services of the underwriters in "special" group

seem to be more valuable to the issuing firms and thus their

services are inherently more costly than the services of the

underwriters in two other groups.

One possible (and plausible) reason for the higher excess

returns to the "submajor" group is that they are mainly

attributable to both the higher risk of the issues that this

group has undertaken and the smaller size of the offering.

To investigate this issue further, we run a regression model

of the underwriting value against the standard deviation of

stock returns and offer size for each bracket group. The

results are presented in Table 2-11.

While the coefficients of stock volatility for the

"special" and "major" groups are positive and insignificant,

for the "submajor" group, it has a negative value, which is

significant at the 5% level. Furthermore, the stock

volatility and offer size for the "submajor" group are

negatively correlated with each other.

The effect of stock volatility on the underwriting value

among these three groups is evidence that, while the

underwriters in "special" and "major" groups face more
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certain demand for new shares and have enough capital and

capacity to absorb the underlying risk of new issues, the

"submajor" group, which has relatively small capital base

and limited underwriting skills, is significantly affected

by the risk of the new offerings that it undertakes.

It is also conceivable that the major customers of the

underwriters in the "special" and "major" groups are larger

and more established firms and, thus, have a good deal of

bargaining power in the new issue process. This would make

the offering more competitive, bringing down the under¬

writing value among the underwriters in the "special" and

"major" groups.

The above results together with the findings that the

average excess returns as well as the observed underwriting

spread are significantly different among three brackets

indirectly imply that the investment banking market is in

fact segmented according to the investment banker's relative

position, namely "prestige," in that industry.

It is also of interest to see whether the underwriters

are competitive within a segmented market that they belong

to. To do this, we compare the mean excess returns of the

five largest firms in the "special" group. It is evident

from Table 2-12 that the mean returns among the five largest

underwriters are not significantly different from each

other, lending support to the conjecture that while

investment bankers in different prestige groups certainly
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Table 2-6
The Value of The Underwriting Contract (Excess Returns
to Underwriters) Assuming No Underwriting Expenses3

umodel(T) = - erT p (S,T; X) + G

Duration
(day) Mean(%) T-value Pr> j T j Median(%) SRb Pr> jSR\

1 3.64
(2.18)c

43.44 0.0001 3.41
(2.33 )d

114700 0.0001

2 3.39
(2.15)

41.16 0.0001 3.12
(2.16)

114669 0.0001

3 3.20
(2.12)

39.25 0.0001 2.90
(2.12)

114621 0.0001

4 3.03
(2.10)

37.55 0.0001 2.70
(2.08)

114570 0.0001

5 2.89
(2.09)

35.98 0.0001 2.53
(2.02)

114481 0.0001

Notes: Umo¿e]_(T) is a predicted value of the underwriting
contract expressed as a percentage of the public offering price,
where T denotes the time to final settlement date (T=l,2,3,4,5
days) .

a The number of observation in the sample is 679 issues.b SR denotes Wilcoxon signed rank test.
^ Standard deviation is in parentheses.d Interquartile range is in parentheses.

Keys: Umodel(T) = - erT p (S,T; X) + G
where r = risk-free rate of interest

T = time to final settlement date
p = put option
S = stock price per share at the contract date
X = public offering price per share
G = observed underwriting spread
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Table 2-7
The Value of The Underwriting Contract (Excess Returns

to Underwriters) Net of Underwriting Expenses3

AUmode1(T) II 1 (D P(S,T; X) + [G - (SC - RA) - :MF]

Duration
(day) Mean(%) T-value Pr>¡T¡ Median(%) SRb Pr>jSRj

1 0.91
(1.16 )c

19.90 0.0001 0.79
(1.03 )d

91499.5 0.0001

2 0.66
(1.14)

14.65 0.0001 0.53
(1.01)

78704.5 0.0001

3 0.46
(1.13)

10.32 0.0001 0.36
(1.00)

58517.5 0.0001

4 0.29
(1.14)

6.58 0.0001 0.21
(1.03)

36370.5 0.0001

5 0.15
(1.14)

3.27 0.001 0.21
(1.04)

15521.5 0.001

Notes: AUmo<¿e]_(T) is an adjusted model value of the underwriting
contract net of underwriting expenses expressed as a percentage
of the public offering price, where T denotes the time to final
settlement date (T=l,2,3,4,5 days).

3 The number of observations in the sample is 679 issues.b SR denotes Wilcoxon signed rank test.
^ Standard deviation is in parentheses.d Interquartile range is in parentheses.

Keys: U = - erT p (S,T; X) + [G - (SC - RA) - MF]
where r = risk-free rate of interest

T = time to final settlement date
p = put option
S = stock price per share at the contract date
X = public offering price per share
G = observed underwriting spread
SC = selling concession
RA = reallowances
MF = managing fee
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Table 2-8
Excess Underwriting Risk Premium(EURP)a

EURP(T) = - ert p(S ,T; X) + UF

Duration
(day) Mean(%) T-value Pr>\T j Median(%) SR^ Pr>¡SR¡

1 0.13
(0.92)c

3.61 0.0004 0.16
(0.72)d

32395 .5 0.0001

2 -0.12
(0.91)

-3.29 0.001 -0.10
(0.74)

-19859 0.0001

3 -0.31
(0.92)

-8.67 0.0001 -0.30
(0.77)

-51725 0.0001

4 -0.48
(0.93)

-13.09 0.0001 -0.47
(0.79)

-69388 0.0001

5 -0.63
(0.95)

-16.81 0.0001 -0.61
(0.86)

-79953 0.0001

Notes: EURP(T) is an excess underwriting risk premium expressed
as a percentage of the public offering price, where T denotes the
time to final settlement date (T=l,2,3,4,5 days).

a The number of observation in the sample is 645 issues,
k SR denotes Wilcoxon signed rank test.
^ Standard deviation is in parentheses.d Interquartile range is in parentheses.

Keys: EURP(T) = - erT p(S,T; X) + UF
where r = risk-free rate of interest

T = time to final settlement date
p = put option
S = stock price per share at the contract date
X = public offering price per share
UF = observed underwriting fee
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Table 2-9
Comparison of Mean Values of Underwriting Contract Based on
Several Categories (time to final settlement date= 5 days)

Nonparametric Test
Meana Sample Size Significance Level(%)b

By Industry

Industrial 3.10 426
Financial 3.63 96 99.9
Utility 1.85 157

By Type of Registration

Shelf 1.80 49 > 99.9
Non-shelf 2.97 630

By Type of Distribution

Syndicated 3.55 130 > 99.9
Non-syndicated 2.79 67

By Relative Position of Managinq Underwriters

Special Group 2.27
Major Group 3.26
Submajor Group 5.16

329
307 99.9
43

a Means are in percentage terms.k These tests include the Mann-Whitney U-test for the comparison
of two sample means and the Kruskal-Wallis k sample test for
the comparison of more than two sample means.
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Table 2-10
Regression Analysis of Underwriting Value

Explanatory
Dependent Variables

Variables Underwriting Spread Underwriting Value

Coefficient T-value Coefficient T-value

Constant 0.180 15.67* 0.183 14.14*

STD 0.027 5.38* -0.010 -1.76

Log(Offer Size) -0.008 -12.50* -0.009 -11.41*

Shelf -0.006 -2.59* -0.005 -1.73

Industry-A 0.007 4.30* 0.010 5.27*

Industry-B 0.013 5.95* 0.016 6.73*

Lead-A -0.008 -2.75* -0.012 -3.76*

Lead-B -0.005 -1.83 -0.008 -2.74*

Adjusted 0.429 0.317
F-value 73.731 45.920
Dep. Mean 0.044 0.029
Root MSE 0.015 0.017

Notes: For simplicity, the subscript i for issue i is dropped.
The sample consists of 679 new equity issues. The underwriting
value is under the assumption of no involved underwriting
expenses and T = 5 days. STDi is standard deviation of stock
returns of issue i. Log(Offer Size) is natural logarithm of
offer size of issue i in $ millions. Shelfi is 1 if issue i is
shelf registered and 0 otherwise. Industry-Ai is 1 if issue i is
made by an industrial and 0 otherwise. Industry-Bi is 1 if issue
i is made by an financial and 0 otherwise. Lead-Ai is 1 if lead
manager for issue i is in "special" bracket and 0 otherwise.
Lead-Bi is 1 if lead manager for issue i is in "major" bracket
and 0 otherwise, ui is the regression error term.
*
indicates a significant difference at the 5% level.
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Table 2-11

Regression Analysis of Underwriting Value
By The Relative Position of Underwriters

Dependent Variables

Underwriting Spread Underwriting Value
Explanatory
Variables Special Major Submajor Special Major Submajor

Constant 0.153 0.182 0.260 0.142 0.188 0.300
(14.34) (7.63)* (5.24)* (9.48) (7.42) (5.81)

STD 0.041 0.046 0.010 0.008 0.014 -0.026
_ _

(9.23) (5.84)* (0.87) (1.23) (1.64) (-2.23)

Log(Offer
Size) (

-0.007
-12.44)*

-0.009
(-6.55)*

-0.012
(-3.97)*

-0.007
(-8.39)*(

-0.009 -0.015
-6.57)*(-4.55)*

Adjusted R2 0.47 0.24 0.25 0.19 0.14 0.39
F-value 147.81 47.79 7.95 39.45 26.74 14.48
Correlation 0.194 0.227 -0.134 0.194 0.227 -0.134

Sample Size 329 307 43 329 307 43

Notes: For simplicity, the subscript i for issue i is dropped.
The sample consists of 679 new equity issues. The underwriting
value is under the assumption of no underwriting expenses
involved and T = 5 days. STDi is standard deviation of stock
returns of issue i. Log(Offer Size) is natural logarithm of
offer size of issue i in $ millions.

*
indicates a significant difference at the 5% level.
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Table 2-12
Comparison of Underwriting Value Among Five
Largest Investment Bankers in "Special" Group

Investment
Banking Firm Gross Spread(%)

Underwriting
Value(%) Sample

Merrill Lynch 3.92 2.41 110

Salomon Brothers 3.85 2.47 37

Goldman Sachs 3.84 2.34 73

First Boston 3.53 2.03 42

Morgan Stanley 3.23 1.99 67

F-value 3.53 1.38

Pr > F 0.008 0.242

Kruskal-Wallis k- sample test

Chi-sg value - 7.39

Pr > Chi-sq - 0.117

Notes: The underwriting value is under the assumption of no
underwriting expenses involved and T = 5 days. Total sample
consists of 645 issues.
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compete with one another, they compete more frequently with

other firms in the same bracket.

Comparison of the Empirical Results with Previous
on Rights Offers

In this subpart, the magnitude of overpricing for

underwriting services found in our study is compared with

previous findings on standby rights offerings.

Overall, the average excess returns to underwriters seem

to lie between 0.15% net of underwriting expenses and 2.89%

including such expenses when duration of the underwriting

contract is 5 days and between 0.91% and 3.64% when duration

of the contract is 1 day.

In a study of United Kingdom standby rights issues,

Marsh (1980) finds that, on average, underwriters earned

significant excess returns of 0.83% as a percentage of

offering price, providing evidence that underwriting was

considerably overpriced. For rights issues made in the

U.S.A., the degree of overpricing in underwriting premium

was shown to be even more significant with excess returns to

underwriters being approximately 1.08%.

The purchase of a standby contract for a rights issue of

new stock has the same effect as a firm commitment cash

. In a standby agreement, underwriting is simply a put

option giving the issuer the right to put unsubscribed

shares to the underwriter, who, in turn, receives a standby

fee (plus a taken-up fee in the U.S.).
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Why then do we observe a significant difference in under¬

writing value between standby rights offers and firm

commitment cash offers? To answer to this question, it is

worth examining a number of important differences between

these two types of offers.

First of all, there is a significant difference in the

duration of the underwriting contracts. In both cases, the

underwriting agreement with the issuer is normally signed on

the afternoon before the offer announcement. However,

unlike the standby rights offering, in which the contract is

finalized on the last acceptance date for the rights

(normally three weeks after the initial offer date), the

underwriting contract in underwritten cash offers lasts, at

most, four to five days.

As shown before, the underwriting value decreases as the

duration of underwriting contract becomes longer and, thus,

underwriters earn higher excess returns on shorter-lived

contract. Increase in the duration of contract is

equivalent to an increase in underwriting risk. This would

increase the put option premium and, in turn, decrease the

underwriter's excess returns. Therefore, the difference in

the duration of contract should, at least in part, account

for the difference in the underwriting values between these

two types of offerings.

Second, and equally important, the underwriters for

standby rights offers in the U.K. are compensated in a

different manner than for firm commitment cash offers in the
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U.S.. In the U.K., it is more common for issuing firms to

offer securities directly to the public, with investment

bankers standing by to guarantee a minimum price to the

issuer, but not helping distribute the issue (Christensen

(1965)). Therefore, the standby fee in the U.K. rights

offers represents a fee for underwriting in a narrow sense.

However, the underwriter's compensation in the U.S.

underwritten cash offers includes fees for advice and

distributing services as well as for underwriting services.

As long as the underwriter takes the distribution risk

involved in a new issue offer and is compensated for such

risk, the underwriting value, or excess returns to under¬

writers, would be much higher in the U.S. firm commitment

cash offers than in the U.K. standby rights offers.

Third, a firm commitment contract is similar to the

limiting case of a standby rights offer where the issuing
firm completely fails to sell its shares. While in the form

of a standby agreement the risk is shared by both the issuer

and the underwriter, the whole underwriting risk is taken

solely by the underwriter in the firm commitment contract.

In this respect, it is more likely that the underwriters

takes higher flotation risk in the latter case than in the

former case.

Considering the differences above, underwriters in the

firm commitment cash offers should be compensated higher

than in the standby rights offers. Thus, on average, the

underwriting value in firm commitment cash offers exceeds
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that of standby rights offers, even when the underwriting

risks of these two offers are supposedly comparable.

Implications of Empirical Results

Having observed significant excess returns to

underwriters, the natural question is - why do issuing firms

overpay, on average, for the underwriting activity?

To answer this question, it is important to recognize

that, in a typical negotiated offering, the underwriting

spread may also include payment for past, present, and

future consulting advice given by the investment banker

unrelated to the particular offering. The true value of the

underwriting contract should be equal to the difference

between the gross underwriting spread and the expenses

incurred in the issuing process, that is, the values of

advice, managing, underwriting, and any legal services

involved in this process. The difficulty in measuring the

true value of the underwriting primarily stems from the fact

that it is not possible from our data to identify the value

of advice and consulting services of underwriters.

As a plausible explanation for the excess returns to

underwriters found in his study of the U.K. standby rights

offers, Marsh (1980) raised the issue of side payment to the

underwriters by issuing firms and subunderwriters. However,

if the new issue market is competitive for underwriter's

services and their compensation, this would not seem to

occur.
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Another argument, as Marsh (1980) suggests, is that

because the costs associated with nonunderwritten issues may

exceed the overpayment for underwriting, issuing firms are

prepared to pay high underwriting fees. If a non¬

underwritten issue fails, the administrative cost of

rearranging the issue as well as the opportunity cost for

not being able to utilize the otherwise available proceeds

can be quite substantial. However, this argument is not

quite convincing since the probability for seasoned new

equity offers to fail seems to be trivial. Further, under¬

writing deals, in fact, are easily arranged and the costs

involved in this process do not appear to be substantial.

This leads us to the inescapable question - Is the under¬

writing market for the new issue offerings competitive? We

believe that it is not. If underwriting services are

competitively supplied, then the underwriter should receive,

after underwriting expenses, just enough to compensate him

for the risk that he bears. If this were not the case, new

banking firms would enter the market and extract any excess

profit by paying a higher price to the issuing firm. This

market process would continue until the net profit is driven

down to zero for each participant.

Traditionally, investment banking has long tended to

assume a pyramidal competitive structure with a few

preeminent firms providing leadership in both financing and

related services. Several authors have argued that

investment banking in the primary bond market is to a large
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degree a monopsonistic industry (see West (1965,1966) and

Vinson (1970)). In a more extensive study, Hayes, Spence

and Marks (1983) show that "an examination of underwriting

volume data [and of gross underwriting revenue] during the

1970s suggests that there was actually a tendency toward

increased concentration in investment banking." (p. 78)

They further show that "there are indeed distinct market

segments within which substantial competition takes place,

but between which competition may be much less robust." (p.

79)

Consistent with these studies, the overall results of

this study strongly suggest that the underwriting market is

less than perfectly competitive and that the excess returns

earned by underwriters are, at least in part, due to the

underwriting business being monopsonistic in a new equity

issue market. This underwriter's monopolistic advantage

would seem to stem from the nature of the long-standing

relationship between issuing firms and investment bankers.35

The Application of the Underwriting Valuation Model
to Initial Public Offerings

Although this study does not empirically examine the

underwriting risk premium on initial public equity issues

(unseasoned new equity issues), we discuss in this subpart

the feasibility of applying the valuation model of the

underwriting contract to these issues.

35 For the detailed discussion of this relationship, see
Smith (1977).
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As shown previously, in order to value the underwriting

risk premium, we need to measure or estimate six input

variables; T (time between contract date and offer date), X

(offering price), r (risk-free rate of interest), B (price

paid to issuing firm), a (standard deviation of stock

returns), and S (stock price on the contract date). For

initial public issues, the first four variables, T, X, r,

and B are directly observable, a can be estimated using the

earnings variability or ex-post stock price volatility of

the issuer as a proxy for the risk of the new issue.

However, it is impossible to observe the last variable, S,

since firms going public do not have a pre-offering trading

record. Due to this obstacle it is difficult to directly

estimate the optimal underwriting risk premium.

Instead, it seems feasible to derive an explicit solution

for equilibrium stock price, S, by standard numerical

analysis techniques (such as the iteration method)36 given

the actual underwriting risk premium and the other five

input variables and to compare it with the observed market

price on the first day of trading of the new shares. This

analysis enables us to see whether the market correctly

reflects the information regarding the new equity offering,

especially the values of X and B. The explicit assumptions

on this empirical analysis would be that the underwriting

market is in a competitive equilibrium and that the observed

underwriting risk premium represents the optimal value.

36 Note that S appears twice in Equation (9).
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An extension of the above empirical analysis is to

examine the relationship among stock price, offering price,

and the underwriting risk premium without using the observed

underwriting fee as a measure of the input variable, U.

Suppose that an underwriter has set the proceeds to be paid

to issuer, B. Since his return from underwriting the new

issue strictly depends upon the offering price and the stock

price on the offer date, he would be able to gain some

insights about his own return by examining how his

estimation of S and X affects the underwriting risk premium

on a particular issue.

Conclusion

Investment bankers provide three distinctive financing

services; originating and managing, underwriting in a narrow

sense, and distributing services. Underwriting service

constitutes the taking of risk to provide long-term

financing to the issuing firm, namely an insurance service

of bearing the risk of adverse price fluctuations.

This study focuses on the relationship between the under¬

writing service and the underwriter's appropriate

compensation for the widely-used negotiated new equity

offerings. For this purpose, a valuation model of the firm

commitment underwriting contract was developed and applied

to market data on underwriting spreads for the period of

1982 to 1985.
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This study finds that the value of the underwriting

contracts was significantly overpriced, even in the extreme

case when underwriting expenses were taken into account. We

argue that these excess returns are, at least in part, due

to the monopolistic nature of the underwriting business.

This study also finds that the predicted underwriting

value varies significantly with issues made by different

types of firms (industrial, financial, or utility), by

different types of registration (shelf or nonshelf), by

different methods of syndication (syndicated or nonsyndi-

cated), and by managing underwriter's prestige (special,

major, or submajor bracket). It was particularly

interesting to find that while underwriting firms in

different prestige groups compete with one another, they

seem to compete more frequently with other firms in the same

group. This lends support to previous findings on the

competitiveness of the investment banking industry.

In sum, underwriting business yields a handsome profit,

particularly for those investment bankers able to obtain

large underwriting participations (typically, managing

underwriters or lead underwriters). It also appears that

underwriting is not only a profitable business but also a

growing sources of revenue for investment banking firms.



CHAPTER III
THE CHOICE OF AN OPTIMAL FINANCING METHOD

UNDER ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION: AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

Introduction

Background of the Study

The question for optimal choice of new equity financing

method by the issuing firm has long been a controversial one

and has received considerable attention in the finance

literature. Firms are faced with the choice to offer a new

equity issue either directly to the firm's existing share¬

holders via a right offer or to investors at large via an

underwritten cash offer. The former method includes standby

(underwritten) rights offers and non-standby (non-

underwritten or uninsured) rights offers; the latter method

includes firm commitment (fully underwritten) cash offers

and best effort offers.^ The main question involved is why

the majority of U.S. firms employ underwritten cash offers

rather than the seemingly less expensive rights offers.

The predominant use of the underwritten cash offers by

the U.S. firms has been documented by several previous

studies. Smith (1977) reports that over 93% of equity

1 Unlike a firm commitment offer, in which an investment
banker agrees to purchase the entire issue from the firm and
bears all the risk regarding the new offering, a banker in a
best efforts offer acts only as a marketing agent to sell
the issue without taking any risk involved in the offer.

82
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offerings over the period of 1971-1985 were underwritten

even though the out-of-pocket expenses of an underwritten

equity issue were three to thirty times higher than those of

a nonunderwritten rights issue. Booth and Smith (1986)

present similar evidence that over the 1977-1982 period

underwritten issues of equity offerings are far more common

than all other issues combined, regardless of whether they

are initial or non-initial registered offerings.

The choice of underwritten cash offers for new equity

issues by the vast majority of U.S. firms over the less

expensive rights offers has been referred to as the so-

called "equity financing paradox."2
A number of questions regarding this apparently

paradoxical choice of issue arrangement arise: Is the

observed choice of financing method inconsistent with the

rational, expected-utility maximizing behavior of the owners

of issuing firms? Should issuing firms employ the rights

offering method in order to avoid high underwriting and

distribution expenses associated with the underwritten cash

offering?

Although some potential explanations to resolve this

paradox have been provided in several empirical studies

(among others, Smith (1977), Hansen and Pinkerton (1982),

and Bhagat (1983)), no theoretical models with rational

2 Brealey and Myers (1981) list this issue as one of the ten
most important unresolved issues in finance.
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expectation formation3 have been tested to date. Most prior

studies lack convincing theoretical analysis and ignore one

or more forms of market imperfections which may underlie the

observed behavior of firms in choosing their optimal

financing method.

The observed behavior of most firms in choosing between

rights offer and underwritten cash offer is not easily

justified in a market of symmetric information. It is

frequently noted that with regards to the valuation of new

equity issues, the new issue market is characterized by

informational asymmetry between insiders/managers and

outside investors. The fundamental problem with raising new

equity capital is that insiders and shareholders act on

potential opportunism by exploiting better information of

the firm (see Myers and Majluf (1984)). In this regard,

without incorporating the information asymmetry problem of

the new equity market, the analysis would not be satisfac¬

tory enough to explain the observed behavior of firms.

3 According to the general hypothesis of rational
expectations, expectations are formed on the basis of all
the available relevant information concerning the variable
being predicted and, furthermore, individuals or economic
agents use available information intelligently. This
hypothesis is consistent with individual optimizing
behavior. In the Heinkel and Schwartz's model (1986), the
equilibrium is characterized by rational expectations in the
sense that uninformed investors and investment bankers
correctly anticipate issuing firms' choices of financing
method and correctly price securities given their
information.
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Objective of the Study

The purpose of this study is to empirically examine

testable hypotheses regarding which type of financing method

a firm employs for a given issue under asymmetric informa¬

tion between issuers and investors/investment bankers.

There is a growing body of literature which analyzes

various issues related to the information asymmetry problem.

Recently, the role of asymmetric information has been

expanded by Heinkel and Schwartz (1986; H&S, hereafter) to

justify the firm's behavior in the choice of a financing

method. H&S focus on a information problem in which the

issuer knows more about his firm quality than do either

investors or investment bankers. Their model predicts the

cross-sectional relationships between firm quality and the

choice of a financing method among three alternative types;

standby rights offer, non-standby rights offer, and firm

commitment cash offer. Their analysis also helps to explain

the simultaneous existence of the above three types of

financing arrangement and the reason for firms using non¬

standby rights offers not to set subscription prices low

enough to ensure the success of the offer.

Resting on the theoretical analyses presented by H&S

signaling equilibrium model, this study analyzes whether the

observed behavior of firms is consistent with the empirical

implications of their model. Specifically, the following

three hypotheses are tested:

(1) Firm quality hypothesis: There exists a direct cross-
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sectional relationship between firm quality and firm's

choice of a financing method.

(2) Subscription price hypothesis: The quality of a firm

using a non-standby rights offer is positively correlated

with the subscription price that each firm sets.

(3) Firm segment hypothesis: The proportion of firms using

standby rights offers in the population of issuing firms

varies inversely with the magnitude of investigation cost.

Note that since these three hypotheses are not mutually

exclusive, it could be that each hypothesis works well for

the whole or only a subset of the sample.

By empirically investigating the above hypotheses, this

study attempts to answer the following questions: Is the

issuing firm's choice of a financing method significantly

related to the quality (type) of each firm? What type of

firms using uninsured rights offers set higher subscription

prices? How does the magnitude of investigation costs

associated with standby rights offers affect the number of

firms using this financing method?

The rest of this study is organized as follows: Part II

reviews the previous work related to the choice of a

financing method. A brief discussion of the theoretical

model developed by Heinkel and Schwartz (1986) and their

empirically testable hypotheses are presented in Part III.

Part IV and V present the data and research design,

respectively. The empirical results and their implications

are in Part VI, followed by conclusion in Part VII.
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Literature Review

There are two bodies of literature which examine the

various aspects of raising new equity capital by firms.

The first body of literature (Mandelker and Raviv (1977),

Baron (1979), Baron and Holmstrom (1980), and Baron (1982))

characterizes the optimal contract between issuer and

investment banker in the context of a negotiated sale.

Their models focus on the uncertainty associated with the

new issue and on the conflict of interest between the two

parties involved.

Mandelker and Raviv analyze the risk sharing features of

an investment banking contract under the assumption that the

two parties have symmetric information at the time of

contracting. They derive certain conditions under which

various issue arrangements (i.e., firm commitment, best

efforts, and standby contracts4) are Pareto optimal. It is

shown that the optimal contract is a function of both the

riskiness of a particular issue and the risk attitudes of

the two parties involved.

Baron (1979) also assumes symmetric information between

the two contracting parties but considers the incentive

problem resulting from the issuer's inability to observe the

investment banker's distribution effort. He argues that in

4 This type of standby agreement is not exactly same as the
standby contract commonly used in rights offerings. For the
discussion of similarities and differences between these two
types see Mandelker and Raviv (1977, pp.693).
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order to mitigate the incentive problem, the issuer must

sacrifice some gains from optimal risk sharing of the first-

best contract, which would induce the banker to expend more

effort. The optimal commission function in this case is

shown to be an increasing function of the net proceeds from

issuing securities with a bonus involved if the issue is

sold out at the offer price.

Baron and Holmstrom (1980) assume symmetric information

at the time of contracting, but allow the investment banker

to obtain better information about the demand for the issue

by conducting preselling activities during the registration

period. Their model shows that due to information dis¬

advantage, the issuer must design the contract so that the

distribution effort and offer price decisions made by the

banker serve the interests of the issuer and that it is

optimal to delegate the offer price decision to the

investment banker.

Baron (1982) analyzes an optimal delegation contract for

advising and distribution services between the issuing firm

and the investment banker under the assumption that the

banker is better informed about the market demand for the

firm's securities than is the issuer. His analysis predicts

that "... the value to the issuer of delegating the offer

price decision to the banker ... is an increasing function

of the issuer's uncertainty about the market demand for the

securities...." (p. 956)
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The papers discussed above mainly analyze the optimal

contract between issuing firm and underwriter by seeking to

answer the following question: Given the fact that the firm

needs the underwriting, offer pricing, or distributing

services of the underwriter, how do different characteris¬

tics of both parties and the issue itself determine the

optimal form of the contract? Since these studies do not

explicitly consider the firm's behavior in choosing between

the rights offer and the underwritten offer, they do not

provide any potential explanation to resolve the equity

financing paradox.

The second body of literature, focusing mainly on the

difference in issuing costs of rights offers versus

underwritten cash offers, puts forth some potential

explanations to the problem of equity financing paradox.

Smith (1977) suggests a monitoring cost hypothesis that

"from the shareholder's standpoint, the firm's use of

underwriter is optimal because, even though managers may

receive benefits that do not accrue to the owners of the

firm,5 the cost of monitoring management [in the choice of a

financing method incurred by shareholders] exceeds the

savings in out-of-pocket expenses from using rights." (p.

298) Thus, his argument is that the less costly rights

offering method is bypassed by managers at the expense of

5 See Smith (1977, p. 292) for the possible benefits to
managers.
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existing shareholders, who must otherwise incur even greater

monitoring costs to limit manager's behavior.

However, as Smith (1977) himself points out, the

monitoring cost hypothesis presents a couple of problems.

First, since the costs of monitoring management are not

observable, this hypothesis is not directly testable.

Second, consideration of competition in the market for

management should reduce the required monitoring expenses

(see Fama (1980) and Jensen and Meckling (1976)), and thus

the plausibility of the hypothesis.

Contending that Smith's estimation of out-of-pocket

expenses is misleading due to a systematic difference in the

samples of firms involved, Hansen and Pinkerton (1982)

approach this paradoxical problem by examining the share-

ownership concentration of issuing firms. They argue that

rights offers are advantageous only for closely-held firms,

which have a substantial comparative flotation cost

advantage due to the presence of a large block of centrally

controlled common stocks. They show that the majority of

firms using underwritten cash offers would have incurred

significantly higher costs if these firms had used the

alternative rights offerings. Their results indicate that

issuing firm's choice between rights offers and underwritten

offers can be explained by the different degree of share-

ownership concentration and that each of the two financing

methods has its own comparative flotation cost advantage.
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However, the Hansen and Pinkerton's comparative cost

hypothesis has not been fully supported by the subsequent

studies by Smith and Dhatt (1984), Bhagat and Frost (1986),

and Bhagat (1983).

Smith and Dhatt (1984) doubt about the cost function used

by Hansen and Pinkerton by arguing that the functional form

significantly overstates the forecasted issuing cost of

rights offerings for firms with low shares of central

control. Their results, using alternative specifications,

reject the comparative cost hypothesis of Hansen and

Pinkerton.®

Recognizing that "cost differences between rights vs.

underwritten cash offering methods for all expected future

earnings would be capitalized into the share price at the

time of announcement of pre-emptive right amendment" (p.

296), Bhagat (1983) investigates the effect of pre-emptive

right amendments7 on shareholder wealth to indirectly

estimate the financing cost differences between the two

methods. He finds that the amendments, on average, decrease

shareholder wealth, implying that net benefits to existing

shareholders are greater from rights offerings than from

underwritten cash offering method. This result again

indicates that financing costs for rights offers are less

than those for the alternative method.

6 See also the reply by Hansen and Pinkerton (1984).

7 The amendment indicates that the firm is more likely to
use the alternative underwritten offering method after its
approval.
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The empirical evidence by Bhagat does not support the

Hansen and Pinkerton's hypothesis, which can be viewed as

consistent with the shareholder wealth maximization

hypothesis in Bhagat's study that the pre-emptive right

amendment should lead to an increase in shareholder wealth.8

Bhagat and Frost (1986) find that issuing costs of under¬

written equity cash offerings to existing shareholders are

determined by risk of offerings and information costs,9 as

well as by the size of the offering, which is identified as

the only determinant of reported flotation costs in the

Hansen and Pinkertons' study. In this regard, Bhagat and

Frost argue that since Hansen and Pinkerton ignore the first

two determinants of issuing costs, their model is

misspecified.

A major drawback on the studies discussed above is that

their analyses do not incorporate an important characteris¬

tic of the new equity market, namely, market imperfection by

the asymmetric information between issuer and outside

investors/investment banker, which may underlie the observed

behavior of firms in choosing their optimal financing

method. In this regard, their analyses seem to be

unsatisfactory enough to explain the observed behavior of

firms.

8 See Footnote 13 of Bhagat (1983) for more detailed
discussion of Hansen and Pinkerton's hypothesis.

9 These costs are incurred because the underwriter has to
search out the highest bidders for the new issue and the
investors also have to assess their demand for new issue.
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The Theory and Testing Hypotheses

A number of previous studies (second body of literature

reviewed in Section II), which lack convincing theoretical

analysis and suffer some potential problems with sample

selection bias or inappropriate functional forms, have

attempted to investigate the equity financing paradox, with

inconclusive results.

As set forth, the argument by prior studies centers on

cost difference between rights offers and underwritten cash

offers without explicit consideration on information

asymmetry problem in the new issue market. To the extent

that it is difficult, if not possible, to measure all the

relevant financing costs of a new equity issue, the result

may be quite misleading if there are omitted or misestimated

costs and benefits. The analysis by Heinkel and Schwartz

(1986) does not fully rely on estimation of financing costs

and thus is relatively free from the possible cost

estimation problem when one investigates their empirical

implications.

This part briefly discusses the rationale behind the

information equilibrium model developed by H&S and presents

its empirical hypotheses about the choice of a financing

method.

Taking the empirical evidence of higher fixed costs of

underwriting offers than those of rights offers as given and

also recognizing some indirect costs of rights offers (see
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Bhagat (1983)), H&S examine the equity financing paradox

under the assumption that "at the time of the announcement

of the equity offer, the firm knows more about the quality

of the firm than either investors or underwriters." (p. 3)

Firms have three alternative financing methods available

to them, which are summarized in Figure 3-1. Note that H&S

model does not consider a best effort offer.

Public offering

Rights offer Underwritten cash offer

(1)Non-standby (2)Standby (3)Firm commitment
rights rights (Fully underwritten)

cash offer

Non-underwritten offer Underwritten offer

Figure 3-1
Alternative Financing Methods

(1) Firms can choose a non-standby rights offer with lower

flotation costs, but with a positive probability of failure

of the offer, which is positively related to the subscrip¬

tion price chosen. (2) Or, they can choose a standby rights
offer to ensure the success of the offer by incurring

investigation costs for an underwriter. (3) Or, they can

choose a firm commitment cash offer with a guaranteed amount

of money, but with higher flotation costs. Each firm then

tries to maximize its present stock price net of floatation
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cost, investigation cost, or expected failure costs.^ Note

that while investigation costs and underwriting costs are

fixed, exogenously set, the signaling costs incurred in a

non-standby rights offer are endogenously determined depend¬

ing upon the firm type and the level of subscription price.

Each issuing firm has different firm quality related to

the new project, whose true values are not known to the

market including investment bankers. In this type of market

with qualitative uncertainty, pricing on the basis of

average quality will be unattractive to firms whose projects

are above average in quality. Unlike the "lemons"-type

market in which used car owners do not trade in high-quality

cars and thus exit from the market (see Akerlof (1970)), the

firms at the above-average end of the quality spectrum in

this market, as Viscusi (1978) shows, are willing to invest

in quality certification as a means of price discrimination
and thus successively distinguish themselves from the other

lower-end quality firms, which stay undistinguished.11

1® These expected failure costs are similar to the penalty
costs associated with bankruptcy discussed by Ross (1977).

11 This unraveling process of quality certification is well
illustrated in Heinkel and Schwartz (1986):
...suppose that there are five products in the market,
each one with value (quality) 1,2,3,4, and 5. If
undistinguished, all products will sell at the average
value, 3. Suppose that for a fixed, exogenous $1 fee, the
true value of the product can be revealed. Product 5 will
pay $1 to net 4 rather than receive the average 3; with 5
distinguished, the new average value of products 1 through
4 is 2.5; product 4 prefers paying $1 to net 3 rather than
receive 2.5; the new average value is 2 and product 3 sees
no advantage to distinguish itself; thus products 1
through 3 stay "pooled" at an average value of 2, while
products 4 and 5 distinguish themselves. (p. 2)
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This unraveling process of costly quality certification

leads to a rational expectations, partially revealing

separating equilibrium in which each firm chooses its

optimal financing method depending upon its firm quality in

the following manner.

(1) It is the advantage of the highest quality firms to

distinguish themselves to the market and receive their true

values. Since a firm can reveal its true quality by

incurring the fixed, exogenous investigation costs,12 the

highest quality firms will prefer a standby rights offer

over the other two alternatives. In a standby agreement to

rights issue the underwriter ensures the success of the

offer and thus these firms are indifferent to the choice of

a subscription price.

(2) Intermediate quality firms also try to distinguish

themselves with the lower-end quality of firms. However,

they would not follow the highest quality firms because the

relatively higher investigation cost charged for them

completely offsets the gain from revealing their true value

to the market. Thus, instead of employing an underwriter,

they disclose their firm quality by themselves through non-

standy rights offers with being willing to pay the expected

failure costs. Note that the existence of these costs

allows only relatively higher quality firms among these

12 investigation cost is a cost at which uninformed
underwriter can become informed about the true quality of a
firm, similar to the quality certification cost discussed in
Viscusi (1978) .
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intermediate quality firms to set relatively higher

subscription price to credibly disclose their higher firm

quality. Thus, the subscription price is used as a signal

of firm quality by firms employing a non-standby rights

offer and investors evaluate the firm's current value based

upon the revealed subscription price.

(3) The lowest quality firms have no incentive to follow the

other two groups of high quality firms and intend to remain

undistinguished, using an uninformed underwriter to sell

their shares, where the offering price reflects the average

quality of the firms using the underwriter's services.

These firms are better off using the more expensive

underwritten cash offer because both the expected failure

costs associated with non-standby rights offers and the

investigation costs associated with standby rights offers

would be even higher.

In sum, any firm choosing a rights offer will disclose

its true firm quality either by allowing the underwriter to

investigate the firm (standby rights offer) or by setting

subscription price appropriate to its own firm quality (non¬

standby rights offer) and so uninformed investors will

correctly price shares of such a firm using the rights

offer. On the contrary, the underwriter employed in a fully

underwritten cash offer cannot screen firm types that need

his services and thus sell the shares of those firms at a

common offering price, which correctly reflects the average

quality of the firms using fully underwritten cash offers.
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H&S analysis provides possible equlibrium combinations of

financing alternatives, which are summarized in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 shows the cases where the equlibrium obtained

depends upon the relative costs under each financing method.

For instance, if investigation cost associated with a

standby rights offer is large compared to the underwriting

cost or expected failure cost (or signalling cost), then no

firms use the standby rights offer. Otherwise, the standby

rights offer is only used in conjuction with other

alternative financing method. Note also that in Case 4, all

three forms of financing vehicles are observed

simultaneously.

Based on the above analysis, the separating equilibrium

model by H&S provides the following three testable

hypotheses. The rationale behind the empirical hypotheses

is straigtforward as elaborated by Heinkel and Schwartz:

... there is information content in the choice of a
financing method by the firm; the choice reveals,
either partially or totally, the quality of the firm.
The announcement by a firm of a financing method
should, therefore, impact its stock price, (p. 15)

It follows from the above perspective that rational

market participants can reliably infer a firm's true quality

from its financing method decisions.

Hypothesis 1: Firm Quality Hypothesis (FQH)

From Table 3-1, it is clear that while the different

parameterizations (t*, t**, and t' relative to t) lead to

the choice of different financing methods, the method chosen

always has the same ranking relative to firm quality. The
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Table 3-1

Summary of Possible Equilibrium Financing Alternatives

Case

Fully
Underwritten
Cash Offer

Uninsured
Rights
Offer

Standby
Rights
Offer

Related
Costs

1 - All - Large U, Large C

2 t<t* t>t* - Medium U, Large C

3 All - - Small U, Large C

4 t<t* t*<t<t** t>t**
(C

Medium U, Medium C
larger relative to U)

5 — t<t** t>t** Small C relative to U

6 t<t ’ — t>t' Medium U, Medium C

Source: Table 1, Heinkel and Schwartz (1986, p. 16).

where t = a firm type (or, a firm quality)
t* = a firm type which is indifferent to a rights offer or

a fully underwritten cash offer
t**= a firm type which is indifferent to a non-standby

rights offer or a standby rights offer
t' = a firm type which is indifferent to a standby

rights offer or a fully underwritten cash offer
C = investigation costs incurred in a standby rights offer
U = underwriting costs incurred in a fully underwritten

cash offer
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Firm Quality Hypothesis postulates that firms using standby

rights offers have higher quality, those using non-standby

rights offers have intermediate quality, and those using

fully underwritten cash offers have lower quality, relative

to the quality of firms using other financing method.

If this hypothesis is true, one should observe a direct

cross-sectional relationship between the quality of a firm

and its choice of a financing method so as to completely

rank the three financing alternatives relative to firm

quality.

Hypothesis 2: Subscription Price Hypothesis (SPH)

Since investors determine the true value of a firm using

a non-standby rights offer based upon the subscription price

which signals information about the quality of the firm,

firms with higher subscription prices will be valued higher.

This is because, with high signaling costs (positive

expected failure costs) associated with the chosen

subscription price, relatively high quality firms among

firms using rights offers can effectively signal their true

quality to the market. Relatively lower quality firms using

rights offers would not, in equilibrium, imitate the higher

quality firm's actions, that is, falsely signal their firm

quality because the probability of the offer failing and

thus the expected penalty costs are positively related to

the level of subscription price chosen by the firm.-*-3 The

The incentive not to falsely signal by lower quality
firms in a signaling equilibrium is well discussed in Ross
(1977).
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Subscription Price Hypothesis postulates that the higher the

quality of firms using non-standby rights offers is, the

higher subscription price they set.

If this hypothesis is true, one should observe that the

quality of firms using this financing method is positively

correlated with the subscription price that each firm sets.

Hypothesis 3: Firm Segment Hypothesis (FSH)

It is well known that the standby agreement is equivalent

to the firm buying a put option on the new issue. Thus, the

equilibrium fee for the standby contract is the value of the

put option. The uninformed underwriter must investigate the

firm at a cost in order to have inside information about the

true firm quality and thus to correctly price the standby

agreement.

Since the investigation cost is passed on to the firm

using this financing method and directly reduces the value

of the firm, whether or not a firm chooses this method will

depend upon the magnitude of the investigation cost relative

to expected failing cost and underwriting cost. For

instance, if the investigation cost is large compared to the

other two types of costs, no firms then would use the

standby rights offer. It turns out from this argument that

the larger the investigation cost is, the smaller the number

of firms employ the standby rights offers. The Firm Segment

Hypothesis postulates that the proportion of firms using

standby rights offers in the population decrease as

investigation cost increases.
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If this hypothesis is true, one should observe that when

segmenting firms by relative investigation costs, the

proportion of firms using standby rights offers in each

segment varies inversely with the magnitude of investigation

costs.

Data

Sample Construction

The preliminary sample consists of all primary public

offerings made over the period of January 1976 to December

1985. The final sample meets the following selection

criteria.

1. The offering is for common stock only and is a primary

offering to the public.

2. Initially-registered offerings or shelf registrations are

excluded.

3. The announcement date of the offering (or registration

date to the SEC) is listed in the SEC's Registered Offering

Statistics (ROS) Tape.

4. Offering information, such as type of contract and size

of offering, is available from the SEC's ROS Tape.

5. At least 90 daily returns of common stocks of issuing

firms (listed on either the NYSE or AMEX) preceding the

announcement date of the offering are available from the

Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) Daily Return

Data base.
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Data for rights issues and underwritten issues are

checked using the Stock Subscription Rights section of the

Moody's Dividend Record and the Directory of Corporate

Financing in the Investment Dealer's Digest.

Table 3-2 presents the distribution of stock offering

announcements by year, industry groupings, and three

financing methods over the 1976-1985 sample period. The

final sample contains 1269 primary stock offering

announcements, of which 19 (1.5%) are offered via standby

rights contracts, 30 (2.4%) are via non-standby rights

contracts, and the remaining 1220 (96.1%) are via firm

commitment underwriting contracts. This evidence indicates

that firm commitment issues of stock offerings are far more

common than the combined rights offerings. Of the overall

sample, 731 issues (57.6%) are by industrial firms and 538

(42.4%) are by regulated public utilities. Of the rights

offerings, standby rights contracts are employed mostly by

public utility firms and non-standby rights contracts are

mostly by industrial firms.

Table 3-3 further shows the frequencies of stock offering

announcements by 668 separate firms over the sample

period.14 of the 731 offerings by industrial firms, 300

(41%) represent repeated offerings, so do 514 (96%) of the

538 offerings by public utilities. Of the 93 public utility

The frequencies of stock offering announcements by
industry groupings in Table 3 are quite similar to those
documented in Masulis and Korwar (1986) over the 1963-1980
period.



Table3-2

DistributionofSampleStockOfferingAnnouncements(Registrations)
ByYear,
Industry,andMethods
ofSecurityIssuance
Duringthe1976

-1985

Period

Year

Industrials (n=731)

PublicUtilities (n=538)

Subtotal

Total (n=1269)

SRNRFC
SRNRFC
SRNR

FC

1976

0

0

1

1

0

3

1

0

4

5

1977

0

2

14

4

0

67

4

2

81

87

1978

1

1

37

2

0

64

3

1

101

105

1979

0

4

37

2

0

52

2

4

89

95

1980

0

3

99

3

1

75

3

4

174

181

1981

0

3

73

2

1

82

2

4

155

161

1982

0

0

83

0

0

78

0

0

161

161

1983

2

2

231

0

0

64

2

2

295

299

1984

0

7

40

0

0

21

0

7

61

68

1985

1

6

84

1

0

15

2

6

99

107

Total

4

28

699

15

2

521

19

30

1220

1269

Note:SR=standby(underwritten)rightsofferings.NR=nonstandby(non-underwritten) rightsofferings.FC=firmcommitment(fullyunderwritten)cashofferings.Dataare fromtheRegisteredOfferingStatisticsTapeprovidedbytheSecuritiesandExchange Commission.DataincludeallthecommonstockofferingregistrationsbyNYSEandAMEX listedfirmsforwhich90dailystockreturnsprecedingtheSECregistrationdateare availablefromtheCRSPDailyReturnTape.

104
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Table 3-3
Number of Stock Offering Announcements (Registrations)

per individual issuer During the 1976-1985 period

Number of
Offerings
per firm

Industrials Public Utilities

Firms
(No.)

Offerings
(No.) (%)

Firms
(No.)

Offerings
(No.) (%)

1 431 431 59 24 24 4

2 83 163 22 18 36 7

3 22 66 9 13 39 7

4 9 36 ' 5 10 40 7

5 2 10 1 9 45 8

6 3 18 2 10 60 11

7 1 7 1 10 70 13

8 0 0 0 6 48 9

9 0 0 0 6 54 10

10 0 0 0 2 20 4

11 0 0 0 6 66 12

12 0 0 0 3 36 7

Total 551 731 99 117 538 99
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firms, which made more than two public sales of stock, 23

firms offered eight or more times, while no industrial firms

did so during the same period.

The tendency of utility firms to make repeated stock

offerings suggests greater market anticipation of utility

offering announcements and thus smaller stock price

reactions, compared to those by industrial firms. This

turns out to be the case when we investigate the effect of

stock offering announcements later in this chapter.

A close examination of the overall sample also reveals

that of the 213 firms making repeated stock offers, only 13

firms changed the financing method from rights offer to firm

commitment cash offer, or vice versa. Thus, the majority of

the issuers stuck to either rights or firm commitment cash

offer over the sample period.

Descriptive Statistics of Data

Tables 3-4 and 3-5 present the summary statistics for the

sample of non-initial registered common stock offerings

during the 1976-1985 period.

As Table 3-4 shows, the average size of new shares as a

percentage of outstanding shares is 15.7% and the average

size of offering is $54.69 millions. The unsystematic risk,

measured as the variance of the residuals of the market

model using 90 daily returns preceding the registration

date, constitutes 84% of the total variance of daily stock

returns, and the BETA (0.99) is, on average, not

significantly different from one at the 5% level.
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As expected, the variance of daily stock returns is, on

average, significantly lower for public utilities than for

industrial firms (0.017% vs. 0.075%), whereas the variance

of 90 daily market index returns preceding the registration

date is not significantly different between the two industry

groups. The significantly lower BETA for public utilities

indicates that stock returns for this industry sector are

much less vulnerable to the movement of general market

trend.

Table 3-5 reports and compares the mean values of the

issuer and offering characteristics for three alternative

financing methods. The variance of daily stock returns is

significantly lower for standby rights offers than for non¬

standby rights offers and significantly lower for firm

commitment cash offers than for overall rights offers. The

two risk components, systematic and unsystematic risk, and

BETA are all significantly lower for standby than for non¬

standby rights offers. But, only the unsystematic risk is

shown to be significantly different between overall rights

and firm commitment cash offers.

An interesting finding from Table 3-5 is that, on

average, the total risk of offering, represented by the

variance of 90 daily stock returns preceding the

announcement date, is significantly higher for non-standby

rights offers than for the other two underwritten offers,

standby rights and firm commitment cash offers. This

finding is somewhat surprising and seems to be contradictory
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Table 3-4
Summary Statistics of Issuer and Offering Characteristics for
Common Stock Offerings By Industry During the 1976-1985 Period

Industrials
(n=731)

T T v ^ *•> Vs 1 /s n _

Utilities
(n=538)

T-valueb

Total
(n=1269)

vailadies

Mean Mean Mean

Offering Price($) 28.46 19.31 12.86* 24.58
(17.65)a (6.57) (14.77)

No. of Shares 1.99 2.95 -6.96* 2.39
Registered (2.68) (2.21) (2.54)
(millions)

Relative size 19.2 10.9 12.23* 15.7
of shares(%) (17.1) (5.9) (14.1)

Issue Size 55.52 53.57 0.49 54.69
($ millions) (96.56) (41.16) (78.02)

Variance of Daily 0.075 0.017 25.39* 0.050
Stock Returns(%) (0.058) (0.016) (0.053)

Variance of Daily 0.006 0.006 -0.38 0.006
Market Index(%) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

Systematic Risk 0.013 0.002 20.98* 0.008
(%) (0.014) (0.003) (0.012)

Unsystematic Risk 0.062 0.015 23.57* 0.042
(%) (0.051) (0.014) (0.046)

BETA 1.37 0.48 29.91* 0.99
(0.72) (0.31) (0.73)

Notes: Relative size of shares is the ratio of shares registered
to outstanding shares. Systematic and unsystematic risks are
measured as the variance of predicted returns and of residuals
from market model, respectively.
a Standard deviation is in parentheses,
k denotes T-statistic for differences in means,

indicates a difference in two means significant
at the 5% level.
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Table 3-5
Summary Statistics of Issuer and Offering Characteristics

for Common Stock Offerings By Financing Methods
During the 1976-1985 Period

Variables
Standby
(n=19)

Rights Oi

Non

Standby
(n=30)

:fers

rpb

Total
(n=49)

Firm
Commitment
Cash
Offers
(n=1220)

mC

Mean Mean Mean Mean

Offering Price 14.46 14.33 0.04 14.38 24.99 -4.98*
($) (5.77)a (15.64) (12.66) (14.70)

Shares Registerec1 5.00 6.23 -0.82 5.76 2.26 4.05*
(millions) (2.90) (7.38) (6.04) (2.19)

Relative size 24.9 29.5 -0.44 27.7 15.2 2.49*
of shares(%) (38.8) (33.2) (35.1) (12.4)

Issue Size 72.03 77.28 -0.17 75.25 53.87 1.21
($ millions) (56.45) (151.71) (122.91) (75.62)

Variance of Daily 0.033 0.112 -3.13* 0.081 0.049 2.09*
Stock Return(%) (0.044) (0.126) (0.109) (0.049)

Variance of Daily 0.005 0.006 -0.87 0.006 0.006 -0.02
Market Index(%) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Systematic Risk 0.001 0.011 -2.46* 0.007 0.008 -0.30
(%) (0.001) (0.023) (0.018) (0.012)

Unsystematic Risk 0.032 0.102 -3.03* 0.075 0.041 2.43*
(%) (0.045) (0.112) (0.097) (0.042)

BETA 0.46 1.10 -2.84* 0.85 0.99 -0.99
(0.29) (1.18) (0.98) (0.72)

Notes: Relative size of shares is the ratio of shares registered
to outstanding shares. Systematic and unsystematic risks are
measured as the variance of predicted returns and of residuals
from market model, respectively.

a Standard deviation is in parentheses.
b denotes T-statistic for differences in means of standby and
non-standby rights offers.

c denotes T-statistic for differences in means of total rights
offers and firm commitment cash offers.
indicates a significant difference in means at the 5% level.
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to our intuition, since firms with higher ex-ante

uncertainty about the after-market demand for the new issue

are more likely to use underwritten offers than non-

underwritten offers.

Assuming that investment banker has better information

about the market demand of the new issue than does the

issuer prior to contracting,15 Baron (1982) argues that the

issuer’s uncertainty about the market demand for the new

issue determines, at least in part, whether the issuer will

seek the banker's services. In a delegation contract

(equivalently, a firm commitment contract), for instance,

the issuer benefits from both the advising service regarding

offer price and the distribution effort. If the issuer had

a prior knowledge about the uncertain market demand, he

would not have any incentive to seek the banker's private

information. His argument postulates that greater

uncertainty increases the demand for the advising and

distribution services of the banker.

It should be noted that the findings in Table 3-5 are not

necessarily inconsistent with Baron's (1982) argument.

Rather, a careful examination of the data reveals that the

majority of firms using non-underwritten rights offers are,

as previously indicated, industrial firms (see Table 3-2).

This observation suggests that the higher risk of the non-

15 This is possible because the investment banker maintains
a research team specializing in a specific industry and does
a market research for a new issue prior to contracting with
the issuer.
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standby rights offers seems to represent the characteristics

of the industry (to which most of the non-standby rights

issuers belong), rather than those of this specific

financing method.

Research Design

Before proceeding with the methodology to investigate the

hypotheses presented in the previous part, a note is

worthwhile.

Heinkel and Schwartz (1986) assume that the realized

terminal stock price of a firm using a rights offer will

come from the probability distribution of its terminal stock

price, which is known only by the issuing firm. This

assumption would be valid if there is no difference in

information between the firm and investors before or at the

expiration of the right. H&S state in more details that

A critical assumption of our model is that sufficient
time passes between the setting of the rights offer
subscription price and expiration of the right for
there to be significant stock price movement. ■*■ 6 These
price changes are attributable both to the resolution
of the information asymmetry between management and
investors ... and to random, unanticipated events ...

(pp. 17-18).

They suggest two empirical proxies for an increased flow

of information to test the above assumption: (1) Increased

trading volume in the stock and (2) increased stock price

16 This assumption is not necessary for the fully
underwritten offers since firms, in Heinkel and Schwartz's
model, sell their new issues to the underwriter at the same
time they would announce a rights offer and then the
underwriter immediately resells those shares to the public.
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variability (standard deviation of stock return) during the

period from the announcement to the expiration of the rights

issue relative to before and after the rights offering

period.

This study does not attempt to test the empirical

validation of the above assumption, but a caution about

using the two suggested proxies should be noted.

It seems obvious that during periods of diffusion of

asymmetrically distributed information there should be

higher than normal trading volume and increased stock price

variability. However, price variability and trading volume

are not independent to each other. Equilibrium prices are

determined by aggregate demand while trading is determined

by changes in individual demand, which, in turn, appears to

be affected by many factors such as beliefs conditional on

information, prices of securities, individual wealth, and

risk preferences, etc.

Previous empirical studies (for example, Clark (1973),

Epps and Epps (1976), and Tauchen and Pitts (1983)) of

equity markets find a positive association between price

variability and trading volume. Clark argues that since the

daily price change is the sum of a random number of within-

day price changes, the trading volume is positively related

to the number of within-day transactions, and thus

positively to the variability of price change. According to

Epps and Epps, the price variability-volume relationship

arises because the volume of trading is positively related
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to the extent to which traders disagree when they revise

their reservation prices. Tauchen and Pitts's model also

predicts a similar relationship in the equity market.

Potential dependence problems may also exist between the

factors affecting individual demand. Moreover, in a case

that the change in demand is a function of the effected

change in beliefs as well as the change in prices given the

change in demand of other investors, the potential empirical

problem would be the unobservability of the underlying

changes in beliefs during the test period (see Morse

(1980)). In summary, the empirical results using price

variability and trading volume for the test of resolution of

information asymmetry should be interpreted with a great

deal of caution.

To test the hypotheses presented in the previous part

requires several variables such as the quality of a firm,

subscription price discount and investigation costs. This

part outlines the methodology to measure these key

variables.

Estimation of Firm Quality

Following H&S, the quality of a firm is defined as "the

return on the new investment funds not anticipated by the

market participants." Since the choice of a financing

method by a firm reveals the quality of the firm, according

to H&S signaling equilibrium model, the announcement by the

firm of a financing method should impact its stock price.
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However, it is important to note that the announcement of

a financing method is not the only factor that impacts a

firm's stock price. Since firms typically reveal

simultaneously the information about their decision to issue

new capital and their choice of financing method, as Bhagat

(1983) points out, the observed stock price changes may

result from a combination of the following five effects: (1)

investment project effects, (2) effects due to the changes

in capital structure, (3) managerial effects, (4) signaling

effects, and (5) effects due to the financing costs of the

offering.^ Therefore, it is necessary to assume that the

combined effect of the first three effects does not vary

across the three alternative financing methods. This

assumption enables us to pinpoint a firm's stock price

reaction only to the announcement of its financing method.

The "unexpected return (UER)" on the new project of a

firm is estimated through the standard event study

technique. The unexpected return, or abnormal return as it

is often called, for firm j at day t, UERjt, is measured as
the difference between observed daily return, which involves

both expected and unexpected portions of return, and

expected daily return on common shares, namely as

UERjt = Rjt - ERjt (3-1)
where ERjt is the expected return for firm j at day t and

Rjt is the observed realized stock return for firm j at day

3 7 See Bhagat (1983) for a detailed discussion of these five
effects.
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t. Event time +t(-t) represents the tfc^ trading day after

(before) the announcement of the offering.

The daily unexpected returns (abnormal returns) have been

taken from the CRSP Daily Excess Return Tape compiled

according to the following methodology: Each firm's beta is

determined using an estimation procedure suggested by

Scholes and Williams (1977) and ERjt is estimated by
grouping annually all securities listed on the NYSE and AMEX

into ten equal control portfolios ranked according to their

betas. The observed return to the control portfolio which

has approximately the same beta as security j is then used

as the estimate of ERjt.
Finally, the unexpected return for firm j signaled by the

announcement of a financing choice, UERj, is given by
1 +1

UERj = - E UERit (3-2)
2 t=0

Note that UERj is determined using the returns over
announcement period which includes both the announcement day

(day 0) and the next day (day +1). Since the information

about the offering (or more specifically, the choice of

financing method) by a firm may be revealed to the market

either before the close of trade on the announcement date

(day 0) or after that time, but before the close of trade on

the next day (day +1), it is difficult to determine on which

of these two days the information reaches the market (see

Bhagat (1983) and Masulis and Korwar (1986)). Thus, the

average of two-day announcement period UERs instead of the
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one-day UER is employed as a proxy variable for the firm

quality.

One may argue that the information regarding the new

equity offering may be revealed either continuously or

sporadically by the informed insiders prior to the offering

announcement date (or the date to the SEC) and

thus the stock market may react to this information prior to

the announcement date. If this is the case, the two-day

announcement period would not properly reflect the

unexpected returns on the issuing firm and the magnitudes of

announcement-period UERs for individual issuing firms are so

close to zero that it would be difficult to compare and

distinguish with each other. In this regard, we first

investigate whether there are any significant stock price

changes up to 10 days preceding the offering announcement by

examining UERjt for firm j at day t, where t -10, -9,...,

0, +1. We then employ, as an alternative to the two-day

announcement period UERj, daily cumulative unexpected return
for firm j, CUERj, which is measured by

CUER
3

+1
E

t=-10
UERjt (3-3)

In order to test the Firm Quality Hypothesis (FQH) using

the estimated UERj and CUERj as proxies for the quality of
firm j, we first stratify the sample firms into three

subgroups by their employed financing method and then

compare the average cross-sectional UERs and CUERs of three

subgroups of firms, UER and CUER, respectively, calculated
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by

1 Ni
UERi = E UER-ji (3-4)

Ni i=l
1 Ni

CUERi = E CUER-Ü (3-5)
Ni i=l

where A if firm j uses a standby rights offer

i = B if firm j uses a non-standby rights offer

C if firm j uses a firm commitment cash offer

Ni= total number of firms using financing method i,

UERji = average two-day announcement period
UER for firm j using financing method i.

CUERji = cumulative UER from day -10 to day +1
for firm j using financing method i.

Thus, UERi and CUERi represent the average unexpected
returns for the firms using financing method i.

Testing the FQH is as equivalent to testing

H0 : UERa = UERb = UERC vs. Ha : UERA > UERg > UERC and

H0 : CUERa = CUERg = CUERC VS. Ha : CUERA > CUERB > CUERC

We test whether the inequality of alternative hypothesis,

Ha, holds and whether the differences between two UERs and
between two CUERs are statistically significantly different

from zero using the t-test. Since the daily stock return

distribution is not exactly normal, rather heavily tailed

(see Fama (1976)), a nonparametric test, distribution-free

Wilcoxon 2-sample test, is also employed to test the FQH.
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Estimation of Investigation Costs

In practice, investigation cost, at which uninformed

investment banker can have inside information about the true

quality of a firm using a standby rights offer, is not

directly observable. For empirical purpose, we introduce

two proxy variables for the investigation cost.

It is believed that the investigation cost, in a large

part, depends upon the potential magnitude of asymmetric

information about the true characteristics of a firm between

informed management and uninformed investment

bankers/investors. Since such inside information is largely

firm-specific, it is reasonably expected that investigation

cost is positively associated with firm-specific risk.

Following the above rationale, we take as proxy variables

for investigation cost both the magnitude of unsystematic

risk and the relative proportion of unsystematic to

systematic risk.-*-®

-1-® The investigation cost in this study is very similar to
the certification cost in Booth and Smith's study (1986) in
the sense that both cost are incurred to search for inside
information and to reveal the true value or quality of the
issuing firm. Booth and Smith find a positive relationship
between underwriting cost and the ratio of unsystematic to
systematic risk, a measure of the magnitude of information
asymmetry. Bhagat and Frost (1986) consider information
cost as a determinant of issuing costs in an underwritten
equity offering. They use the standard deviation of the
market returns at the time of offering as a measure of the
market uncertainty, which proxies the information cost.
However, the information cost in their study is different
from the investigation cost because the underwriter incurs
the information cost in order to "search out the highest
bidders for the new shares."
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In order to measure these two risks, total variance of

90-day stock returns for each firm immediately preceding the

new issue announcement is partitioned into unsystematic and

systematic risk using a market model, where the former is

measured as the variance of residuals and the latter as the

variance of expected returns.-'-®
Measurement of Subscription Price Discount

Since the pre-announcement stock price varies for each

issuing firm, the absolute and relative subscription price

discounts, rather than the subscription price, SP, are used

in testing the Subscription Price Hypothesis. The relative

subscription price discount is defined as

Relative pre-announcement stock price - SP
Subscription =
price discount pre-announcement stock price

where the difference between the two prices is the absolute

subscription price discount.

Empirical Results

Abnormal Returns Around Announcement Day

Before investigating the three empirical hypotheses

regarding the choice of a financing method, it is of

particular interest to examine the stock price responses to

the announcements of common stock offerings. The results in

Panel A of Table 3-6 show that stock prices react negatively

19 The variance of residuals may not be a perfect measure
for the potential value of inside information since
unsystematic risk is not entirely firm specific. However,
as Booth and Smith point out, the two are expected to be
closely correlated with each other.
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to announcements (registrations) of planned sales of

additional new common stocks and that the daily average

abnormal returns for days 0 and 1 are both statistically

significant at the 5% level. Note also that almost 70% of

the observed daily abnormal returns in the total sample are

negative at day 0, which dominates other event days in terms

of the number of negative abnormal returns.

Our findings are consistent with those by the earlier

financial literature (for example, Asquith and Mullins

(1986) and Masulis and Korwar (1986)). Myers and Majluf

(1984) provide potential explanation for this phenomenon

under the asymmetric information between insiders/managers

and outside investors; rational investors presume that on

average managers approve stock offerings when, based on

their superior information, they believe that the stock is

overvalued. This follows from the assumption that managers

act on behalf of existing shareholders, who gain if new

issue is sold when it is overvalued. Consequently, rational

investors will lower their assessment of the stock's current

value whenever a stock offering is announced. In sum, the

announcement of a stock offering that represents new

financing conveys unfavorable information to the market.

It is interesting to note that the negative daily average

abnormal returns occur consistently from the three days

before the actual announcement date (day -3), even though

they are not significantly different from zero at days -3
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and -2.^° This pattern of abnormal returns can be explained

by the leakage of information about the announcement of

public sales of new common stocks before it becomes known to

the market. However, the two day announcement period

abnormal return still dominates all other daily returns,

indicating that most of the new information about the

offering becomes available on these days.

This evidence suggests that the two-day announcement

period average UER adequately captures the stock price

reaction to the announcement of new issue including the

firm's choice of a financing method to a greater extent than

the cumulative UER. In this regard, the two-day

announcement period average UER is employed as the sole

proxy variable for the quality of the issuing firm.

Panel B of Table 3-6 compares the abnormal returns by two

industry groups. While the average two-day announcement

period abnormal return for industrial firms is -1.03%, for

public utilities it is a noticeably smaller (-0.31%).

Regardless of the test statistic employed, the difference of

this abnormal return between these two industry groups is

significant at the 1% level. This result provides evidence

that the market anticipates public utility offerings to a

greater extent than industrial firms offerings, mainly due

to the fact that utility firms are highly regulated and

20 This pattern of abnormal returns is quite common in event
study. See Asquith (1983) for the similar abnormal return
behavior on a merger bid.
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further they make repeated stock offerings more frequently,

which altogether induce smaller stock price reactions.

Empirical Results--Firm Quality Hypothesis

The empirical results from using two proxy variables for

the quality of firms are summarized in Table 3-7.

Consistent with the Firm Quality Hypothesis, the three

financing alternatives are ranked relative to average firm

quality, proxied by the two-day announcement period average

unexpected return (UER), with standby rights offers having

the highest, non-standby rights offers having the middle,

and firm commitment cash offers having the lowest quality.

However, the median values of UERs are not exactly in the

same order. Panel A of Table 3-7 also shows that the

average quality of firms using either standby or non-standby

rights offers is not significantly higher than that of firms

using firm commitment cash offers.

Note that the acceptance of the Firm Quality Hypothesis

also requires significant differences in firm quality

between two financing methods in addition to the complete

ranking by firm quality. Panel B of Table 3-7 summarizes

the results from pairwise comparisons of average firm

quality using two-day announcement period average UERs

between two financing methods. All three pairs are shown to

be insignificant, regardless of the test statistic employed.

Recently, Krasker (1986) shows that, in equilibrium,

share price following the announcement of the new issue

should be negatively correlated with the issue size (after
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controlling for other observable variables), consistent with

the empirical findings of Masulis and Korwar (1986) and

Asquith and Mullins (1986).2-*-
Thus, one potential problem in using the average UERs of

two-day announcement period as a proxy for firm quality is

that this surrogate may be correlated with the issue size.

One way to correct the potential problem of the correlation

between UER and issue size is to partition the whole sample

firms into several issue-size categories and to investigate

the relationship between UER and the financing choice in

each category. As Table 3-8 shows, we do not observe a

direct cross-sectional relationship between the quality of

firms and their choice of a financing method in any single

issue-size category.

The above results do not fully support the Firm Quality

Hypothesis in the sense that, even though the three

financing alternatives can be ranked relative to the quality

of firms using each method, the differences of the quality

of firms are not statistically significant among the three

methods.22

21 Mikkelson and Partch (1986) find that the stock price
effect is unrelated to measures of the net amount of new

financing or to the relative offering size. Rather, they
show that the type of security is the only significant
determinant of the price response.

22 This conclusion is further reinforced by the evidence on
the distribution of two-day announcement period average
UERs, whose results are not reported here. 68.4% of the
standby rights offerings have negative average UERs as do
66.7% of non-standby rights offerings and 71.6% of firm
commitment cash offerings.
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Empirical Results--Subscription Price Hypothesis

Panel A of Table 3-9 presents the mean values of relevant

variables such as subscription price of non-standby rights

offers (SP), pre-announcement stock price (PAP), the

absolute and relative difference between these two prices,

namely subscription price discount (SPD) and relative

subscription price discount (RSPD), respectively, and two-

day announcement average UERs as a proxy for firm quality.

The majority of firms using non-standby rights offers (22

out of 30 firms) set a subscription price lower than the

pre-announcement stock price. However, the discount is, on

average, a noticeably smaller, insignificant $.43, or 8%

lower than the pre-announcement price. This evidence does

not necessarily imply that firms using non-standby rights

offers set the subscription price close to the pre¬

announcement price, since the actual public sale of common

stocks, in general, follows the initial announcement by a

month.

Dividing the sample non-standby rights offers into two

subgroups based on the magnitudes of SP and PAP reveals a

negative relationship between SPD or RSPD and the quality of

a firm using this financing method, as indicated by the

higher UER when PAP is equal to or greater than SP. Panel B

of Table 3-9 reinforces our findings. The regression

analysis also shows a negative relationship between SPD or

RSPD and UER, although the coefficient of RSPD is not

significant at the 5% level.
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The results presented in Table 3-9 are partially

consistent with the Subscription Price Hypothesis that the

higher the quality of a firm using a non-standby rights

offer is, the lower the absolute or relative subscription

price discount.

Empirical Results--Firm Segment Hypothesis

Looking first at the overall standby rights offers, we do

not see the exact negative relationship between the level of

investigation cost, proxied by the ratio of unsystematic to

systematic risk, and the proportional number of standby

rights offers in each investigation-cost category. Rather,

as Panel A of Table 3-10 shows, the overall relationship

between these two variables appears to be contrary to the

implication of the Firm Segment Hypothesis, indicating that

the percentage of firms using standby rights offers in each

category increases as the magnitude of investigation cost

increases. Further, the largest proportion of firms using

standby rights offers comes from the group with the highest

investigation costs.

We now turn to the proportional number of standby rights

offers for two industry groups. These groupings are useful

because of the seemingly different magnitude of information

asymmetry (and thus investigation costs) between them; for

example, public utility firms are believed to have less

potential asymmetric information mainly due to their rate

regulation process. It is interesting to see that, while 4

industrial firms using the standby rights offers belong to
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Table 3-6
Abnormal Returns for Common Stock Offerings

During the 1976-1985 Period

A: Daily Abnormal Returns Around Announcement Event Day

Cumulative Number and
Day Daily Daily Percentage of
Relative Average Average Negative Daily
to Event Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Returns
Day Return(%) Returns(%) T-valuea in Portfolio

-10 -0.0657 -0.0657 1.16 676 (53.3%)
-9 0.0543 -0.0114 0.91 654 (51.5)
-8 -0.0438 -0.0552 0.74 680 (53.6)
-7 0.0461 -0.0091 0.78 626 (49.3)
-6 0.0043 -0.0048 0.07 668 (52.6)
-5 0.0468 0.0420 0.78 662 (52.2)
-4 0.0620 0.1040 1.09 636 (50.1)
-3 -0.0398 0.0642 0.68 688 (54.2)
-2 -0.0317 0.0325 0.52 682 (53.7)
-1 -0.2189 -0.1862 3.83 728 (57.4)
0 -1.1592 -1.3454 17.14 884 (69.7)
1 -0.2841 -1.6295 4.45 743 (58.6)

B:: Comparison of Abnormal Returns By Industry Groups

Abnormal
Returns

Industrials
(n=731)

Mean(%) Median(%)

Utilities
(n=538)

Mean(%) Median(
T-value*3 Z-valuec

%)

Two-day
(Days 0

-1.0283
and 1)

-1.0248 -0.3050 -0.3108 -9.05** 9.35**

Cum. -1.9943 -2.1464 -1.1346 -1.2565 -2.62** 3.19**

a denotes T-statistic for difference of daily average abnormal
returns from zero.

b denotes T-statistic for difference in means of industry groups.c denotes Z-statistic from nonparametric Wilcoxon 2-sample test
for difference in medians of industry groups.

^indicates a significant difference from zero at the 5% level,
indicates a significant difference in two means (medians)
at the 1% level.
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Table 3-7
Analysis of Firm Quality Hypothesis

for Three Financing Methods

A: Average Quality of Firms

Proxy
Variable
for
Firm
Quality

Standby
(n=19)

Rights Offers

Non

Standby Total
(n=30) (n=49)

Firm
Commitment
Cash
Offers
(n=1220) •jib Zc

UER(%) -0.5399 -0.7088 -0.6433 -0.7248 0.35 0.77

( -0.6476)'a (-0.3964) (-0.4235) (-0.6069)

CUER(%) -3.4425 -2.9862 -3.1632 -1.5683 ■1.42 -2.06

( -2.4950) (-3.6772) (-2.6702) (-1.5844)

B: Pairwise Comparisons of Average Firm Quality

Proxy Variable
for Firm Quality

T-test Wilcoxon 2-sample Test

T-value Pr>lTl Z-value Pr>lZl

Standby Rights vs. Nonstandby Rights Offers

UER 0.3832 0.7033 0.0923 0.9264

Standby Rights vs. Firm Commitment Cash Offers

UER 0.7560 0.4588 0.6135 0.5395

Nonstandby Rights vs. Firm Commitment Cash Offers

UER 0.0431 0.9659 0.4991 0.6177

Note: UER = average two-day announcement period unexpected return
(abnormal return). CUER = average cumulative unexpected return
(abnormal return) from day -10 to day 1.

a Median value (%) is in parentheses.
b denotes T-statistic for differences in means of total rights
offers and firm commitment cash offers.

c denotes normal approximation Z-statistic of Wilcoxon 2-sample
test for differences in two means (rights vs. firm commitment)
indicates a significant difference in two means at the 5%
level.
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Table 3-8
Distribution of Average UER as a Proxy Variable

for Firm Quality By the Size of Offering

Size of
Offering
($ millions)

Standby Nonstandby Firm
Rights Rights Commitment
Offerings Offerings Cash Offerings
(n=19) (n=30) (n=1220)
(%) (%) (%)

Sized -0.05 (l)a 0.35 (2) 0.19 (2)

l<=Size<2 — (0) -3.43 (1) 0.41 (2)

2<=Size<5 - (0) -0.18 (4)
•

-1.68 (22)

5<=Size<10 - (0) -1.89 (6) -0.56 (83)

10<=Size<20 -1.14 (1) -0.10 (4) -0.98 (219)

20<=Size<50 -0.15 (7) -2.09 (3) -0.62 (466)

50<=Size<100 -0.26 (4) 0.87 (4) -0.70 (287)

100<=Size<500 -1.16 (6) -0.10 (5) -0.71 (136)

500<=Size _ (0) -2.83 (1) -0.66 (4)

Notes: UER = average two-day announcement period unexpected
return (abnormal return).

a The number of offerings in each category is in parentheses.
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Table 3-9
Analysis of Subscription Price Hypothesis

for Nonstandby Rights Offers

A: Mean Values of Relevant Variables

No. of
Offerings SP($) PAP($) SPD($) RSPD UER(%) CUER(%)

PAP < SP 8 20.95 17.29 -2.66 -0.18 -1.16 -9.06

(3.35)a (3.07) (-1.44) (-1.95) (-1.21) (-5.02)

PAP >== SP 22 12.96 14.38 1.42 0.17 -0.54 -0.78

(4.21) (4.57) (4.37) (4.52) (-1.46) (-0.39)

Total 30 15.09 15.08 0.43 0.08 -0.71 -2.99

(5.34) (5.58) (0.74) (1.86) (1.92) (1.80)

B: Relationship Between UER as a Proxy Variable for Firm Quality
and Subscription Price Using 30 Nonstandby Rights Offers

UERj = aQ + SPDj + a2 RSPDj + ej R2

-0.005 -0.002 0.12

(-1.49)a (-1.93)

-0.005 -0.020 0.06

(-1.20) (-1.27)

Notes: SP = subscription price. PAP = pre-announcement price of
existing stock. SPD (Subscription Price Discount) = PAP - SP.
RSPD (Relative Subscription Price Discount) = SPD /PAP. UER =
average two-day announcement period unexpected return (abnormal
return). CUER = cumulative unexpected return (abnormal return)
from day -10 to day 1 (announcement day is day 0). j = 1, .. 30.
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Table 3-10

Analysis of Firm Segment Hypothesis for Standby Rights Offers
Using Two Proxy Variables for Investigation Costs

No. of Standby Total No. % of Standby
Range Rights Offers of Offers Rights Offers

Ind. Uti. Total Ind. Uti. Total Ind. Uti. Total

A. Proxy Variable: Ratio of Unsystematic Risk to !Systematic Risk

under 1 0 0 0 20 1 21 0 0 0

1 to 4.99 0 2 2 311 84 395 0 2.4 0.5
5 to 9.99 0 4 4 183 125 308 0 3.2 1.3

10 to 19.99 0 4 4 99 134 233 0 3.0 1.7

20 to 49.99 0 1 1 64 88 152 0 1.1 0.7

50 to 99.99 1 4 5 25 63 88 4. 0 6.4 5.7

100 to 499.99 1 0 1 19 43 62 5. 3 0 1.6

500 to 999.99 1 0 1 6 0 6 16. 7 0 16.7
over 1000 1 0 1 4 0 4 25. 0 0 25.0

B. Proxy Variable: Unsystematic Risk

under 0.01% 0 6 6 34 190 224 0 3.2 2.7

0.01 to 0.019 0 7 7 65 251 316 0 2.8 2.2

0.02 to 0.029 1 1 2 92 60 152 1.1 1.7 1.3

0.03 to 0.039 0 1 1 104 20 124 0 5.0 0.8

0.04 to 0.049 0 0 0 82 10 92 0 0 0

0.05 to 0.059 0 0 0 69 1 70 0 0 0

0.06 to 0.069 0 0 0 58 1 59 0 0 0

0.07 to 0.079 0 0 0 39 1 40 0 0 0

0.08 to 0.089 0 0 0 39 0 39 0 0 0

0.09 to 0.099 0 0 0 39 0 39 0 0 0

over 0.1% 3 0 3 110 4 114 0 0 2.6

Notes: Ind = industrial firms. Uti = public utilities
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the category of relatively higher investigation cost, all 15

utility firms belong to the middle or lower cost category,

although the proportional number of utility firms in each

category is not an exactly decreasing function of the level

of investigation costs.

Using the magnitude of unsystematic risk itself as a

proxy for investigation costs shows slightly different

evidence, which is reported in Panel B of Table 3-10. The

proportional number of firms using standby rights offers in

fact decreases as the investigation cost increases, except 3

standby rights offers in an extreme case of unsystematic

risk being greater than 0.1%. A close examination of the

number of firms using this financing method by industry

groups reveals that the 3 standby rights offers are all

industrial firms.

The results in Table 3-10 do not fully provide evidence

to support the implication of the Firm Segment Hypothesis.

However, the negative relationship between the proportion of

firms using this method and the magnitude of investigation

costs seems to be well fit for the public utility firms

using the standby rights offers.

Implications of Empirical Results

The overall empirical results do not fully support the

implications of the three empirical hypotheses regarding the

choice of an optimal financing method predicted in Heinkel

and Schwartz' model (1986). Aside from the question of

whether the proxies employed in this study well represent
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the key variables such as the quality of a firm and

investigation costs, several analytical problems present in

the H&S model should be noted.

First, the subscription price of a right is used in their

model as the signal of firm quality and since investors

determine the firm's current share value based on the

subscription price, the firm's stock value is shown to be a

function of the chosen subscription price (see Heinkel and

Schwartz (1986), Equation (1), p. 5). However, raising

additional equity capital via a rights offer is equivalent

to a stock dividend paid to the existing shareholders

accompanied by a new public issue to which the shareholders

have a pre-emptive right to subscribe. Thus, a rights issue

is in essence composed of a public issue component and a

stock dividend component, the latter of which may convey

information about the profitability of the firm and future

increase in cash dividend (see Levy and Sarnat (1972)). The

stock dividend component depends not only upon the

subscription price but also upon the allocation ratio, the

ratio of the number of old shares to the number of new

shares being issued via rights offering. Therefore, to the

extent that the allocation ratio, or the proportion of new

shares, as well as the subscription price, should be

regarded as combined signals of firm quality, the H&S model

is incomplete.

Second, a critical assumption of their model is that only

for the standby rights offer an underwriter investigates an
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issuing firm to reveal the firm's true quality by incurring

investigation Cost. On the contrary, the underwriter in a

fully underwritten cash offer is assumed to be unable to

screen the types of firms using his services. However, the

search for inside information by the underwriter is equally

relevant to a fully underwritten cash offer as well as to a

standby right offer. Therefore, in a practical sense, the

fully underwritten cash offer in the H&S model is virtually

a best efforts contract, rather than a firm commitment

contract.

Third, the underwriter in their model "plays no other

role than to allow firms to avoid potential failure costs of

a rights offer" (Footnote 9, p. 9). Further, the

underwriter bears no risk since he is assumed to correctly

price the underwritten issue on average and immediately buy

and resell the new issue. However, underwriting is in

essence an insurance business. In a typical firm commitment

cash offer, the underwriter guarantees a fixed amount of

proceeds, bearing all the risk of unsuccessful offering.

Thus, to the extent that the underwriter's compensa¬

tion, or underwriting spread, is not independent of the risk

associated with the new issue, the H&S model ignores an

important risk factor that the investment banker bears in

underwriting a new equity issue.

Fourth, the H&S model predicts that the highest quality

firms would prefer the less expensive standby rights offers

to the fully underwritten cash offers. This argument
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follows from the assumption that the investigation cost

associated with a standby rights offer is much lower than

that associated with a fully underwritten cash offer, which

contrasts with the previous findings by Smith (1977). Smith

documents that during the period of 1971-1975 the total cost

as a percent of proceeds to the issuing firm is only

slightly less for standby agreements to rights issue than

for underwritten cash offers of equity issues (6.05% vs.

6.17%, Table 1, p. 277).

Fifth, it is assumed in the H&S model that the

underwriting industry is perfectly competitive and thus the

exogenously set underwriting fee in a fully underwritten

cash offer is equal to the underwriting cost. Finance

literature on the competitiveness of the underwriting

industry has so far provided the opposite case. Several

authors argue that there has been a tendency toward

increased concentration in underwriting business (for

example, see West (1965, 1966), Vinson (1970), and Hayes,

Spence, and Marks (1983)).

As discussed above, a critical assumption of H&S model is

that the underwriter in a fully underwritten cash offer does

not investigate the issuing firm and thus does not incur the

investigation costs, which directly reduce the value of the

firm. However, we observe the opposite case in the actual

market. Therefore, contrary to the implication of the Firm

Quality Hypothesis, we find no significant difference of

firm quality proxied by the two-day announcement period
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average unexpected return between either of rights offers

and firm commitment cash offers.

Conclusion

The choice of underwritten cash offers for new equity

issues by the vast majority of U.S. firms over the less

seemingly expensive rights offers has been referred to as

the "equity financing paradox." Although previous studies

provided potential explanations to resolve this paradox,

they lack convincing theoretical analysis and ignore the

information asymmetry problem of the new equity market

between issuers and outside investors/investment bankers.

This study empirically examines three testable hypotheses

regarding the choice of a financing method among three

alternative financing methods for public sales of common

stocks--standby rights offer, non-standby rights offer, and

firm commitment cash offer--implied by Heinkel and Schwartz

(1986) signaling equilibrium model.

The empirical results of this study are not fully

consistent with the implications of the H&S model.

(1) Firm quality hypothesis: As postulated by FQH, the

three financing methods were ranked relative to the quality

of firms, proxied by the average two-day announcement period

unexpected return, in the order of standby rights offers,

non-standby rights offers, and firm commitment cash offers.

However, the median value of the proxy variable was not in

the same order and further, the difference in the firm
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quality between any pair of two financing methods was shown

to be not significant, regardless of the test statistic

employed.

(2) Subscription price hypothesis: There existed a

negative, but insignificant relationship between

subscription price discount and the quality of firms using

non-standby rights offers.

(3) Firm segment hypothesis: The subset of overall standby

rights offers did not indicate the exact negative

relationship between the level of investigation cost,

proxied by either the magnitude of unsystematic risk or the

ratio of unsystematic to systematic risk, and the

proportional number of standby rights offers in each

investigation-cost category. But, dividing the overall

standby rights offering sample into two industry groups

reveals that the negative relationship seems to work well at

least for the sample of public utility firms.

Heinkel and Schwartz' model does not fully incorporate

the practical behaviors of issuing firms and investment

bankers. It is believed that these analytical problems

present in their model seem to, at least in part, induce the

empirical results of this study to deviate from the

implications of their model.



CHAPTER IV
AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE VALUATION OF RIGHTS

AND THE EFFICIENCY OF THE RIGHTS OFFERING MARKET

Introduction

Corporations raise new equity capital by a number of

different methods. One of the most frequently employed

methods for marketing new securities is a rights offering,

in which existing stockholders are given pre-emptive rights

on a pro rata basis. A right or a warrant1 can be viewed as

an option such that the holder has the right to buy the

firm's new shares on prespecified terms.

This study is devoted to the pricing of rights. Since

rights are traded for a relatively short period of time and

since firms, in general, do not distribute cash dividends

during this short time period when new equity is raised, the

rights can be treated as European call options.

Option pricing theory, particularly the Black and Scholes

(B&S, hereafter) (1973) continous-time option pricing model,

provides a rich framework for the valuation of corporate

assets and liabilities. The theoretical valuation of the

1 A warrant is a long-term call option issued by a firm and
has a longer duration than a right. Warrants are typically
attached to private placement bonds and less frequently to
public issues and issues of preferred stocks. Throughout
this study, we use these two terms, rights and warrants,
interchangeably.

137
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rights differs from the simple call option valuation mainly

because, unlike the call options, the rights are issued by

the firm to raise addition capital. The increased number of

total shares may induce a change in the production plan,

dividend policy, and capital structure of the issuing firm

as well as a further dilution of equity.

Black and Scholes (1973) indicated that due to the

several differences between call options and warrants their

model for simple options needs some modifications, viewing

the warrants as options to buy shares in the equity

comprised of common stocks plus warrants rather than shares

of common stock alone.

Smith (1977) derived an equilibrium valuation model of

rights under certain assumptions by employing the contingent

claim pricing techniques. His model adapts a minor

modification on the boundary conditions of the simple call

option formula to reflect equity dilution induced by the

exercise of rights.

Galai and Schneller (1978) showed that the value of a

warrant is a fraction of the value of a call option issued

on the same stock. According to their model, in a perfect

capital market, the value of a warrant, WQ, should be

represented by WQ = CQ / (1+q), where CQ is the value of a

call option on a share in a firm with no warrants and q is a

factor of dilution, being equal to the ratio of new shares

sold through the warrants to the number of original shares.

We show later in this study that their model is analogous to
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a per-share version of Smith's model (1977) in a certain

limited case.

Emanuel (1983) demonstrated that unless warrants are

perfectly divisible, no satisfactory equilibrium condition

exists for the valuation and the exercise of widely held

warrants. His argument stems from the fact that while call

options can be uniquely priced, their prices are independent

of the number of calls written, and all the call options

will be exercised simultaneously, the exercise of some of

the warrants leads to the creation of new shares and to

concurrent changes in the dividend policy and capital

structure of the firm and thus the value accruing to a

warrantholder is not independent of what the others do. His

model explicitly deals with the non-simultaneous exercise of

warrants and the interdependence of stock price and the

number of warrants exercised.

The purpose of this study is three-fold: (1) to examine

the alternative rights valuation models derived by Smith

(1977) and Galai and Schneller (1978) on both theoretical

and empirical grounds; (2) to investigate the efficiency of

the rights offering market; and (3) to test the impact of

the Smith's model (1977) on the market pricing mechanism of

the rights offerings.

Specifically, this study consists of three distinct

parts.

In the first part, we develop a per-share version of the

Smith's rights valuation model and compare it with the
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alternative presented by Galai and Schneller (1978). These

two models rest on the Black and Scholes simple call option

pricing model, but employ different assumptions on the

underlying asset of the rights. While the latter assumes a

lognormal distribution of the stock price ex-right, the

former assumes the same distribution of the value of the

firm's assets, comprised of stocks and rights.

It is interesting to note that while one can justify

theoretically these two models, one cannot justify them

simultaneously. To be more specific, as statistical theory

claims, if the stock price ex-right is lognormally

distributed, the firm's assets cannot be lognormally

distributed no matter what is the distribution of the

rights. It is shown that these two models yield identical

values of rights only for the days before the stock goes ex¬

right, when the stocks are not traded separately from the

rights.

In the second part, we test the predictability of these

two models and examine the efficiency of the rights offering

market^ by employing market data of the rights issues both

on right-on days and on ex-rights days during the 1968-1985

period. We further investigate the magnitude of empirical

deviations of these two model prices from the observed

2 Smith (1977) and Marsh (1979) examine the stock price
reaction to rights issues. Their combined results show that
there is only a very slight decline in share price at the
time of the rights issue, consistent with a market
efficiency.
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market prices of the rights by considering several potential

factors which may explain these observed biases.

Note that, as a typical test of option pricing models,

our empirical tests constitute "joint hypotheses" which test

the structure of the valuation model, the inputs of the

model (in particular, the stock price variability), and the

market efficiency. Since both models, to a great extent,

rest on the B&S simple call option model, the question to

the structure of the rights valuation model appears to be

more directed to that of the B&S model even though there

exist some differences between simple call options and

rights. The empirical results so far (e.g., Beckers (1980),

Black and Scholes (1972), Emanuel and MacBeth (1981), Galai

(1977), MacBeth and Merville (1979,1980), and Sterk (1983))

tend to accept the B&S model in the sense that the

discrepancies between predicted model prices and observed

market prices are not significant.-^ In addition, most

empirical results indicate that the option market is

"operationally efficient," implying that one cannot earn an

abnormal profit when transaction costs are taken into

account (see Galai (1977) and Bhattacharya (1980)).

In the third part, we examine whether the appearance of

the Smith's formula in 1977 and of the Galai & Schneller's

formula in 1978 has narrowed the gap between theoretical

3 However, some statistically significant departures from
the Black and Scholes model have also been discovered. For
an excellent survey of empirical tests of option pricing
models, see Smith (1976) and Galai (1983).
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values and observed market values of rights. The implicit

hypothesis is that practitioners who use these formulas may

be pushing market values close to theoretical values of

rights. It is widely believed that the B&S simple call

option model, which provides a theoretical basis for - and

thus is closely related to - these two rights valuation

models, has had an immediate and significant impact on

valuing the simple call and put options since its

introduction in 1973. The ease of use of their model and

its subsequent empirical validation explain the practical

success of this theoretical result.

The rest of this study is organized as follows: Part II

discusses the rights offering valuation models and Part III

provides the methodology and data. Part IV presents the

empirical results and their implications. Part V concludes

the study.

The Valuation Models of Rights

We test in this study whether the theoretical values of

rights are significantly different from their corresponding

market values. While the market values of the rights are

observable, the theoretical values of the rights can be

calculated by more than one model. Hence, we start with the

discussion of the two alternative rights valuation models

derived by Smith (1977) and Galai and Schneller (1978).
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Let us assume that an all-equity firm issues rights which

expire after T timeperiods.4 The firm has Ns shares

outstanding and if the rights are exercised, the total

number of firm's shares will increase to N = Ns + NR where

NR is the number of new shares sold through the rights

issue. Thus, a = NR / (Ns + NR) is the number of new shares

issued given as a fraction of the total number of shares.

The total proceeds to the firm if the rights are exercised^
is X where X = NR K with K being the exercise price (or

subscription price) per share.

Denoting by S* the stock price per share at the

expiration date, where the superscript * indicates values at

the expiration date, it is obvious that the value of the

right will be either zero, if S* < K, or (V* + X) - X, if

S*> K, where V* is the total value of firm's assets at the

expiration date of rights.

Note that if the rights are valuable, that is, if S*> K,

their value is nothing but their claim on the fraction of

the firm's total assets (V* + X) minus X, which is paid by

4 It is assumed that the firm issues stocks and rights only,
thus does not hold any debt.

5 We assume that rights are exercised simultaneously at the
expiration date of rights. Without this assumption the
value accruing to one rightholder would not be independent
of the actions of other rightsholders since the dynamic
behavior of stock price of the issuing firm would depend
upon the probability of the rights being exercised (see
Emanuel (1983). In order to avoid this problem, Smith
(1977) assumes that "any assets acquired with the proceeds
of the rights offering are acquired at competitive prices."
(p. 302)
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the rightholders. Thus, the following boundary condition

for the value of the rights can be obtained.

R*total = NrR* = Max [o, a(V* + X) - X] (4-1)

where R*total = "total value of all rights," equal to

NrR*, R* being the value of one right at the

expiration date.

Since the right is a contingent claim which is a function

of the value of its underlying assets (the firm's total

assets) and time, the following partial differential

equation must be satisfied (See Merton (1974)).

3f(V,t) 1 32f (V, t) f (V, t)
= a2V2 + r V r f(V,t) (4-2)

3t 2 3V2 V

where f(V,t) is the function which measures the value of the

contingent claim. In our case f is simply R, i.e., the

value of the right.

Since the solution to the above differential equation is

preference free, Smith (1977) employs the concept of the

simplest mathematical structure suggested by Cox and Ross

(1976) to solve for the value of the right. Assuming a

linear utility function (risk neutrality) and a lognormal

distribution for the value of the firm's assets, V, Smith

finds the equilibrium formula for the

rights.

Rtotal a V N(dx) - (1 -a) e'rT X N(d2) (4-3)

where d 1 {ln[aV/(l-a) X] + (r + a2/2) T} / ojT

d2 = df - ojT
Rtotal = total value of the rights
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T = time to the expiration date of the rights

r = risk-free rate of interest

= variance rate of the firm's total assets

and other variables are defined as before.

Thus, if the stocks are traded ex-right at tQ, and the

rights and the stocks are traded separately from tQ up to tQ
+ T, one can apply the above formula to evaluate the total

value of rights at any date as long as it falls in the time

interval (tQ, tQ + T).

However, one of the basic input variables in the Smith's

formula is V, the total value of the firm's assets. The

requirement to know V induces some changes in the structure

of the valuation formula in comparison to the simple Black

and Scholes call option model, in the case where the rights

are evaluated on or after the stock goes ex-right. Such a

basic change does not exist if the rights are evaluated at

time t < tQ, namely, before the stock goes ex-right. To be

more specific, consider the latter case. Since the total

value of the firm's asset before the ex-right date, tQ, is

given simply by NSSC where Sc is the stock price cum-right,

one can use this price to measure the parameter V, hence,

also to evaluate the variable, Rtotal. However, if one

wishes to measure the value of the rights during the period

(tQ, tQ + T), the total value of the firm is given by the

total market value of the two components,
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V = NsSEX + NrR (4-4)

where SEX is the stock price ex-right and R is the price of

one right, and Ns and NR are defined as before.

Thus, though NRR is an observable magnitude, employing

Equation (4-3) at any time which falls in a period (tQ, tQ +

T), one faces a situation where Rtotal = f(v,..) = f(NsSEX +

NRR,..) = f(NsSEX + Rtotal,..). Hence, Rtotal appears in
both sides of the equation. Namely, one evaluates the total

value of the rights and one of the factors determining this

value is the observed market value of the rights, a

phenomenon which does not exist in a simple call option

valuation.® For this unusual phenomenon one cannot directly

measure the total value of the rights, Rtotal. instead, it

can be solved for by the standard numerical analysis

technique such as iteration method.

We now rewrite Smith's formula in two other forms, where

the emphasis will be on the valuation per one right, R,

rather than on the valuation of all rights together, Rtota^.
We then discuss the relationship between this formula and

the one shown by Galai and Schneller (1978).

Suppose that one wishes to evaluate the rights just

before the stock goes ex-right, namely at t-. Hence, the

value of the firm is given by

® This situation also occurs when we evaluate firm's equity
as a call option on the total asset of the firm; the value
of equity, E, from the Black and Scholes model is defined as
E = f(V,..) = f(E + D,..)
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V Ns S (4-5)

where the denotes one instant before time to

Employing Smith's formula, we obtain

R-total = NrR-

where d1

= a VNÍd-L) - (1-a) e'rT X N(d2)

{ln[aV~/(1-a) X] + (r + a2/2) T} / a^T

(4-6)

d 2 di - aVT
Note that d^ and d2 can be rewritten as follows. 7

d1

d2

{ln(S'/K) + (r + a2/2) T} / ojT

d]_ - aVT
The values d-j_ and d2 are as in the B&S formula

where S' is the stock price just before it goes ex-right and

K is the exercise price per share.

plugging these results into the Smith's model, Equation

(4-3), we finally get

N

nrr
R NR

NsS-Nidi) - (1 )
ns+nr ns+nr

e -rTNrK N(d2) (4-7)

which can be simplified as

1
R- = — [s-N(d-L)

1+q
e_rTK N(d2)] (4-8)

where q = NR/NS.
This is precisely the B&S formula for a call option with

an adjustment by a dilution factor l/(l+q). Denoting by S"

the share price cum-right (Sc), Equation (4-8), which is

7 a V = [Nr/(Nr + Ng)] NSS" and (1-a) X = [Ng/(NR + Ng)]
NrK. Hence, a V“/(l-a )X = S'/ K.
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derived from Smith's formula, is reduced to the formula

suggested by Galai and Schneller (1978).®

Suppose now that one wishes to evaluate the right at any

time in the interval (tQ/ tQ + T) after the stock goes ex¬

right. In this case the value of the firm is given by

V+ = NSS+ (4-9)
where superscript + denotes a time after the stock goes ex¬

right. It is quite important to note that S+ is the value

of the firm's asset per share, comprised of stocks and

rights. Thus, S+ is not the same as the observed stock

price per share.

Using the same argument in the derivation of Equation (4-

8), we obtain in this case

R+ = (1/(1+q)) [S+N(dx) - e-rTK N(d2)] (4-10)
where d]_ and d2 are the same as defined in Equation (4-8)

except that S+ is substituted for S“. Since

V+ = NSS+ = NsSex + NrR+ (4-11)
where SEX is the stock price ex-right per share,

S+ = (1/NS) V+ = SEX + (Nr/Ns) R+ (4-12)

or, equivalently,

s+ = SEX + qR+ (4-13)

Substituting SEX + q R+ for S+ in Equation (4-10) yields

Rs+ =(1/(1+q)) [(SEX + q R+jNidx) - e_rTK N(d2)] (4-14)
where d1 = {ln[(SEX + q R+)/K] + (r + a2/2) T} / ajT

d2 = di - aVT

8 In their model, the call option is drawn on a share of the
'original' firm (a firm with no warrants). Thus, the stock
price in the call option is the stock price cum-right.
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and subscript S denotes "Smith".

Note that if the total value of the firm's asset, V+ (= Ns

S+), is lognormally distributed, the firm's asset per share

S+, is also lognormally distributed, but the stock price ex¬

right (SEX) is not.

On the other hand, Galai and Schneller (1978) show that

the value of a warrant is also equal to the value of a call

option on a share in a firm with warrants, namely,

RG&S
+ SEX N(gx) - e-rT K N(g2) (4-15)

where d1

d2

{ln(Sex/K) + (r + a2/2) T} / a/T

d-j_ - aVT
and subscript G&S denotes "Galai & Schneller".

According to their analysis, if one applies their model

on ex-right date, the valuation model of a warrant does not

need a dilution factor, l/(l+q). This is because the stock

price ex-right has already reflected the dilution effect

from the exercise of rights This relationship can be

easily seen from the derivation of the hypothetical value of

stock on ex-right date, PEX Since PEX is same as (Pc + qK)

/(1+q) in a perfect market,9 where Pc is the hypothetical

stock price cum-right, the following equation can be

obtained.

9 In terms of allocation ratio, NS, the hypothetical stock
price ex-right can be also given by (NS P^ + K)/(NS + 1).
Note that PEx is the theoretical price in the perfect
market. Generally, the market price following a rights
issue will differ from PEX owing to changes in investor's
expectations, general fluctuations on the stock exchange,
and so on.
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PEX - K = (Pc - K)/(1 + q) (4-16)

which implies that the exercise value of the call (on a

share in a firm with warrants) at maturity is the same as

the maturity value of the warrant (of a firm with no

warrants).

At a first glance, Equation (4-15) appears to be

identical to the B&S simple call option model. However,

unlike the usual call option, for which, when calls are

exercised, no dilution occurs and thus the distribution of

stock price does not deviate from the lognormality, the call

option in Equation (4-15) takes into account the probable

dilution effect and the stock price on or after ex-right

date does not follow the same dynamics as before.

From the above presentation, it is obvious that the model

values of the rights based on the Galai and Schneller's

model and the Smith's model would be identical only if the

rights are evaluated before the stock goes ex-right, that

is, when the stocks and rights are traded together in a

single unit. In this case, the observed stock price, or

cum-riqht stock price, can be applied directly to the

variable S" in Equation (4-8) and one gets the same value of

a right, R".

However, if the rights are evaluated after the stock goes

ex-right, that is, when stocks and rights are traded

separately in the market, then the two models would yield

different values of the right. For this purpose, we rewrite

the two formulas.
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Smith: Rs+
1
— t(S
1+q

EX + q R+) Nidi) - e
-rT K N(d2)] (4-14)

where {ln[(SEX + q R+) / K] + (r + a2/2) T} / aVT

d2 di - ojT
G & S: RG&S

+ SEX N(dx) - e'rT K N(d2) (4-15)

where d^ (ln(SEX/K) + (r + a2/2) T} / aVT

d2 d]_ - ojn
The major difference between the two formulas when

applied on ex-right date stems from the fact that while the

right in the Galai and Schneller's model (Equation (4-15))

is drawn on the firm's stock only (SEX), the right in the

Smith's model (Equation (4-14)) is on the firm's total

asset, comprised of both the stock and the right. Unless

the value of q (namely, the relative proportion of new

shares to original shares) is close to zero, the two models

would give different values of a right.

It is interesting to note that the two models are in fact

based on different assumptions of the underlying asset of

the rights. Figure 4-1 characterizes the different

distribution of underlying asset values between these two

models.

While the Galai and Schneller's model assumes the log¬

normal distribution of stock price ex-right ((b) in Figure

4-1), the Smith's model assumes the same distribution for

the total asset per share ((a) in Figure 4-1), consisting of

stock price ex-right and right. Statistical theory claims

that either can hold, but both cannot hold simultaneously,
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Rights-on Ex-right Date
Date

Expiration
Date Date

Sc Sc

Figure 4-1
Distribution of Underlying Assets Values

Surrounding Ex-rights Date of Rights Issues

implying that if the total asset is lognormally distributed,

then the stock price ex-right cannot be, no matter what is

the distribution of the right.

These two models altogether do not take into account a

number of important factors concerning the valuation of the

rights. Among others, they ignore the leverage effect

resulting from the existence of debt and the possibility of

non-simultaneous exercise of the rights. These two factors

may significantly affect the magnitude of empirical

deviations of the model prices from the observed market

prices of rights, even though the exact direction of the

individual effect is not clear. We explore these factors in

details when we investigate the empirical results.

The Methodology

Structure of the Empirical Study

In calculating the theoretical values of rights on ex¬

right days we employ the per-share version of Smith's model
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and Galai and Schneller's model, that is, Equations (4-15)

and (4-16), respectively Equation (4-8) is also applied to

evaluate the value of rights on rights-on days. Although

the value of a right appears in both sides of Equation (4-

15) of Smith's model, namely, R f(R,..), where R is the

value of a right, the model is still operational. We solve

for the Smith's model price of rights using iteration

method, where the error, R - f(R,..), is being minimized.

For each right offering we calculate the theoretical

value of the right, which we denote by "R°". It is

important to note that R° is in fact the price for a right

to buy a new share, whereas the market price of the right

that we actually observe in the market is for a right per

one old share. Thus, we first convert the model price of a

right attached to a new share, R°, to that of a right

attached to an old share, Rinodel by dividing R° by the

allocation ratio of each rights issue 10 as follows.

Rmodel R° / (Ns/Nr) (4-17)

where Ns and NR are the number of outstanding shares and of
new shares sold through the rights, respectively.

Following the direct comparison approach frequently used

in testing call option valuation models (see Trippi (1977)

and MacBeth and Merville (1979)), we define by RR the

The allocation ratio represents the number of old shares
needed to buy a new share issued via rights offering. Thus,
this ratio is equivalent to the reciprocal of a dilution
factor, q.
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relative (percentage) deviation of the model price from the

market price.

RR (Rmodel _ Rmarket) ¡ Rmarket (4-18)

where Rmarket j_s the observed price of a right either in the

first day that it was traded-*-^ or on ex-right day. For each

right we have two measures of the percentage deviation, RRS
and RRg&s, where subscripts indicate "Smith" and "Galai &

Schneller", respectively.

The null and alternative hypotheses are

Ho RR 0 vs. Ha : RR + 0

where RR is the average of RR for the whole sample rights

In order to test the null hypothesis nonparametric

tests such as the Wilcoxon signed rank test, the Mann-

Whitney U test were used to complement the conventional t-

12

In order to calculate the relative difference, RR,

"Rmodeln jias to ke estimated by using appropriate variables.

To estimate the instantaneous standard deviation of the

relevant stock returns, daily stock return data for 90 days

immediately preceding the ex-right date of each rights issue

were collected from the Center for Research in Security

11 In general, this is right-on day, a couple of days before
ex-rights date. On the rights-on days, rightholders may
sell short the rights, which should be bought back later at
the prevailing market price of rights.

12 Nonparametric tests have a number of advantages over
standard parametric test. Among others, while parametric
tests typically give greatest weight to outliers, which may
bias the true mean values, all observations are weighted
equally in nonparametric tests.
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Prices (CRSP) Daily Stock Return File. These returns were

used first to compute continuously compounded returns by

taking the natural log of return plus 1. Then the computed

standard deviations of the daily rates were converted to

annual basis.

The riskless rates of interest were estimated by using

the average of the bid and asked quotes on the U.S. Treasury

Bills reported in the Wall Street Journal with the

approximately same maturity as the rights offering.3-3
Finally, since our study focuses on the performance of

the two rights valuation models both on the first day when

the rights were traded (in general, rights-on date) and on

ex-rights date, the observed stock prices for each rights

issue on these two days were taken as the relevant stock

prices in the formulas. Of the 180 rights issues in our

sample these two days coincided for 13 rights issues, for

which only stock prices ex-right were available.

We also wish to test, among other things, the impact of

the publication of the two papers on the deviation RR. ^4
Since the paper by Smith was published in December 1977 and

-1-3 For the detailed discussion on the estimation of riskless
interest rates, see Cox and Rubinstein (1985).

14 It seems possible that the effect of the paper on the
market pricing mechanism may be achieved when the working
paper is being distributed, rather than the paper is
actually published. Thus, although the information about
the working paper seems to be very limited among the
practitioners and the working paper in its form would not be
well appreciated among them, we also investigate the impact
of these two models for a couple of years before their
publication date.
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this study covers the period of 1968 -1985, we created two

sub-periods, 1968 - 1977 and 1978 - 1985. Similarly, in

testing Galai and Schneller's model which appeared in

December 1978, we have two subperiods, 1968-1978 and 1979 -

1985. In the rest of this paper we refer to "period 1" as

the period before the publication of the relevant paper and

"period 2" as the period succeeding the publication of the

paper.

For each period and for the two sub-periods we test

whether the means of RRS and RRq&s are significantly
different from zero. In particular, we test whether the

means are closer to zero in period 2, which may give some

indication of the impact of the appearance of the formula

itself on practitioners, hence indirectly on the market

price of the rights.

Data and Sample Selection

The sample consists of rights offerings from January 1968

to December 1985. The sample rights issues were taken from

the Stock Subscription Rights section of the Moody's

Dividend Record and each rights issue was checked against

the list of rights offers reported in the Standard and

Poor's Annual Dividend Record. These two Records provide

relevant information on ex-right date, expiration date of

the rights, allocation ratio, subscription price, and the

market price of the stock and right on ex-rights day.15

15 The market prices are the average of the high and low
sales price or bid and asked prices of the stocks (ex¬
rights ) and of the rights on the day the rights were
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For the further credibility of the sample data we also

checked offering information of each rights issue reported

in these two Records with that in Wall Street Journal. We

noticed that of 180 rights issues in our sample, five had

large discrepancies with respect to stock prices and rights

prices on ex-right days. Thus, we also did the same

empirical analyses by excluding these five rights issues

from the original sample to see whether this would alter our

original empirical results.

The selection criteria of the sample rights offerings are

as follows.

1. The firm is listed on the New York Stock Exchange or

the American Stock Exchange.

2. At least 90 daily stock returns immediately preceding

the ex-rights date are available from the CRSP Daily Stock

Return File.

3. The "Unit" rights issue, which offers a combination of

rights (or warrants) and other securities with or without

common stocks, is excluded from the sample.

The final composition of the sample rights issues is

presented in Table 4-1.

distributed or the first date available thereafter. Some of
the stock prices reported in these two Records are actually
rights-on stock prices. For these rights issues, the stock
prices ex-right were collected from the Wall Street Journal.

I® These five rights issues include one by NTT in 1969, one
by SFI in 1969, one by PAC in 1980, and two by PAC in 1981.
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As shown in Table 4-1, the number of rights issues has

declined over the years 1968-1985,^ hence the sample size

decreases over time.-*-® Also, note that many of the rights

issues are offered outside the U.S., e.g., Toronto Stock

Exchange, London Stock Exchange, etc. For example, in 1980,

only 25 of the 94 rights issues were offered in the U.S. and

most of them were offered through the Over-the-Counter

market. Since we have all the data needed to evaluate the

rights only for the stocks traded in the New York Stock

Exchange or the American Stock Exchange, our sample size per

year ranges from 2 in 1982 to 29 in 1969.

Tables 4-2 and 4-3 provide the summary statistics of

relevant parameters for the sample of the 180 rights

offerings.

As shown in Table 4-2, the time interval between ex-right

date and expiration date of rights is on average 20.72 days

with a minimum value of 10 days and a maximum value of 60

days, and the rights were first traded a couple of days

before the ex-right date.

-*-7 It is not clear why the number of rights issues has
suddenly increased since 1983. A plausible explanation
might be the overall worldwide increase in the total public
offerings including the rights offerings. However, note
that the number of rights issues offered through the two
major U.S. exchanges has little changed.

I® Several studies investigated the equity financing paradox
that the majority of firms in the U.S. employ underwritten
cash offerings, rather than less expensive rights offerings.
For the more discussion of this subject, see Smith (1977),
Hansen and Pinkerton (1982,1984), Smith and Dhatt (1984),
Bhagat (1983), and Heinkel and Schwartz (1986).
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The average allocation ratio is 8.82, the exercise price

is $19.04, the stock price on ex-right date is $21.01, and

the right-on stock price (or, stock price cum-right) is

$0.66 higher than ex-right stock price. The ratio of excise

price to stock price ex-right, denoted by E/S, is on average

88.9%, indicating that new shares are offered to existing

shareholders at a big discount by more than 10% of

prevailing market price. The average market price of a

right on ex-right date and on right-on date is $0,380 and

$0,348, respectively, the mean risk-free rate of interest is

6.3%, and the mean standard deviation of the corresponding

stock returns for the 90 days preceding the ex-right date is

28.7%.

Table 4-3 reports the mean and median values of relevant

parameters of interest for two industry subgroups. These

groupings are useful since the effects of the various

offering-related characteristics on the value of the right

could be quite different for regulated than unregulated

industries.

It is of particular interest to see from Table 4-3 that

the ratio of exercise price to stock price ex-right is

significantly higher for utility companies than for

industrial companies, implying that utility companies are

able to sell the new shares through rights offerings at a

much closer price to the prevailing market price. This

result seems to be, at least in part, due the significantly

lower volatility of stock returns and thus better
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predictability of stock prices on ex-right date for utility

companies.

Based on the mean values of parameters shown in Table 4-

2, it is easy to see that the actual stock prices ex-right

do not follow exactly the dynamics predicted from the

traditional textbook formula.^ The actual stock price ex¬

right is shown to be significantly lower than the predicted

one. This finding is not surprising since, in general, the

observed stock price ex-right following a rights issue would

differ from the predicted one in a perfect market owing to

changes in investor's expectations, general fluctuations on

the stock exchange, and so on.

Looking at the means also indicates that the market price

of a right is above what one would predict it should be by

employing the traditional textbook formula for calculating

the hypothetical value of the right.^0 a comparison of the

market value of a right to its theoretical value when the

right is considered as an option reveals different results,

in direction as well as in magnitude, as we shall see in the

next part.

According to the traditional textbook formula, the
hypothetical stock price ex-right, PEX, is given by (NS Sc +
K)/(NS + 1) where NS is allocation ratio, S^ is stock price
cum-right, and K is exercise price. Applying our figures in
Table 2, we have PEX = $21.05.

2° Note that the hypothetical value of a right, HR, is given
by (SEX - K)/NS where SEX is stock price ex-right. Applying
our figures in Table 2, we have HR = (20.86 - 19.04)/8.82 =
$0,206.
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Table 4-1
The Sample Rights Offers Classified

by Year and Stock Exchange

Total number Number of rights
Year of rights offers NYSE AMEX available*

1968 222 25 20 17
1969 221 32 21 29
1970 148 28 8 20
1971 170 29 9 24
1972 138 21 7 15
1973 134 13 3 12
1974 82 8 2 6
1975 99 13 2 12
1976 87 7 1 5
1977 72 6 1 6
1978 80 7 1 5
1979 90 7 2 5
1980 94 8 2 6
1981 94 7 5 4
1982 61 4 2 2
1983 118 6 8 3
1984 101 12 7 4
1985 114 8 6 6

Total 2125 241 107 180

Source: Stock Subscription Sections of the various issues of
the Moody's Dividend Record

This number represents the rights issues for which complete
information on the input variables are available from various
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Table 4-2
Summary Statistics for All Rights Offerings

Variables Mean Median
Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Days from Ex-right
Date to Maturity

20.72
(8.55)a

19.00
(6.00)b

10 60

Days from Right-on
Date to Maturity

22.17
(8.47)

20.00
(4.75)

11 61

Allocation Ratio 8.82
(5.10)

9.00
(5.00)

0.42 25

Exercise Price
(in $)

19.04
(12.83)

18.30
(11.50)

1 125

Stock Price
Ex-rights(in $)

20.86
(14.26)

19.56
(11.44)

1.31 146.5

Stock Price
Rights-on(in $)

21.52 19.94 2.19 151.4

E/S 0.888
(0.163)

0.993
(0.072)

0.462 1.042

Price of Right on
Ex-right Date(in $)

0.380
(0.809)

0.141
(0.266)

0.008 5.750

Price of Right on
Right-on Date(in $)

0.348
(0.759)

0.141
(0.188)

0.008 6.875

Std. Dev. of
Stock Returns

0.287
(0.192)

0.223
(0.168)

0.096 1.650

Risk-free Rate 0.063
(0.024)

0.060
(0.022)

0.030 0.204

Notes: The sample consists of 180 rights offerings during the
period of 1968-1985. Allocation ratio is the ratio of original
shares to new shares sold through rights offers. E/S = exercise
price/stock price ex-right.

f- Standard deviation is in parentheses.
b Interquartile range is in parentheses.
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Table 4-3

Summary Statistics for All Rights Offerings By Industry Group

Variables

Industrial Co.
(n=84)*

Mean Median

Utility Co.
(n=96)

Mean Median
T-value

Time to Maturity
(in days)

24.44
(11.06)

21.00
b(12.00 )c

17.45
(2.67)

18.00
(5.00)

5.65*

Allocation Ratio 5.63
(4.39)

5.00
(4.00)

11.61
(3.91)

10.00
(4.75)

-9.67*

Exercise Price
(in $)

17.87
(17.43)

13.64
(16.75)

20.06
(6.54)

19.33
(8.06)

-1.09

Stock Price
Ex-right(in $)

20.20
(19.62)

15.66
(16.52)

21.43
(6.77)

20.84
(8.38)

-0.55

E/S 0.864
(0.120)

0.897
(0.132)

0.934
(0.030)

0.940
(0.019)

-5.24*

Market Price of
Right on Ex-
Right Date(in $)

0.670
(1.114)

0.359
(0.404)

0.126
(0.087)

0.109
(0.070)

4.46*

Std. Dev. of
Stock Returns

0.381
(0.242)

0.342
(0.328)

0.205
(0.059)

0.194
(0.074)

6.51*

Risk-free Rate 0.067
(0.025)

0.063
(0.025)

0.059
(0.023)

0.055
(0.019)

2.20

Notes: Time to maturity is the interval between ex-right date and
expiration date of rights. Allocation ratio is the ratio of
original shares to new shares sold through rights offers. E/S =
exercise price/stock price ex-right.

f- n denotes the number of observations in each group.b Standard deviation is in parentheses.
® Interquartile range is in parentheses.
denotes the significant difference of the means of two groups
at the 1% level.
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The Empirical Results

Analysis of the Valuation Models of Rights

Taking all 180 observations during the period of 1968-

1985, we have found that Smith's formula as well as Galai

and Schneller's formula highly overstate the value of the

market price of rights by more than 28% on both rights-on

date and ex-rights date. Table 4-4 presents the results.

The level of RR (relative difference) is more

than 99.9% for both models, regardless of the statistical

tests employed, indicating that the model prices are

significantly higher than the market prices of rights.

Note that the distribution of the relative deviation, RR,

employing Smith's model either on rights-on date or on ex¬

right date is extremely positively skewed with a mean value

of 33% and a median value of 19.8%. Employing Galai and

Schneller's model shows a similar distribution of RR. Thus,

the standard t-test seems to be inappropriate given the

skewed nature of the distribution In fact, investigation

of individual rights issues reveals that the predicted

prices of both models were greater than the corresponding

market prices for 138 issues out of 167 issues (82.6%) on

right-on date and for 154 issues out of 180 issues (85.6%)

on ex-right date.

A comparison of the dollar and relative deviation (DR and

RR, respectively) between right-on date and ex-right date

shows that the two models evaluate the rights prices quite
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consistently for both dates, as indicated by the

insignificant RSM and RGS.

Further analysis reveals that of the two models the

Smith's model fits better the data on ex-right date over the

whole period with lower RR (33% vs. 36%). This result is

reinforced by the significant mean of dollar and relative

difference (DDR and DRR) between the two model prices.21
The results shown above were robust even when we

estimated the predicted prices of both models for the sample

of 175 rights offers by excluding five rights issues, which

exhibited large discrepancies between our data sources.

Having observed significant deviation of model prices of

rights from market prices, a natural question following is -

why does this large relative deviation exist?

Many theoretical and empirical studies on call options

have shown that the existence of empirical deviations may

come from the common assumptions of lognormal distribution

of stock prices and the stationality of this distribution.

Other potential factors may explain these observed biases.

They include leverage effect (Geske (1979) and Christie

(1982)), jump processes (Cox and Ross (1976) and Merton

(1976)), dividend effect (Roll (1977), Geske (1978), and

Whaley (1982)), transaction costs and taxes (Smith (1977)

Galai (1983) notes that proving the superiority of one
model over an alternate one requires an ex-ante trading
strategy. In fact, this proof is further complicated by the
joint hypotheses' nature of the test.
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and Phillips and Smith (1980)), and partial or non-

simultaneous exercise of rights (Emanuel (1983)).

However, it is unlikely that dividends are relevant for

valuation of rights because firms do not pay dividends while

rights are outstanding. Similarly, jump processes and

leverage effect would probably increase model prices of

rights, making the deviation bigger.

On the contrary, transaction costs and taxes (capital

gain taxes) seem to be a substantial problem here which may

explain the deviations in our study. Taking extreme cases,

the brokerage fee for trading rights can be as much as 10%

for small dollar transactions (less than $1,000) and the

bid-ask spread for rights can be also as high as 10%. If

half the bid-ask spread is taken as an implicit selling

cost, the total transaction cost can be as much as 15% of

the value of the rights (Smith (1977)).22
Table 4-5 presents the results adjusted with three

different levels of transaction costs applied to the Smith's

model values of rights. With 15% transaction cost there

still exists a significant relative deviation of model

prices from market prices, although traders on average earn

insignificant gains. If the transaction costs are increased

22 Phillips and Smith (1980) estimate the bid-ask spread for
calls to be substantial, averaging 4.5 percent for calls
above $0.50, and approximately 30 percent for their entire
sample. However, the transaction costs reported in their
study are for CBOE options, thus not an appropriate
representative of the secondary markets in rights.
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Table 4-4

Comparisons Between Model Values and Observed Values of Rights

Mean T-value Pr>¡T\ Median SRa PR>¡SR I

On Rights-on Date

MR 0.380 6.27 0.0001 0.183 7014 0.0001
(0.783)b (0.205)c

DR 0.032 2.90 0.0042 0.025 4322 0.0001
(0.141) (0.040)

RR 0.288 8.11 0.0001 0.200 5626 0.0001
(0.459) (0.322)

On Ex-right Date

Smith' s Model
MR 0.451 5.19 0.0001 0.175 8145 0.0001

(1.087) (0.261)
DR 0.072 1.97 0.05 0.022 5323 0.0001

(0.489) (0.041)
RR 0.330 6.55 0.0001 0.198 6447 0.0001

(0.676) (0.322)

Galai & Schneller's Model
MR 0.457 5.25 0.0001 0.177 8145 0.0001

(1.168) (0.267)
DR 0.078 2.13 0.0348 0.024 5484 0.0001

(0.490) (0.043)
RR 0.360 6.73 0.0001 0.212 6579 0.0001

(0.719) (0.328)

DSM 0.004 0.52 0.6032 -0.006 -1384 0.0270
(0.100) (0.038)

RSM -0.006 -0.20 0.8392 -0.006 -112 0.8586
(0.367) (0.232)

DGS 0.008 1.05 0.2962 -0.005 -875 0.1623
(0.102) (0.037)

RGS 0.020 0.68 0.4949 0.004 428 0.4945
(0.382) (0.221)

DDR -0.006 -0.37 0.0024 -0.001 -8081 0.0001
(0.025) (0.002)

DRR -0.030 -5.64 0.0001 -0.005 -8090 0.0001
(0.072) (0.016)
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Table 4 - continued

Notes: The sample consists of 180 rights offerings during the
period of 1968-1985. MR = Model price of right (in $). DR = MR
- Market price of right (in $). RR = DR / Market price of right.
DSM = MRg on ex-right date - MR^ on right-on date (in $). RSM =
RRS on ex-right date - RRS on right-on date. DGS = MRG&S on ex¬
right date - MRg&s on right-on date (in $). RGS = RRq&s on ex“
right date - RRGrS on right-on date. DDR = MRS - MRG&S on ex¬
right date (in $). DRR = RRS - RRq&s on ex-right date.
Subscripts "S" and "G&S" denote "Smith" and "Galai & Schneller",
respectively.

a SR denotes sum of signed ranks on Wilcoxon signed rank test,
k Standard deviation is in parentheses.
c Interquartile range is in parentheses.
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Table 4-5

Comparisons Between Model Values and Observed Values of Rights
With Transaction Costs (Using Smith's Model Prices)

Mean T-value Pr>¡T¡ Median SRa PR>¡SR¡

With 10% Transaction Costs

DR 0.034 1.02 0.3095 0.010 2422 0.0005
(0.447 )b (0.040 )c

RR 0.209 4.56 0.0001 0.089 4220 0.0001
(0.615) (0.293)

With 15% Transaction Costs

DR 0.015 0.47 0.6410 0.005 784 0.2630
(0.429) (0.045)

RR 0.157 3.57 0.0005 0.042 2475 0.0004
(0.588) (0.280)

With 20% Transaction Costs

DR -0.004 -0.13 0.8967 0.020 -800.5 0.2531
(0.415) (0.052)

RR 0.108 2.58 0.0107 -0.001 674 0.3360
(0.564) (0.269)

Notes: The sample consists of 180 rights offerings during the
period of 1968-1985. MR = Model price of right (in $). DR = MR
- (Market price of right multiplied by 1 + x% transaction costs)
(in $). RR = DR / (Market price of right multiplied by 1 + x%
transaction costs) where x is 10, 15, and 20.

a SR denotes sum of signed ranks on Wilcoxon signed rank test.
b Standard deviation is in parentheses.
c Interquartile range is in parentheses.
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up to 20%, the relative deviation is not significantly

different from zero and traders on average incur losses.

However, in these cases, mean values may not properly

answer to the question of the existence of arbitrage

opportunities. Investigation of individual rights prices

with 20% transaction costs reveals that for half of the

total rights issues the model prices overvalue the market

prices with the relative deviation averaging 37%, ranging

from 0.2% to more than 3.5. This finding strongly implies

that there still exist a plenty of arbitrage opportunities

and a trader can earn up to 3.5 times to the market price of

a right even after paying 20% transaction cost.

Recall that with rights, the rightholders either exercise

them or sell them. Since we have found that rights are

underpriced, we would expect arbitrageurs to operate in the

market by buying these undervalued assets and most of the

trades are likely to be seller initiated. Thus, the price

is more likely to be at the high end of the bid-ask spread.

However, considering the relatively short lives of rights,

the transaction costs may be large enough to avoid such

transactions of rights, hence the observed deviation would

not be entirely eliminated. In addition, sale of rights

would result in capital gain or loss measured by the

difference between the tax basis and the sale price.23

For the detailed discussion of the tax liabilities
imposed directly on shareholders, see Smith (1977) and
Moody's Dividend Record.
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Therefore, even without creating neutral hedge positions

(Black and Scholes (1972)) or performing an ex-ante test

(Galai (1977)), it can be easily shown that the average

dollar deviation of about 7c, or relative deviation of 33%,

would not vanish out, even after we take into consideration

the transaction costs (including bid-ask spread, commission,

and other explicit fees) and taxes, which leads to a

suspicion about the efficiency of the market of rights.24
This result contrasts the previous findings on the option

market that the market for options, despite the deviations

from model predictions, seems to be quite efficient in the

sense that the market does not allow a trader to make

consistently abnormal profits on an after-transaction costs

and after-tax basis.

Note that the two models in our study assume the

simultaneous exercise of rights at the expiration date of

rights. It is not clear how the possibility of non-

simultaneous exercise of rights affects the value of rights.

In essence, exercising some rights changes the character of

the firm with respect to the capital structure and dividend

policy. In particular, while the dividend rate on the firm

is unchanged, the dividend rate per share declines as rights

are exercised. Emanuel (1983) argues that since the main

reason for exercising warrants is to collect dividends, the

24 once again, this problem concerns joint tests of model
validity, data accuracy, and market efficiency. Thus, it
would be possible that the markets for rights are efficient,
but the valuation models themselves are not well specified.
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incentive to exercise a warrant might well decline if the

dividend rate per share declines due to other warrants being

exercised, making the first exercised warrant less valuable

than a later exercised warrant.

Another factor which seems to affect the value of rights

is the partial exercise of rights. If only a proportion of

the total rights are exercised and the remaining are simply

expired, the true value of rights would be well below the

model prices predicted by these two models, since the total

value of the firm at the expiration date of rights would be

lower than the one assumed in the boundary condition of the

two models.However, most rights offerings in practice

allow an oversubscription privilege and thus existing

shareholders in the aggregate receive full market value for

the new shares issued.

In sum, our findings so far seem to indicate either that

the rights pricing models are incomplete to predict future

prices of rights, thus invalidating the structure of the

valuation model or that the rights offering market is not as

efficient as the option market to be able to eliminate any

abnormal trading profits.

Analysis of the Characteristics of Rights

It is interesting to note that rights can be regarded as

in-the-money options. When firms set the exercise price (or

25 Rights offerings are generally 50 percent subscribed by
existing shareholders. The typical reaction of investors to
rights offerings is well illustrated by Barron's: 50%
exercise their rights; 40% sell out for cash; and 10% do
nothing ('Vanishing Rights' (May 2, 1977) Barron's, p. 25).
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subscription price) for rights offerings, they in general

set this price low enough to foreclose the possibility of

failure in raising the targeted amount of capital. This

feature is summarized in Table 4-6, where the average of the

difference between stock price ex-right and exercise price

is shown to be a significant amount of $1,820 and this

difference constitutes more than 12% of the exercise

price.26 only five out of the 180 sample rights issues set

higher exercise price than the stock price ex-right.

Employing the Smith's model prices, the average difference

is shown to be even bigger, since the underlying asset value

is comprised of both the stock price ex-right and rights

price adjusted by the dilution factor, q.

Several empirical studies have shown conflicting results

on the biases of the B&S model prices of call options.

Black (1975) reports that the B&S formula overprices deep-

in-the-money options and underprices deep-out-of-the-money,

near-maturity options. Merton (1976) shows that the B&S

model prices are less than market prices for both deep-in-

and deep-out-of-the-money options. Contrary to these

findings, MacBeth and Merville (1979) found that it

underprices (overprices) market prices for in-the-money

(out-of-the-money) options with a few exceptions and this

26 The usual definition of in-the-money or out-of-the-money
position of a call option is whether the difference between
stock price ex-right (SEX) and exercise price (K) is greater
or less than zero. Following the recent literature (e.g.,
Rubinstein (1985)) we employ the statistic SEX/K as the
measure of the money position of rights.
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deviation is an increasing function of the extent to which

the option is in- or out-of-the-money and decreases as the

time to maturity decreases.

To investigate whether any systematic relationship exists

between the deviation of model prices from observed market

prices of rights and the extent to which this deviation

depends upon the degree of the "in-the-money" position, the

time to maturity, and the standard deviation of the

underlying stock returns, we estimated the following cross-

section regression model for all the rights issued.^7

¡DRj¡ = aQ + a^RMj + a2TMj + a3SDj + ej (4-19)
where ¡DRj¡ = absolute value of the dollar deviation of

model price from market price of right j,^8

DMj = (Sex-K)/K which measures the degree that the
right j is in-the-money,

TMj = time to expiration date of right j (in days),

SDj = standard deviation of stock return of right j,

ej = the usual error term.
Table 4-7 provides the result from several regression

models. Regardless of the model values employed, the

Note that unlike the call options, only one type of
rights is issued on the underlying stock. Thus, it is not
possible to perform the time-series and cross-section
regression model for several different types of call options
on the same underlying stock (see MacBeth and Merville
(1979)).

Since negative values of DRs may make the sign of
coefficients in the regression models obscure, we employed
their absolute values. The results using DRs themselves
were qualitatively similar to those reported here except
that the adjusted R-square dropped to 10%.
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Table 4-6
Statistics for In-the-Money Position of Rights

Minimum Maximum
Mean Median Value Value

Smith's Model

s+ - K 2.
(in $) (2.

S+ / K 1.
(0.

091 1.364
787)a (1.124)

174 1.073
396) (0.081)

-2.436 21.625

0.959 4.884

Galai $ Schneller's Model

S+ - K
(in $)

S+ / K

1.820
(2.196)

1.126
(0.163)

1.313
(1.091)

1.071
(0.072)

-2.438 21.500

0.959 2.167

Notes: The sample consists of 180 rights offerings during the
period of 1968-1985. S+ SEX + g R in Smith's model,
in Galai and Schneller's model where SEX
R is price of a right, and q is
through rights offers to original shares

S+ SEX

stock price ex-right,
the ratio of new shares sold

a Standard deviation is in parentheses,
b Interquartile range is in parentheses.
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Table 4-7

Regression Analysis of Deviation of Model Value

Model: j DRj j = ag + a]_RMj + a2TMj + a3SDj + ej

a0 al a2 a3

a

R2

Smith's Model

0.009 0.578* 0.221

(0.282)b (7.196)
0.116 -0.001 -0.001

(1.225) (-0.065)
-0.022 0.460 0.028

(-0.338)
_ • -

(2.485)
0.045 0.580 -0.002 0.218

(0.529) (7.194) (-0.453)
0.049 0.617 -0.161 0.220

(0.847) (6.688) (-0.846)
0.060 0.695 -0.001 -0.149 0.216

(0.693) (6.590) (-0.170) (-0.732)

Galai & Schneller' s Model

-0.016 1.045* 0.120

(-0.377) (5.039)
0.103 0.001 -0.001

(1.086) (0.141)
-0.040 0.540 0.041

(-0.624) (2.934)
-0.004 1.047 -0.001 0.115

(-0.044) (5.025) (-0.149)
-0.034 0.991 0.085 0.116

(-0.553) (4.013) (0.406)
-0.012 0.980 -0.001 0.110 0.111

(-0.128) (3.912) (-0.311) (0.489)

Notes: The sample consists of 180 rights offerings during the
period of 1968-1985. ¡DRj¡ = absolute value of (Model price -
Market price) of right j. RMj = (S+ - K )/K in Smith's model
and (SEX - K)/K in Galai & Scnneller's model where S+ is the
total equity value per share comprised of stock price ex-right
(SEX) and rights price, and K is exercise price. TMj = time to
expiration date of right j (in days). SDj = standard deviation
of underlying stock returns of right j.
a denotes adjusted R^ for degrees of freedom.
b T-statistics are in parentheses.
denotes significance at the 1% level.
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estimated coefficient of variable RM is shown to be positive

and significantly different from zero, implying that as the

right goes deeper in-the-money, the absolute deviation

between model price and market price increases. On the

other hand, the coefficients of variables TM and SD exhibit

various signs depending upon the model specification, but

both variables are insignificantly related to the magnitude

of the deviation. Namely, the time to expiration and the

standard deviation of the underlying stock returns do not

play a significant role in the determination of the

magnitude of the deviation.

Taking these results together with the findings shown

before, the empirical investigation reveals that the rights

valuation models overprice the in-the-money options such as

rights and the deviation is an increasing function of the

degree that the rights are in-the-money. These results were

robust regardless of the model values employed.

Analysis of the Impact on Market Pricing Mechanism

In order to analyze the impact of the publication of the

Smith's model on the pricing mechanism of rights we refined

the analysis by testing the significance of the means of DR

and RR for two subperiods as well as each year. Since

Smith's model appeared in December 1977, the two subperiods

were defined as 1968-1977 and 1978-1985, distinguishing
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between the period before the publication and the period

after the publication year.29
Table 4-8 shows that the average relative deviation even

increased from 19.2% in period 1 to 38.8% in period 2 and

that the difference of RR between the two subperiods is

significantly different from zero at the 1.7% level. Thus,

this result seems to indicate that the fit between the

Smith's model values and their corresponding market values

of rights did not improve since its publication.

However, a close examination of the relative deviations

year by year reveals a quite different case. We observe in

Table 4-9 that while RRs are significantly different from

zero for 7 years during the first 10-year period at the 5%

level, they are not significant for any single year during

the next 8-year period.

An interesting finding is that the T-statistic remained

at the fairly significant value during the period 1 (except

for the year of 1968) but sharply dropped in 1977 with a

negative value, which is not significantly different from

zero. If the effect of a theoretical paper on the market

pricing mechanism is in fact achieved when the working paper

is first introduced to the practitioners, at least a couple

of years before the publishing date, then this seems to

29 For the Galai & Schneller's model, we also divided the
whole period as 1968-1978 for period 1 and as 1979-1985 for
period 2, since their paper was published in December 1978.
The results from this analysis, which, for brevity sake, are
not reported, were almost identical to those using Smith's
model.
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account for the sharp decrease of the magnitude of RR around

1977.30 Thus, the findings in Table 4-9 seem to indicate

that the appearance of Smith's paper had a certain impact on

market pricing mechanism in evaluating the price of rights.

However, it is possible that the above results stem from

some systematic biases as we discussed before. For example,

the stock price variability may be underestimated for all

years 1968-1985 and this bias decreases in its magnitude

after the appearance of Smith's paper around 1977, which, in

turn, induces a better fit in Smith's model after 1977. In

order to investigate whether stock price variability is

stationary, we estimated the average standard deviations of

stock returns in two subperiods of pre and post publication

period. We also carried out the same analysis by simply

dividing the whole sample in half with 90 observations in

each subsample. In both cases, the mean standard deviation

of stock returns were greater in the second subperiod, but

the difference was not significant at the 20% level. Thus,

this finding seems to provide evidence on the stationality

of stock price variability across the testing period and, at

least in part, does not support the possibility of some

systematic biases in estimating stock price variability.

30 Quite interestingly, the analysis using Galai &
Schneller's model price also reveals that the two statistic
values sharply dropped in 1977, when their working paper was
first introduced as a mimeograph.
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Table 4-8

Comparison of Prices of Rights for Two Subperiods
on Ex-rights Date (Using Smith's Model)

Period 1 Period 2 Nonparametric
Variable (n=146 (n=34) Test

Mean Median Mean Median
Significance
Level(%)k

AR 0.314
(0.595)c

0.141
(0.215)d

0.740
(1.425)

0.167
(0.484)

27.36

MR 0.329
(0.563)

0.174
(0.236)

1.083
(2.470)

0.222
(0.470)

40.90

DR 0.015
(0.089)

0.021
(0.033)

0.344
(1.139)

0.032
(0.070)

96.29

RR 0.192
(0.271)

0.175
(0.255)

0.388
(0.502)

0.324
(0.495)

98.30

Notes: Period 1 is from January 1968 to December 1977 and Period
2 is from January 1978 to December 1985. AR = market price of
right on ex-right date. MR = model price of right. DR = MR -
AR. RR = DR/AR.

f- n denotes the number of observations in each period.
15 the Mann-Whitney U-test for the comparison of two sample means.
° Standard deviation is in parentheses.
“ Interquartile range is in parentheses.
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Table 4-9
Year-to-Year Comparison of Prices of Rights

on Ex-right Date (Using Smith's Model)

Variables Mean Median T-value Pr>¡T¡ SRa Pr> j SR¡

Period 1

Year == 1968 (n==17)"
DR -0.052 0.008 -1.26 0.2264 -1.3 0.7049
RR 0.069 0.059 0.98 0.3411 19.5 0.3684

Year == 1969 (n==29)
DR 0.033 0.018 2.43 0.0223 123 0.0032
RR 0.170 0.130 3.61 0.0013 145 0.0005

Year == 1970 (n==20)
DR 0.038 0.027 4.16 0.0005 105 0.0001
RR 0.311 0.259 6.26 0.0001 105 0.0001

Year == 1971 (n==24)
DR 0.002 0.026 0.08 0.9388 80 0.0231
RR 0.161 0.180 2.47 0.021 96 0.0064

Year == 1972 (n==15)
DR 0.022 0.016 4.19 0.0009 59 0.0009
RR 0.149 0.132 4.56 0.0004 58 0.0011

Year == 1973 (n==12)
DR 0.053 0.032 2.60 0.0247 38 0.0033
RR 0.322 0.269 4.55 0.0008 38 0.0033

Year == 1974 (n==6)
DR 0.031 0.024 3.01 0.0297 10.5 0.0360
RR 0.436 0.259 2.90 0.0338 10.5 0.0360

Year == 1975 (n==12)
DR 0.025 0.021 5.32 0.0002 39 0.0025
RR 0.214 0.172 4.77 0.0006 39 0.0025

Year == 1976 (n==5)
DR 0.027 0.022 3.03 0.0389 7.5 0.0591
RR 0.146 0.157 4.48 0.0110 7.5 0.0591

Year == 1977 (n==6)
DR -0.037 0.004 -0.90 0.4105 -1.5 0.8339
RR -0.045 0.030 -0.25 0.8091 -1.5 0.8339

Period 2

Year = 1978 (n==5)
DR 0.057 0.028 1.67 0.1703 7.5 0.0591
RR 0.305 0.203 2.51 0.0660 7.5 0.0591

Year = 1979 (n==5)
DR 0.058 0.066 2.41 0.0734 6.5 0.1056
RR 0.425 0.518 2.08 0.1066 6.5 0.1056

Year = 1980 (n==6)
DR 0.024 0.020 1.48 0.1977 6.5 0.2084
RR 0.571 0.493 2.41 0.0605 9.5 0.0592
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Table 9 - continued

Variables Mean Median T-value Pr>¡T¡ SRa Pr>¡SR¡

Year = 1981 (n==4)
DR 0.039 0.039 2.56 0.2372 3.5 0.1540
RR 0.243 0.243

Year =

1.29
1982 (n=

0.4189
=2)

3.5 0.1540

DR 0.011 0.011 2.07 0.2870 1.5 0.3711
RR 0.164 0.164

Year =

1.11
1983 (n=

0.4678
=3)

1.5 0.3711

DR 0.927 0.152 1.05 0.4026 3 0.1814
RR 0.469 0.375

Year =

1.76
1984 (n=

0.2208
=4)

3 0.1814

DR 0.048 0.059 2.88 0.1021 3 0.1814
RR 0.450 0.324

Year =

1.57
1985 (n=

0.2570
=6)

3 0.1844

DR 0.653 0.021 1.21 0.2789 3.5 0.5294
RR 0.504 0.345 1.26 0.2645 5.5 0.2945

Notes: DR = Model price - market price of a right on ex-right
date (in $). RR = DR / market price of right.

a SR denotes sum of signed ranks on Wilcoxon signed rank test,
k n denotes the number of observations in each year.
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Conclusion

One way to raise equity capital is by a rights offering.

Since the rights expire approximately three weeks after the

ex-right date and in virtually all cases firms do not pay

cash dividends during this short period, rights can be

treated as European call options.

The main results of this study are:

First, Smith's model (1977) and Galai & Schneller's model

(1978) for valuing rights yield identical values only when

applied on right-on date. When applied on ex-right date,

these two models yield different rights values. Theoreti¬

cally, these valuation models cannot hold simultaneously

since they implicitly make contradictory assumptions

regarding the distributions of the underlying asset values

on ex-right date.

Second, we found that the above two models significantly

overestimate the market value of the rights. While the two

models evaluate the rights price quite consistently both on

right-on date and on ex-right date, the Smith's model yields

slightly better results for the rights on ex-right date.

Third, the deviation between model price and market price

is significantly positively related to the degree of "in-

the-money position" of the rights, whereas the time to

maturity and the standard deviation do not play a

significant role to explain the magnitude of the deviation.

Fourth, one of the purposes of this study was to test

whether the academicians influence the practitioners,
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namely, whether traders in the market, who may use the new

developed formulas, push the market price to be closer to

the theoretical price. Dividing the total period into two

subperiods, we found that even though the average value of

the relative deviation of both models was larger in post¬

publication period, the relative deviation was not

significant in any single year during the post-publication

period, lending support to the positive impact of

theoretical work on the market pricing mechanism.

Finally, viewing from the joint hypotheses' nature of the

test, it is possible that the theoretical valuation models

are correct and well specified for rights valuation, but the

market for rights offering is highly inefficient. This

hypothesis may be valid since we have shown that the

relative deviation of model prices from the observed market

prices is not completely eliminated even on after¬

transaction costs and after-tax basis. There are only a few

rights offerings every year in the U.S. (and the number

decreases over time) and it is possible that traders do not

take the time and effort to exploit abnormal profit as they

probably do with the much larger option trading market.



CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation examines the various characteristics of

the contractual arrangements employed in the raising of

equity capital. Three essays are discussed in this study.

Essay I analyzes the relationship between underwriting

risk for a new equity offering and the appropriate under¬

writing risk premium. Underwriting constitutes the taking

of risk to provide long-term financing to the issuing firm,

namely an insurance service of bearing the risk of adverse

price fluctuations. Employing option pricing framework, a

valuation model of the firm commitment underwriting contract

is developed and then applied to market data on underwriting

spread for the period of 1982-1985.

The underwriting contract is shown to be equivalent to a

combination of a long position in stock, a cash payment to

issuing firm, and a short position in a call option with an

exercise price equal to the public offering price. It is

also shown to be analogous to a short position in a

"synthetic" put option plus the underwriting compensation.

The empirical results of Essay I reveal that over the

period examined, the underwriting value was highly

overpriced, implying that underwriters, on average, earned

excess returns for the underwriting service, even when an

185
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extreme case on underwriting expenses is considered. We

also find that the magnitude of the underwriting value

significantly varies for issues made by different industry

firms, by different types of registration, by different

method of syndication, and under the different relative

position of managing underwriter in the underwriting

industry. With some factors considered to explain the

degree of excess returns to underwriters, the overall

findings strongly suggest that underwriting market for

seasoned new equity offerings is less than perfectly

competitive.

Essay II investigates the choice of an optimal financing

method among three alternative financing methods - standby

rights offer, non-standby rights offer, and firm commitment

cash offer. Although previous studies provided potential

explanations to resolve the so-called "equity financing

paradox," they lack convincing theoretical analysis and

ignore the information asymmetry problem of new equity

market between issuers and outside investors/investment

bankers. This essay empirically examines three testable

hypotheses--firm quality hypothesis, subscription price

hypothesis, and firm segment hypothesis--regarding the

choice of a financing method, implied by Heinkel and

Schwartz (1986) signalling equilibrium model.

The overall empirical results of this essay do not fully

support the implications of the three hypotheses. It is

argued that the analytical problems present in their model,
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mainly due to the failure of incorporating important

behavior of issuing firms and investment bankers in

practice, induce the empirical results to be inconsistent

with the implications of their model.

Essay III examines the valuation of rights and the

efficiency of the rights offering market. Rights offerings

constitute a vehicle to raise equity capital. The rights

are traded in the market for about three weeks and can be

considered as call options, either on the firm's assets

(Smith's model) or on the firm's stock (Galai and

Schneller's model).

We investigate the predictability and the existence of

empirical deviations of the two rights valuation models

using market data of rights over the period of 1968-1985.

We also test whether the appearance of these two models in

1977 and 1978, respectively, has narrowed the gap between

theoretical value and observed market value of rights.

The empirical results show that both models signifi¬

cantly overestimate the market value, but that Smith's model

yields slightly better results for the pricing of rights on

ex-rights date. It is also found that the deviation between

model price and market price is significantly positively

related to the degree of "in-the-money position" of the

rights, while other offering characteristics do not play a

significant role to explain the magnitude of the deviation.

Viewing from the joint hypotheses' nature of the test, it

is possible that the theoretical valuation models are
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correct and well specified for rights valuation, but the

rights offering market is highly inefficient. This conjec¬
ture seems to be valid since the relative deviation of model

prices from the observed market price is not completely

eliminated even on after-transaction costs and after-tax

basis, which leads to a suspicion about the efficiency of

the rights offering market.



APPENDIX A
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF UNDERWRITING VALUE

In this Appendix, we provide the proof for the partial

derivatives of the value of underwriting value, U, with

respect to its six arguments.1
U := e rT s .- B - erT [S N(g!) - e'"rT X N(g2)]

= e rT s .
- B - erT c(S,T; X)

where 91 = [ln(S/X) + (r + a2/2) T]/ aVT

g2 = gi - ojT
(1) 3U/ 3S II CD *-1 »-3 - erT( 3c/ 3S)

= erT - erT Nig^^)
= erT [ 1-N( g-L) ] > 0

(2) 3U/ ax = erT ( 3C/9X)

= erT [e_rT N(g2)]
= N(g2) > 0

(3) 9U/ 3T = S r erT - [r erT c(S,T;X) + erT(9c/9T)]

= S r erT - r erT [S N(g^) ■
- e“rT X N(g2)

- erT {X e
-rT [r N(g2) + f(g2) a/2VT]}

S r e rT [l-Ntg^] - X f(g2) CJ/2VT S 0

(4) 9U/3a2 = - erT(3c/3a2)
-erT [e“rT X f(g2) VT/2a ]
- X f(g2) VT/2a < 0

1 For the partial derivatives of
to its five
and Galai

arguments, S, T,
and Masulis (1976)

call option with respect
r, aand X, see Smith (1976)
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(5) 9U/ 9r = T erT S - [T erT c(S,T;X) + erT(ac/3r)]
= T erT S - [T erT c(S,T;X)]

- erT [X T e-rT N(g2)]
= T erT S [l-Nig^] > 0

(6) 9U/ 9B = -1

where f(g2) = (1/V2ti) exp[-(l/2)g22],
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